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Abstract

As the share of photovoltaic keeps increasing in the global electricity mix, it becomes
critical to assess how the overall system and module performance (power) decreases over
time. This is not only important for financial reasons but also technically, because it is
crucial to understand the effects of the local climate on the performance degradation. Al-
though different models have been proposed to quantify the impact of climatic stresses
on performance degradation based on indoor ageing tests, less has been done to quantify
these effects in outdoor operations. The available methods for outdoor application are
mainly data-driven, meaning that the performance losses are evaluated from monitored
performance data without an understanding of the influencing environmental variables.
Moreover, these models are suitable for performance loss rates and not for degradation
rates evaluations.

Therefore, in the first part of this research, a physical model to determine the degra-
dation rates of photovoltaic modules based on outdoor climatic variables is proposed.
Through it, the impact of combined climatic loads on the module’s maximum power out-
put is quantified. In this approach, three degradation precursor mechanisms, namely,
hydrolysis, photodegradation, and thermo-mechanical, are assumed to be necessary for
service lifetime prediction. For each mechanism, an empirical model that describe well the
physical/chemical kinetics is selected or proposed. To validate the selected or proposed
models, experimental data from accelerated ageing tests are used. A generalized model
to quantify the effects of combined climatic loads for outdoor applications is then derived
from the three models. The generalized model is calibrated and validated using outdoor
experimental data of three identical mono-crystalline silicon modules installed in three
benchmarking climates: maritime (Gran Canaria, Spain), arid (Negev, Israel), and alpine
(Zugspitze, Germany). Finally, using the public climate database (ERA5), climatic data is
processed to extract the climatic stresses necessary for the calculation of the degradation
rate. These stresses are then applied to evaluate the degradation rates based on the three
precursor mechanisms and also to evaluate the total degradation rates. Therefore, global
degradation risk maps based on specific precursor mechanisms as well as total degradation
rate are provided. We believe that these risk maps are useful to understand the dominating
degradation mechanisms according to geographical locations and hence could be used to
develop photovoltaic materials depending on the operating geographical locations.

Other fundamental challenge of the available methods is their accuracy when long-term
forecasts are needed after a short operation time and with limited data points. The second
part of this research, addresses this challenge where a new data-driven method is proposed
so as to improve the accuracy of long-term prediction with small degradation history. The
model depends on the degradation patterns and a new concept of time dependent degra-
dation rate is introduced. The model has been calibrated and validated using different
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photovoltaic modules and systems data with 5 to 35 years of field exposure. The new
model is benchmarked against existing data-driven methods. The proposed model lowered
the long-term forecast uncertainties when forecasts are made after a small performance
degradation. Through this, the effects of long-term degradation to lifetime yield predic-
tion are assessed. It has been shown that using the proposed approach, the lifetime yield
predictions are more reliable due to more accurate long-term degradation forecast.

Finally, the two approaches are combined to form a hybrid model based on both the
physical and data-driven methods. Indeed, the hybrid modelis aimed to provide more
reliable long-term degradation forecast as well as having a physical understanding of the
dominating degradation mechanisms influencing the performance degradation. We believe
such a model is useful to calculate more reliable levelized cost of energy and thus the eco-
nomic viability of solar energy as well as to improve the development of new PV materials
according to the operating climatic conditions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

PV modules as well as systems are affected by continuous cycles of temperature, humidity,
irradiation, mechanical stress, and soiling. These environmental stresses cause different
degradation modes that take place within a PV module and reduce the performance of
the system. In order to accurately determine the degradation rates of PV modules and
to understand the effects of the operating conditions, the evolution of power in real life
operation must be monitored simultaneously with the local operating condition. However,
this requires waiting a considerable amount of time and huge financial investments. In this
case, two main approaches are currently used to mimic the outdoor degradation rates.

The first approach is using indoor accelerated ageing tests where modules are exposed
to extreme controlled operating conditions in climatic chambers in order to degrade the
modules within a short time. Although these tests are carried out based on the established
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standards Wohlgemuth (2012), an open
question remains if they can really represent outdoor degradation.

The second approach is the utilization of mathematical models to determine the degra-
dation rates in shorter periods and to predict the lifetime of PV modules. Two modelling
techniques are commonly used; physical and data driven techniques. Physical models
are developed to describe the link between the modules performance degradation to en-
vironmental variables Bala Subramaniyan et al. (2018). Data-driven techniques utilize
monitored operational data related to system’s performance to evaluate the degradation
rate Meyers et al. (2019). The biggest challenge of mathematical models is the reliability
of the predicted results Jordan et al. (2020). Usually, to valid degradation models, one
needs to have enough degradation data available, which is not always the case.

On one hand, according to the state-of-the-art of degradation models, most physical
models are developed for accelerated indoor ageing application. Physical models to quan-
tify the effects of outdoor climatic stresses are very helpful to understand the correlation of
the different local climates with the degradation processes. This understanding is useful to
develop new materials based on the operation local climates. However, such models have
received relatively little attention in the industry. According to our knowledge, it is of
recent that, Bala Subramaniyan et al. (2018) proposed a model to link the module perfor-
mance degradation to environmental variables for outdoor application. They applied their
model to predict the degradation rates of a mono-crystalline silicon module in different
climatic locations. However, since PV modules are characterized by numerous degradation
modes Köntges et al. (2017) and that PV modules are of different technologies, further
developments for a model that take into account multiple climatic factors are still needed.
Moreover, degradation models are developed on basic assumptions as well as simplifica-
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tions based on the available or known degradation patterns, this makes generalization of
a given model a challenge. In this case, it is important to develop different models using
different assumptions describing different degradation patterns. Therefore, in the first part
of research, a new physical model to quantify the effects of combined climatic stresses is
proposed as a contribution to this challenge.

The new model is based on the assumptions that, three major degradation mecha-
nisms; hydrolysis, photo-degradation and thermo-mechanical degradation are necessary
for lifetime prediction. Empirical models are proposed to describe the kinetics of these
three mechanism and hence to calculate the degradation rates. Through accelerated age-
ing tests, these mechanisms are reproduced and hence the models are validated. A model
to evaluate the impacts of the combined climatic stresses is then derived from the three
mechanisms. The derived model is calibrated and validated using identical mono-crystalline
silicon modules installed in three different climates: maritime (Gran Canaria, Spain), arid
(Negev, Israel), and alpine (Zugspitze, Germany) using real monitored meteorological data.
To extend the analysis on a global scale, global climate reanalysis data is used to extract
the model’s climatic input variables. The extracted variables are then applied to simulate
maps of degradation rates based on specific degradation mechanisms as well as the total
degradation rates.

On the other hand, data-driven techniques Phinikarides et al. (2014), Meyers et al.
(2019) that utilize monitored operational data related to system’s are commonly used es-
pecially to evaluate the degradation rates as well as the performance loss rates of PV
systems in outdoor performance. Generally, in spite of the wide application and the rec-
ognized potential of the data-driven techniques, limitations still exist for their use in PV
degradation analysis. The lack of a systematic and flexible approach to select parame-
ters of these models and their black-box character limit their understanding. Moreover,
data-driven techniques for lifetime forecast are based on fitting the available systems degra-
dation data by regression models and then extrapolating the evolution up to the time of
failure. However, in practice, the system’s degradation history available may be short and
incomplete, and a simple extrapolation may lead to large uncertainties. Also, one other
serious challenge is the accuracy of the models when applied after a shorter time interval.
Data-driven models usually require enough degradation history for their training. When
applied to forecast long-term degradation using a short degradation history, they often
provide unrealistic degradation scenarios. For example, Taylor and Letham Taylor and
Letham (2018) performed a comparison of the forecasting accuracy of different statistical
models at different time horizons. In their study, most models displayed large uncertainties
when applied after shorter time interval. To address these challenges, a new data-driven
model is proposed specifically for long-term degradation forecast. The proposed model is
aimed at improving the long-term forecasting accuracy for a shorter operation time. To
achieve this, time dependent degradation factors are assumed instead of a constant one.
To further improve the accuracy, different degradation factor models are proposed based
on the degradation patterns. Moreover, the model has been calibrated and validated using
degradation data from different sources and of different PV technologies both on module
and system level.

One other drawback of the data-driven methods is the lack of a correlation of the evalu-
ated rates with the triggering degradation mechanisms. To solve this problem, we combine
both the physical and the data-driven approaches proposed in this research into a hybrid
model. The hybrid model will aid to have more reliable long-term degradation forecast as
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well as having a physical understanding of the dominating degradation mechanisms influ-
encing the performance degradation. We believe such a model is useful to calculate more
reliable levelized cost of energy and thus the economic viability of solar energy as well as
to improve the PV materials according to the operating conditions.

The structure of the thesis is as follows:

Chapter 1. Introduction of the research, the novelty of the research work is introduced
with regard to the start-of-the-art.

Chapter 2. The available physical models are reviewed and Were possible a comparison of
the performance of the different models is carried out using experimental data
from indoor tests. At the end of the chapter the gaps for improvements are
identified.

Chapter 3. In this chapter, the methodologies of the proposed models are presented. The
chapter contains three major sections corresponding to methodologies for a
physical, data-driven and hybrid models respectively. In the first two sections,
the experimental data used for model calibration and validation are also de-
scribed.

Chapter 4. Here, the results are presented and discussed in order of the sections in chapter
3.

Chapter 5. Summarises the main conclusions of the research. The references follows the
chapter and the annex with the copies of the published articles that supports
the research are attached after the references.
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Chapter 2

Literature review

Table 2.1: Chapter Nomenclatures
Symbols

Ea activation energy [eV]
I Intensity
ISC short circuit current [A]
kB Boltzmann constant (8.62×10−5eV/K)
Pmax power at maximum power point [W]
RD degradation rate [%/hour]
Tmax maximum temperature [K]
Tmin minimum temperature [K]
Rs Series resistance [Ω]
Rsh Shunt resistance [Ω]
U voltage [volt]
∆T temperature cycles [K]

Abbreviations
BoM bill of materials
DH damp heat
EVA Vinyl-acetate monomerspresent in Ethylene-vinyl acetate
LID light induced degradation
PID potential induced degradation
PV Photovoltaic
RH relative humidity [%]
RMSE root means square error
t time
T temperature [K]
TOW Time of wetness
UV Ultraviolet [W /m2]

2.1 Photoltaic degradation and degradation modes
Photovoltaic degradation is the reduction in efficiency with which a PV module/system

converts sunlight into electricity Jordan and Kurtz (2013). Degradation modes are effects
that irreversibly degrade the performance of a PV module or of a system and cloud cause
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safety problems Köntges et al. (2017). A great number of different degradation modes are
observed in PV modules, both under outdoor operation and and also using indoor accel-
erated ageing testing. The most commonly observed degradation modes include Köntges
et al. (2017): LID, solder fatigue failure, silver grid finger delamination, bypass diode fail-
ure, delamination, cell cracks, corrosion, polymeric discoloration, UV degradation of the
cell, polymeric mechanical failure, and PID. Each of these degradation modes has different
causes and is triggered by various stress factors.

Apart from the modes listed, different technical risks, which affect the PV performance
and the resulting costs, were found by Moser et al. (2017) as: glass breakage, snail track,
defective backsheet, hotspot, soiling, overheating, and junction box failure. An occurring
degradation mode can have an increasing impact on the PV performance over time. It can
develop in isolation as well as in combination with other degradation modes or technical
risks and might lead to the failure of a PV module. However, despite the definitions above,
a clear understanding of the definition of a degradation mode is also still a challenge and
stress should be put on common nomenclature to define a degradation mode with the same
terminology.

2.2 Degradation models
In general terms, degradation models are used to relate a test item’s estimated failure

time with the wear and tear during its usage period. It is important to note that for a
PV module, failure can be related to both performance degradation and safety issues. In
this regard, it is a prerequisite to describe in which context it is being used. To add on,
degradation models can either be developed to evaluate electrical performance or material
degradation, it is also necessary to clarify the context in this regard. Therefore, in this
section, the term failure (as used throughout the entire document) is defined only in terms
of performance degradation. The described as well as the proposed models quantify the
evolution of PV modules performance over time.

Two modeling approaches; physical and data-driven are commonly used to evaluate the
degradation rates and lifetime of PV modules.

Data-driven models are often employed to estimate degradation rates based on analysis
of given data sets. Data-driven techniques can be divided into two categories: statisti-
cal techniques (regression methods, ARMA models, etc.) and artificial intelligence (AI)
techniques (neural networks (NNs), fuzzy systems (FSs), etc.) Chen Xiongzi et al. (2011).
The goal of the statistical analysis is to calculate the trend of the PV performance time
series and to translate the slope of the trend to an annual loss rate, in units of %/year
Phinikarides et al. (2014). Although these models can provide consistent performance loss
rates (PLRs), which are useful for data extrapolation and service life predictions, they do
not directly provide evidence for the degradation modes taking place in the module. Other
effects such as diffuse soiling, snow, shading or module mismatch have also a direct impact
on the performance trend.

Physical models are based on the physical/chemical understanding and assumptions of
a specific degradation mode. These models represent the mechanism involved in complex
physical/chemical processes. For well-known PV module degradation modes, several ana-
lytical models to predict PV module degradation are available. All these models are based
on the principle of understanding the underlying process, but they are still only heuristic
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models, which do not include the influence of material parameters.
A significant part of the research is devoted to physical models, therefore, the literature

discussion is inclined towards this directions. The statistical methods are also reviewed in
the supporting article attached in the annex.

2.3 A review of the available physical models
On one hand, physical models are developed to explain experimental observations

of different degradation modes and can also be used in experimental designs. A model
can be applied to analyze the experimental observations by fitting experimental data to
extract parameters that cannot be directly measured (e.g kinetic energy), used to study
the sensitivity of performance degradation to climatic stress factors such as T, RH, ∆T,
UV and other influence factors.

On the other hand, models are also used to predictive or forecast future behavior.
Models are used to predict in situations where a given module needs to be analyzed under
different test conditions. In this case, the measurements of the module under a given con-
dition can be applied to calibrate the degradation models and apply the calibrated model
to predict the effects of other different test conditions as illustrated in 2.1. Degradation
models are used as forecasting models to know the progress of degradation for an extended
time horizon. In this case, the models are calibrated on experimental data after a shorter
time and then applied to extrapolate the degradation for a longer time.

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram showing the different applications of degradation models:
forecasting, predictive, sensitivity analysis and experimental evaluation. S1 are the applied
experimental stress conditions and S2 are the modeled stress conditions. At model cali-
bration stage, the extracted parameters can be used for extrapolation, results assessment
by correlating them to material properties or used as inputs to predict the degradation at
different test condition as well as to perform a sensitivity analysis

Electrical parameters such as: Pmax, ISC, Rsh and Rs resistances are commonly mod-
eled as degradation indicators. Hence, the environmental stresses and their interactions
with the PV module components are assessed based on the reduction of the initial electri-
cal parameter at time (t = 0) before aging and at time (t = t) after aging or in the field.
The degradation models can be divided into two categories: models for the degradation
indicators and models for the degradation rates. The degradation indicator models are
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mathematical functions proposed to evaluate the degradation trends of a given degrada-
tion indicator over time. Since each degradation mode or technology under investigation
can have a different degradation curve, different authors have proposed models to fit the
observed degradation curves. On contrast, degradation rate models evaluate the rate of
change of degradation indicators. They are function of the applied stress factors.

The structure of the review is as follows; models are discussed according to specific
degradation modes, how they are applied and where necessary their performances are
compared and discussed.

2.3.1 Degradation models for corrosion
Corrosion is one of the most occurring degradation modes in PV modules Ndiaye et al.
(2013). Corrosion is caused by the presence of high temperature and high humidity in
the module. Humidity can enter the module through the backsheet or the layers of the
encapsulant and spread into the module Park et al. (2013). One hypothesis is that humidity
leads to the formation of acetic acid through the hydrolysis of EVA Kempe et al. (2007);
Whitfield et al. (2012); Masuda et al. (2015) resulting to corrosion. Corrosion attacks the
metallic connections of PV cells and results in a loss of adhesive strength between the
cells and the metallic frame, as well as an increased leakage current and therefore a loss in
performance Kempe et al. (2007).

Degradation indicator models based on power at maximum power point and series
resistance have been proposed to fit the degradation patterns for corrosion as:

(1) Model of Pan et al. (2011)

Pmax

Pmax(0)
= exp(−RD tβ) (2.1)

(2) Pmax and Rs models according to Braisaz et al. (2014)

Pmax = 1− exp(−B)
1+ exp(RD t−B)

(2.2)

Rs = RS(0) = exp(RD t−B) (2.3)

where Pmax [W] and Rs [Ω] are the output power and series resistance at time (t), Pmax(0)
& RS(0) are the power output and series resistance at time (t = 0), β is the experimental
parameter, B is a coefficient to be calibrated and RD [%/hour] is the degradation rate.

These functions can be applied in two way; to extract the degradation rates and also for
extrapolation. The first application is used to compare the degradation rates of a similar
module but with different stress conditions or to analyze the impact of applied stresses to
different BoM. In this case, different modules with different BoM are tested under similar
conditions and the extracted degradation rates are compared. The second application is
used to forecast the evolution of degradation at an extended time horizon.

A. Comparison of Pan and Braisaz Model

The two models are applied to fit time series datasets from DH ageing tests at different
conditions: DH/750C/85%RH, DH/900C/50%RH and DH/900C/70%RH. Since the loss
in power could take different shapes as reported by Köntges et al. (2014), it is unlikely that
a single degradation function can fit all the different shapes. Here we compare how well
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the two function can fit three time series dataset from DH measurements with different
degradation profiles as shown in figure 2.2. The fitting is done using the least squares
fitting function inbuilt in Python. In both cases the derived degradation rates, the model
parameters as well as the RMSE are presented in table 2.2 . The RMSE is calculated as:

RMSE =
√∑n

j=1( f i −mi)2

n
(2.4)

where, m is a measured value and f is the fit value, n are the number of observations.

Figure 2.2: Pan and Braisaz model fit for different DH measurements, the dotted lines
represent the experimental data and the thick lines are the corresponding models fit respec-
tively. The colors represents the different experimental condition as well as the different
failure profiles.

Table 2.2: Derived model parameters for different damp heat conditions
Experimental condition RD [%/hour] Model parameter (β) model parameter (B) RMSE [%]

Pan Model
DH 75oC/85% RH 5.66e-8 1.50 - 0.35
DH 90oC/50% RH 6.40e-4 0.43 - 0.19
DH 90oC/70% RH 3.15e-9 2.13 - 4.99

Braisaz Model
DH 75oC/85% RH 4.43e-4 - 6.34 0.39
DH 90oC/50% RH 4.66e-4 - 5.42 0.39
DH 90oC/70% RH 2.58e-3 - 10.75 1.33

Figure 2.2 shows the experimental data with the respective models fit. It is can be seen
that, depending on the degradation shape, the fitting accuracy varies for both models.
For example, the model of Pan was able to fit well the red and blue curves and could not
provide perfect fitting of the black curve. On contrary, the model according to Braizas
was able to perfectly fit the black curve but not the the blue curve. Overall the model
according to Braizas is preferable to that of Pan since the extracted degradation rates are
consistent with the applied stresses. However, a model that include a shape parameter
that can perfectly fit/optimize, the different degradation shapes is still needed and will be
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part of this research work.

Another application of degradation models, as mentioned before, is to extrapolate the
measured performance degradation to longer time horizons. Therefore, the two models are
calibrated on the same dataset (i.e. DH/750C/85%RH) but only after 4000 hours. In each
case the model parameters are extracted as in Table 2.3. Then the calibrated models are
applied to forecast the power degradation from 4000 hours until 6500 hours. The results
for all the three models are plotted with the extended measurements 2.3

Table 2.3: Model parameters for Pan and Braisaz model after 4000 hours of
DH/75C/85%RH

Model RD [%/hour] Model parameter (β) model parameter (B) RMSE [%]

Pan Model
Pan 6.44e-10 2.07 - 0.13
Braisaz 9.00e-4 - 7.56 0.10

Figure 2.3: Extrapolation after 4000 hours of DH/75C/85%RH using Pan (blue) and
Braisaz (red ) models

Figure 2.3 shows the extrapolation of power degradation from 4000 hours to 6500 hours
using of Pan and Braisaz models. Indeed, it is hard to conclude that a particular model
is better than the other as this might highly depend on the degradation shape under
evaluation. However, two main conclusions can be drawn:

• A perfectly fitting model does not guarantee good forecasting. This is visible for
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the case of Braisaz’s model, with small residual deviation but instead the model
demonstrates the worst performance for this data set.

• Simple extrapolation after a given interval might not be reliable for longer time ex-
trapolation. This is visible in all the models. Indeed, this can be influenced by mea-
surement uncertainties, nature of the degradation pattern and many other factors.
Although many researchers use this kind of extrapolation, the reliability of extrapo-
lated performance is questionable and yet an unresolved challenge. Therefore, part
of this research focuses on developing methods to improve long-term extrapolation
accuracy.

The degradation rates of indicator models (equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 can be calculated
as functions of T and RH using three common kinetics models namely; the Peck’s model,
the Eyring model and the exponential model Escobar and Meeker (2007); Jordan and
Kurtz (2010). These models are developed on the primary assumption that the rate of
degradation is proportional to the concentration of water in PV modules and that the rate
constant has Arrhenius temperature dependence. The models are written as:

(3) Peck’s model
RD.Peck = A.exp

(
− Ea

kBT

)
RHn (2.5)

(4) Eyring Model
RD.Eyring = A.exp

(−Ea

kBT
− b

RH

)
(2.6)

(5) Exponential model

RD.Exp = A.exp
(−Ea

kBT

)
.exp(m×RH) (2.7)

where A and n, b and m are model parameters. In order to obtain A, Ea, n, b and m
in the equations (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7), the equations can be fitted to experimental data or
represented on a logarithmic scale by a straight line, using the following equations:

ln(RD.Peck)= ln(A)−
( Ea

kBT

)
+n× ln(RH) (2.8)

ln(RD.Eyring)= ln(A)−
( Ea

kBT

)
− b

RH
(2.9)

ln(RD.Exp)= ln(A)−
( Ea

kBT

)
+m×RH (2.10)

A plot of ln(RD) versus 1/T(0K) gives an Arrhenius plot with a slope Ea/kB and an intercept
ln(A).

B. Comparison of Peck’s, Eyring and Exponential models

Here we performed a sensitivity analysis of the degradation rate models 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 to
compare how the degradation rate varies with input climatic variables (temperature and
humidity). To perform unbiased comparison, all the three models where fitted using the
same dataset (in this case DH/75oC/85% RH). Also since the Braizas model was found to
have consistent results, it was selected for the calibration. For all the datasets, the model
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parameter B was keep the same in order to evaluate the same degradation rate. Moreover
since the activation energy should be the same in the physical point of view for a similar
reaction, it was kept constant for the three models. This is also good for a comparison
purpose, given that, this parameter is very sensitive. The extracted models parameters
used in the sensitivity analysis simulations are presented in table 2.4.

Figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 show the plots of the sensitivity analysis of the Pecks, Eyring
and exponential models respectively. It is clearly visible that despite a uniform calibration
procedure, the sensitivity of the model varies to a big extent. This can be explained by
the assumptions taken during the models formulation. Although all the models have an
Arrhenius temperature dependence, the formulation of the relative humidity contribution
changes the variation of the degradation rate. For example, the exponential model, assumes
an exponential dependence of the relative humidity and this explain why the model is
too sensitive to relative humidity compared to the Pecks and Eyring model. This high
sensitivity of relative humidity together with the Arrhenius temperature dependence could
deteriorate the model if used for extrapolation. Overall, the Pecks model shows a good
dependence of both temperature and relative humidity.

Table 2.4: Derived model parameters used in the sensitivity analysis
Model A Parameters (n,b & m) (Ea) [eV] RMSE [%]

Peck 9.46 2.07 0.57 0.39
Eyring 9.97e4 6.01 0.57 0.39
Exponential 3.64e-4 0.23 0.57 0.39

Figure 2.4: Sensitivity analysis plot of the degradation rate with relative humidity and
temperature using the Pecks model (note the y axis in multiplied by 1e-4)
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Figure 2.5: Sensitivity analysis plot of the degradation rate with relative humidity and
temperature using the Eyring model (note the y axis in multiplied by 1e-4)

Figure 2.6: Sensitivity analysis plot of the degradation rate with relative humidity and
temperature using the exponential model (note the y axis in multiplied by 1e-3)
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2.3.2 Models for potential induced degradation
Potential induced degradation (PID) has been observed in all PV technologies and in al-
most all operating climates. It does not occur so frequently, but if it does, its effect can lead
to a dramatic performance loss within a short period Moser et al. (2017); Hacke et al. (2016,
2015); Köntges et al. (2014). In general terms, PID is caused by the difference in potential
between the cells and the support structure of the module. This difference drives a leakage
current that can lead to power degradation. Different types of PID occur depending on the
module technology. For crystalline silicon PV, two degradation modes can be identified,
PID-p (for polarisation or passivation) and PID-s (for shunting). PID-p is a temporary
and reversible degradation of the passivation layer, which reduces the performance due to
a surface recombination increase Naumann et al. (2014); Halm et al. (2015); Swanson et al.
(2005). PID-s is due to a leakage current involving an ionic flow of sodium ions (Na+)
from the glass, encapsulant or cell surface into the cell, diffusing into the silicon stacking
faults and shunting the cell Lausch et al. (2014). The sodium incorporation in the silicon
surface degrades primarily the fill factor (FF) , the open circuit voltage (Voc), and lastly
the short circuit current (Isc). The relevant stress factors for PID-s include Köntges et al.
(2014): high temperature, relative humidity, system voltage, light, bias-junction potential
and injected carriers.

Different authors Braisaz et al. (2014); Hacke et al. (2015); Annigoni et al. (2017);
Hacke et al. (2016); Hattendorf et al. (2012); Taubitz et al. (2014) have proposed models
to evaluate PID degradation patterns using different indicators as;

(6) PIDHACKE model

Pmax

Pmax(0)
= 1− A.exp

(
− Ea

kBT

)
RHn × t2 (2.11)

A parabolic model was proposed by Hacke et al. (2015) to fit the power degradation of c-Si
modules. The constants A and n are determined by fitting the equation to experimental
results. The parameters have to be determined for each module type. This parabolic model
is applicable to the beginning of the degradation phases of PID-s, as it can fit the beginning
of a sigmoid and does not describe the stabilization phase of the sigmoidal curve.

(7) PID model according to Annigoni et al. (2017)

Pmax

Pmax(0)
= 1− A.exp

(
− Ea

kBT

)
RHn × t2 ×U (2.12)

Annigoni et al. (2017) re-wrote the PIDHACKE model (2.11) including a voltage term (U)
(2.12) and used the indoor data to determine coefficients of the model for distinct aging
contributions (temperature, relative humidity and time) and then applied the model (2.12)
to outdoor PID degradation for different climates.

(8) Hattendorf model
Pmax(U ,T,RH, t)= Pmax(0)(1−P(t)) (2.13)

P(t)= P∞
1− exp

(
t
τ1

)
1− exp

(
t−t0
τ2

) ; P(U)=
(
1+ exp

(U −U0

Φ

))−2
(2.14)
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t0 = a×b× t̂0 ; τ1(T)= b2 × τ̂1; τ2 = τ̂2 (2.15)

a(H)= H0

H
; b(T)= exp

(T −T0

ϕ

)
(2.16)

The model of Hattendorf et al. (2012) is based on a matrix of indoor experiments where
modules are exposed to varying voltage, module temperature and ambient humidity. The
conditions are varied to determine the model parameters for the module power. The
model includes six adaptation parameters: t̂0, U0, τ̂1, τ̂2, Φ and ϕ. H0 and T0 are scaling
parameters. The function P(t) describes the power loss caused by degradation. P∞(U)
is its limit for t →∞, a(H) and b(T) are the acceleration functions of relative humidity
and temperature. For T = 0 and H = 0, they are equal to 1, therefore τ̂1, τ̂2 are the time
constants under these conditions. τ2 remains constant for a given module. To determine
the model’s parameter, the power degradation is measured as a function of time with the
system voltage U as parameter and a fixed humidity H as well as temperature T. The
saturating power P∞ is extracted by fitting P(t) to the measured data.

(9) Taubitz model Taubitz et al. (2014)

Shunting phase
Rsh(t)= aS exp

( −t
bS(t)

)
(2.17)

Regeneration phase
Rsh(t)= CR +aR exp

( t
bR(t)

)
(2.18)

Transition phase
Rsh(t)= aT(T)(t+bT(T))2 +CT (2.19)

Taubitz et al. (2014) proposed a regeneration model for shunt resistance evolution over
time due to PID degradation. The shunt resistance was modeled in three phases; shunting
phase, regeneration phase and transition phase. Where aS, bS, CT , bT , aT(T), bS(T),
bT(T), CR and aR are constants and have to be determined for a specific module type.
Some of them are dependent on the module temperature T. The constants are determined
by measuring the times tS, tT , and tR for reaching certain target values.

(10) PID model according to Braisaz et al. (2014)

Rsh(t)= Rsh(0)

1+aRD t
(2.20)

RD = A×U
B

1+ exp(−C(RH)+D)
exp

(
− Ea

kBT

)
(2.21)

The model is based on shunt resistance Rsh degradation as an indicator, as it is the most
important parameter for PID. The evolution of Rsh as a function of voltage, temperature
and relative humidity was modeled as (2.20). Where Rsh is the shunt resistance at time
(t), Rsh(0) is the initial shunt resistance, A,B,C and D are model coefficients, U is the
applied voltage and RD is the degradation rate dependent on RH, U and T.
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2.3.3 Models for ultraviolet irradiance degradation
Ultraviolet (UV) light exposure has been reported to cause PV module degradation in
a number of ways. As an example, it could result in discoloration of the encapsulant
material Dunn et al. (2013), delamination at the glass encapsulant or cell encapsulant
interface Munoz et al. (2011). The parameter most impacted by UV exposure is the short
circuit current (Isc). Braisaz et al. (2014) proposed a model for short circuit degradation
due to UV exposure over time. They found that the degradation curve is not linear but
an exponentially decreasing curve. The short circuit is modeled as a function of UV as:

(11) UV model according to Braisaz et al. (2014)

Isc(t)= Isc(0) −aDUV (t)−b(1− exp(−CDUV )(t)) (2.22)

DUV (t)=
∫ t

0
E(u)×5.5%du (2.23)

Here, DUV is the UV dose in in MJ/m2 or kWh/m2, Isc is the short circuit current at
time (t), Isc(0) is the initial short circuit current and a, b and C are model coefficients.
The multiplication by 5.5% is due to the UV radiation between (280nm – 400nm) which
is approximately 5.5% of the total light spectrum E(u) Koehl et al. (2009).

(12) The Schwarzschild Law
k = A(I)p (2.24)

The Schwarzschild law has been applied by Gu et al. (2015) to study the effect of intensity
and wavelength of spectral UV light on discoloration of laminated glass/EVA/PPE PV
modules. Here, k is a constant, I the intensity and p is the Schwarzschild coefficient.
Recommendation: When applying this expression in performance (power) prediction mod-
els where other loads are also applied, the parameter p must be calibrated according to
the knowledge of severity ranking Jordan et al. (2017a).

2.3.4 Degradation models for delamination, fatigue solder failure
and cell cracks

(13) Coffin-Manson’s equation
N = σ

(∆T)β1
(2.25)

The model is used to predict degradation modes caused by temperature cycling such as
encapsulant delamination, fatigue solder failure and cell cracks. According to Escobar and
Meeker (2007), the model describes the number of cycles to failure as (2.25), where ∆T
is the temperature range, σ and β1 are properties of the material and test setup. The
cycles-to-failure distribution for temperature cycling can also depend on the cycling rate
(e.g. due to heat buildup). An empirical extension of the Coffin-Manson relationship that
describes such dependencies is Escobar and Meeker (2007):

N = σ

(∆T)β1

1
( f req)β2

exp
(Ea ×11605

Tmax(K)

)
(2.26)

where f req is the cycling frequency and Ea is a quasi-activation energy.
(14) Crack propagation model

Ca(t)= Ca(t−1)+ 1

x
(

125
Ta

)m (2.27)
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The model was suggested by Braisaz et al. (2014) and it was applied to simulate the
degradation of the short-circuit current Isc due to the expansion of cell cracks caused by
temperature. Ca(t) is the crack activation at time (t), Ca(t−1) the crack activation at
time (t−1), Ta is the daily temperature amplitude, m a model parameter and x is the
number of thermal cycles. The crack activation/propagation model is dependent on the
daily temperature amplitude Ta.

(15) Damage accumulation model

D = C(∆T)n(r(T))m.exp
(
− Q

kBTmax

)
(2.28)

The model was used by Bosco et al. (2016) in order to calculate the solder fatigue damage
in seven cities investigated in their study and compared to FEM simulated results. They
found out that the model fits well to the simulated calculations. In this equation, ∆T
is the mean daily maximum cell temperature change, Tmax the mean maximum daily
temperature, C a scaling constant, Q the activation energy, kB Boltzmann’s constant, r(T)
the number of times the temperature history increases or decreases across the reversal
temperature, T the period of a year and n & m are model constants similar to those in
the Coffin-Manson equation.

(16) Backsheet degradation rate model

RD ≈ IX (b+m×TOW)× (T f )
T−T0

10 (2.29)

Here, I is the light intensity, X , b and m are fit parameters, TOW is the time of wetness,
T the temperature, T0 a reference temperature and T f is a multiplier for the increase in
degradation for a rise in temperature in 10 K steps.

The model is used to estimate a potential form of the degradation kinetics of the
backsheet. This model was applied by Kempe (2014) to model the uncertainty in a 25 year
equivalent test for module backside exposure to irradiance and temperatures in different
climatic zones.
Recommendation: As also mentioned by Kempe, the parameter that describes the effect
of time of wetness has very high uncertainties, we recommend careful comparison of the
relative change in degradation rate with changes in TOW. In case one wants to extract
thermal parameters such as activation energy, the multiplier term (T f ) can be replaced by
the Arrhenius term.

2.3.5 Physical models for combined degradation modes/stresses
Since degradation of PV modules in outdoor operation is influenced by multiple environ-
mental stresses, models based on multiple stresses are viable for outdoor service lifetime
prediction. In the literature, only a few authors Gaines et al. (1978); Bala Subramaniyan
et al. (2018) have proposed models based on the combination of several stresses.

(17) Model of Gaines
Pmax

Pmax(0)
= [1−RD t]

1
β (2.30)

RD = A fT fRH fM fG fω (2.31)
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Gaines et al. (1978) proposed a model for power output degradation based on multiple ac-
celerated environmental stresses (2.30). Where RD is the degradation rate and the factors
fT , fRH, fM, fG and fω are associated with a decrease in power output due to effects of
temperature (T), relative humidity (RH), mechanical stresses (from temperature differ-
ences) (M), gaseous concentration (G) and the frequency of the temperature excursion (ω).
The mathematical form of each factor is formulated to represent the underlying physical
phenomena.

An Arrhenius form is used for temperature influenced effects:

fT = exp
(
− B

T

)
(2.32)

B denotes a constant parameter and T denotes temperature.

The effect of relative humidity fRH is represented by:

fRH = 1+ (RH)0.exp
(
C0

( 1
TC

− 1
T0

))C−D
T (2.33)

the second term in the bracket corrects the relative humidity as a function of temperature,
given a specified relative humidity at T0. C and D are constant parameters.

The mechanical/temperature excursion factor fM is represented by:

fM =
[ exp

(
G1

(
1
T − 1

Tb

))
+ exp

(
−G2

(
1
T − 1

Tb

))
D0

]
× exp(J∆T) (2.34)

the first term in the bracket reflects the stresses arising from differences in expansion coef-
ficients of bonded materials. The constants G1, G2, D0 and Tb are chosen to represent the
estimated magnitudes of these fatigue effects. The factor exp(J∆T) estimates the magni-
tude of the temperature excursion ∆T, where J is a constant.

The effect of gaseous concentration fG is represented by:

fG =
[
1+ G

Go

]E− F
T (2.35)

here, E and F denote constant parameters and T is the temperature.

The frequency of the temperature excursion fω is represented by:

fω =
[
1+ ω

ωo

]P−Q
T (2.36)

ω is the frequency and P as well as Q are constant parameter. In a constant temperature
test, T is a constant and ω is taken to be zero. In the cyclic temperature tests, reciprocal
temperature is considered to be a sinusoidal function of time:

1
T

(t)= τ+∆τsin(ωt) (2.37)

τ= 1
2

[ 1
Tmin

− 1
Tmax

]
(2.38)
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Tmin and Tmax are the minimum and maximum temperatures associated with the temper-
ature cycles.
Recommendation: The model of Gaines presents the previous approach on multiple stress
modeling, however, the user should take caution that this model was developed and ap-
plied on PV modules that had a different construction from today’s modules. Therefore,
its application might need some modification to fit the current PV module construction
types.

(18) Degradation rate model of Subramaniyan

Rate(T,∆T,UV ,RH)=β0.exp
(
− β1

kBTmax

)
×(∆Tdail y)β2 ×(UVdail y)β3 ×(RHdail y)β4

(2.39)

Another model to calculate the degradation rate due to combined environmental stresses
has been proposed recently by Bala Subramaniyan et al. (2018). The model takes into
account the effect of both static and cyclic temperature, ultraviolet radiation and relative
humidity as (2.39). Where Rate(T,∆T,UV ,RH) is the reaction rate, Tmax the daily max-
imum temperature of the module [K], ∆Tdail y the daily cyclic temperature of the module
[K], UVdail y the daily daytime average irradiance [W/m2], RHdail y the daily average rel-
ative humidity [%] and k is the Boltzmann constant. The model parameters β0, which
is the frequency factor [s−1]; β1, the activation energy [eV]; β2, the effect of cyclic tem-
perature; β3, the effect of UV radiation and β4, the effect of RH, can be estimated from
measured data through data fitting techniques. In their study, the model was calibrated
using outdoor measurements and then applied to predict the degradation rates in four
other climates.

2.4 Chapter Overview
Based on the reviewed literature, two main aspects/challenges have been identified as;

• Degradation indicator models are developed to fit specific degradation patterns based
on a specific degradation mode. A generalized model that can optimize the different
degradation patterns is still a challenge. Therefore, in this research we aim to propose
a model that can be generalized for different degradation patterns.

• Although several degradation rate models are developed for specific degradation
modes for indoor application, little advances are made to develop models for com-
bined climatic stresses that can be used for outdoor prediction. It is clearly seen
that the need for such a model dates back in the 1970’s however since then it has
been of recent that Bala Subramaniyan et al. (2018) added a contribution to this
effort. Therefore, further developments for a model that take into account multiple
environmental stress factors are proposed in this research.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

Table 3.1: Chapter 3 Nomenclatures
Symbols

ci clearness index
Ea activation energy [eV]
k degradation factor [1/year]
kB Boltzmann constant (8.62×10−5eV/K)
Pmax power at maximum power point [W]
RD degradation rate [%/hour]
SDres residual standard deviation
Tamb ambient temperature [0C]
TDew dew point temperature [0C]
Tm module temperature [K]

Subscripts
cal calibration
h hydrolysis
p photo-degradation
t thermo-mechanical
T total

Abbreviations
∆T temperature cycles [K]
DH damp heat
FT failure time
GHI global horizontal irradiance
MSEP mean square error of prediction
NWP Numerical Weather Predictions
RUL remaining usefull lifetime
STC standard test conditions
t time
UV Ultraviolet [W /m2]
WS wind speed [m/s]
WVP saturated water vapour pressure

In this chapter, the methodologies for the proposed physical, data-driven and hybrid
models are described. The chapter is therefore, divided into three sections, 3.1, 3.2 and
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3.3. In section 3.1, the physical model is described, the experimental data used for model
calibration and validation as well as the methods used to process the climate data used
to simulate the global degradation maps are described. In section 3.2, the data-driven
approach is described as well as the experimental data used for model calibration and
validation. In section 3.3, we describe how the two methods are linked into a hybrid
model. For consistence and to allow the reader to follow, it is better to read section 3.1
with the corresponding results in section 4.1 and section 3.2 together with 4.2 respectively.

3.1 Methodology for the proposed physical model
In chapter 2 further development of a physical degradation rate model that take into ac-
count multiple climatic stress factors as well as a generalized degradation indicator model
were identified. In this research, we contribute to these challenges by proposing a new
model to quantify the impact of combined climatic stresses as well as a degradation indi-
cator model that can optimize several degradation patterns.

3.1.1 Combined climatic stresses degradation rate model
Photovoltaic modules are exposed to a variety of climatic loads during outdoor operation.
Over time, these loads trigger a number of degradation modes within the modules leading to
performance loss. In section, an approach to develop a combined climatic stress degradation
rate model is described.

A. Background and modelling assumptions

When developing a model for PV modules degradation prediction, three main aspects need
to be considered:

• Impact of PV materials variations. New materials are proposed frequently to improve
PV performance.

• The different operating climatic conditions. PV modules operate in different climates
for example in arid, maritime, tropical climates.

• The different PV technologies, for example: crystalline silicon, thin films, and differ-
ent module designs like bifacial, glass-glass or glass-backsheet.

However, a model that takes into account all the three aspects is rather complex and might
require an extensive experimental campaign which in turn makes it expensive. Moreover
the fact that, materials are changing frequently makes developing a generalized model a
challenging problem. In this regard, several assumptions and simplification have to be
used. In developing our model, the following assumptions are used.

• The degradation rates are assumed to be proportional to the applied stresses and to
have an Arrhenius temperature dependence. Therefore, the material dependence of
the model is evaluated through the activation energy.

• Three degradation processes are assumed to be necessary for service lifetime pre-
diction as; hydrolysis, photodegradation, and thermomechanical degradation. The
assumption is based on the ability to reproduce these degradation mechanism in the
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laboratory using accelerated ageing tests and that, the underlying physical and(or)
chemical degradation kinetics have been studied from different studies Zhu et al.
(2016); Kempe (2006); Sharma and Chandel (2013); Ndiaye et al. (2013); Gok et al.
(2017); Jordan and Kurtz (2013); Marín et al. (1996); Park et al. (2013); Wu et al.
(2014); Koehl et al. (2017) .
Empirical kinetics models to evaluate the degradation rate constant are proposed or
selected to describe the three degradation processes. These models are developed
depending on the applied climatic stresses as illustrated using the general reaction
equation below:

Stress1+Stress2+ ...StressN → Degradation precursor (3.1)

where Stress1, Stress2, ...StressN are the (climatic) degradation factors triggering
the degradation mechanism under evaluation. The kinetics of the dominating degra-
dation process is quantified as the degradation rate (RD). The mathematical form of
the degradation rates of the three degradation processes is described in the following
sections.

• The three processes are described based on combinations of input climatic vari-
ables. The combinations are selected based on the current indoor testing procedures
Wohlgemuth (2012) which aim to reproduce degradation modes according to three
main processes. Therefore, the combination of the input stresses are assumed to be
responsible for triggering a specific reaction that might induce specific degradation
modes. Figure 3.1 summarizes the hypothesized degradation mechanisms that are
known to be induced by the applied loads.

• The effects of the applied loads is quantified on how much they affect the power
output of the module, hence power at maximum power point is used as a degradation
indicator in this research.

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the modelling hypotheses. The combination of climatic
stress triggers the three main precursor processes and the triggered processes are linked to
different degradation modes
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B. Hydrolysis: Temperature and Relative humidity model

The Peck’s model described in chapter 2 equation (2.5) is selected to model the effect
of temperature and relative humidity based on the sensitivity analysis study in chapter 2,
figure 2.4. The model shows a good dependence of both temperature and relative humidity.
The models is hereby re-written as:

RDh = Ah.rhn
ef f .exp

(
− Eah

kBTm

)
(3.2)

rhe f f (%)= 100
1+98.exp[−9.4× (RH(%)/100)]

(3.3)

where RDh is the degradation rate constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant (8.62×10−5eV ),
Tm is the module temperature (Kelvin), Ah is the pre-exponential constant, rhe f f (%)
is the effective module relative humidity proposed by Koehl et al. (2012), n is a model
parameter that indicates the impact of relative humidity on power degradation. In this
context, Eah is defined as the activation energy for power degradation due to hydrolysis
process.

C. Photo-degradation: UV, temperature and relative humidity model

The formulation of photo-degradation has been developed to take into account the com-
bined effects of UV stress and moisture on PV modules. The baseline line assumption is
that, UV stress alone would influence some degradation modes but also some modes might
be influenced with a combined UV moisture stresses. For example, Ngo et al. (2016) has
demonstrated that, UV irradiation plays a significant role in generating acetic acid with the
presence of relative humidity that causes the power degradation of PV modules. Therefore
to take into account the effect of UV alone and the combined UV-moisture contributions
a model is proposed as:

RD p = Ah.UV X .rhn
ef f .exp

(
− Eap

kBTm

)
+ Ah.UV X

dose.exp
(
− Eap

kBTm

)
(3.4)

OR

RD p = Ah.UV X (1+ rhn
ef f ).exp

(
− Eap

kBTm

)
(3.5)

where RD p is the rate due to photo-degradation processes, UV is the UV irradiance (W /m2),
X is a model parameter that indicates the impact of UV on power degradation and Eap is
the activation energy for power degradation due to photo-degradation process.

D. Thermo-mechanical degradation: Tmax, & ∆T

The model used to quantify the effects of thermo-mechanical stresses is the modified Coffin-
Mansion relationship that includes the effect of maximum temperature according to Esco-
bar and Meeker (2007). The modified model is re-written as;

RDt = At.CN .(273+∆T)Θ.exp
(
− Eat

kBTmax

)
(3.6)

where ∆T = (Tmax −Tmin) is the temperature difference (Kelvin), CN is the cycling rate,
Tmax and Tmin are the module maximum and minimum temperatures, Eat the activation
energy of power degradation due to thermo-mechanical process.
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E. Combined (RH, T, UV Tmax & ∆T) model

The transition from indoor degradation rate evaluation to outdoor is a challenging task
as the interaction of different stresses and processes leading to PV degradation is not well
known. The underlying assumption deployed in this research is that: some degradation
processes might lead to specific degradation modes independent of the others and that some
might have a synergistic nature as described in the schematic figure 3.2, which results in a
variety of degradation modes.

Figure 3.2: Schematic showing possible interactions of the three degradation processes

Hence, this assumption allows us to evaluate the total degradation rate as the sum of
both independent and dependent processes. The mathematical form of the total rate is
expressed as:

RDT = AN(RDh +RD p +RDt +RDh.RD p +RDh.RDt +RD p.RD p +RDh.RD p.RDt) (3.7)

OR

RDT = AN(1+RDh)(1+RD p)(1+RDt)−1 (3.8)

OR

RDT = AN .
n∏

i=1
(1+RDi)−1 (3.9)

where RDT (%/year) is the total degradation rate, RDi is the ith rate constant and n is the
total number of degradation processes. AN is the normalization constant of the physical
quantities, in this case it takes the units (year−2%).
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3.1.2 Degradation indicator model
As already mentioned in chapter 2, different electrical parameters such as: Pmax, ISC,
Rsh and Rs are commonly modeled as degradation indicators to quantify the effects of
the applied stresses. In this study, Pmax is considered as the degradation indicator. The
reasons to use Pmax as an indicator are: it is easily calculated from the current-voltage (I-
U) curves unlike Rsh and Rs that are derived from fitting procedure of the illuminated I-U
curve with diode equations. Moreover, it’s a parameter needed for energy yield evaluation
and a metric used by manufacturers to give warranties.

A. Proposed power degradation model

Usually a linear-shaped power loss is assumed for outdoors degradation analysis and lifetime
predictions. However, as reported by Jordan et al. (2017b), non-linearity of power loss is
often observed in the field depending on the modules technologies or degradation modes.
In their study, the effect of the different degradation curves, observed (approximately)
in field performance on the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) was quantified using Monte
Carlo simulation. Köntges et al. (2014) also reported that, the loss in power can take
different shapes, for example the following categories: exponential-shaped, linear-shaped,
steps degradation and saturating power loss over time. A simplified non-linear power
degradation model that can optimize most these degradation shapes has been proposed as;

P(t = t)
PInitial

= 1− exp
(
−

( Γ

RDi.t

)µ)
(3.10)

where P(t = t) and PInitial are the module output power at time t and the initial output
power, respectively. Γ is the power susceptibility, which is assumed to be a material
property, µ is the shape parameter and RDi is the degradation rate constant of degradation
process i or the total degradation rate.

B. Failure time function

The failure time (FT) is defined in this study as a 20% loss of the nominal power (common
manufacturer’s warranty). Using equations (3.8) and 3.10, the failure time can be derived
as:

FT = Γ

RDT .(|log(0.2)|) 1
µ

(3.11)

3.1.3 Experimental part
In order to calibrate and valid the models, two sets of experiments where carried out; first
using indoor accelerated ageing tests and second, using outdoor monitoring tests.

A. Experimental: Indoor accelerated aging

Distributed damp heat (DH), thermal cycling (TC) and combined DH-UV stress tests were
carried out at different test conditions as shown in 3.2. The condition are varied because
one set is used for model calibration and the other set is used for model validation. Table
3.3 shows the time steps and the measured power degradation at the different applied
test conditions. The tested modules are from the same manufacturer with p-type homo-
junction crystalline silicon (c-Si) cells, with a thermoplastic encapsulant material and no
aluminum layer as additional moisture barrier.
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Table 3.2: Experimental conditions for DH, combined UV/DH and TC tests
Test conditions

Experimental Test conditions for model calibration Test conditions for model validation

DH 750C/85%RH (6500 hours) 850C/85%RH (6500 hours)

UV/DH 180W /m2/650C/55%RH
(4000 hours)

180W /m2/850C/55%RH
(4000 hours)

TC −400C/400C (3500 cycles) −400C/850C (1200 cycles)

Table 3.3: Time steps and measured power degradation at different test conditions
DH: 750C/85%RH

Time steps[hours] 0 2000 4000 5000 5500 6000 6500
Normalized power 1.000 0.991 0.967 0.993 0.986 0.990 0.987

DH: 850C/85%RH
Time steps[hours] 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000
Normalized power 1.000 1.000 0.995 0.991 0.991 0.983 0.977 0.953 0.944

UV/DH: 180W /m2/650C/55%RH
Time steps[hours] 0 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000
Normalized power 1.00 0.976 0.972 0.964 0.953 0.945

UV/DH: 180W /m2/850C/55%RH
Time steps[hours] 0 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000
Normalized power 1.00 0.984 0.960 0.928 0.872 0.845

TC: −400C/400C
Cycle steps 0 2000 2010 2050 2100 2600 3000 3200 3400 3600
Normalized power 1.00 0.979 0.978 0.975 0.976 0.926 0.968 0.972 0.975 0.960

TC: −400C/850C
Cycle steps 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
Normalized power 1.00 0.965 0.957 0.941 0.937 0.920 0.888

B. Experimental: Outdoor monitoring

To clearly assess the effect of combined climatic stresses on performance degradation,
three identical experimental mono-crystalline silicon (mc-Si) modules are exposed and un-
der monitoring in three climatic zones, maritime in Gran Canaria, Spain; arid in Negev,
Israel; and alpine in Zugspitze, Germany (see Figure 3.3). At each test site, the electrical
performances and climatic conditions are under monitoring at high time-resolution. In
Gran Canaria, the tilt angle is 230, and the azimuth angle is 1690 of PV modules. In
the Negev the tilt angle is 310, and the azimuth angle 1800 for PV modules. The module
in Gran Canaria has been exposed for over 7 years and the ones in Negev as well as in
Zugspitze have been exposed over 5 years. A more detailed descriptions focusing on the
test sites and categorization of weathering stresses for PV modules in Koehl et al. (2011,
2018). Apart from the electrical performance measurements, the modules temperatures
are also recorded every 10 minutes. The sensors for measuring modules temperatures are
located under one of the central cells. They are Pt100 sensors, which are attached from the
back using adhesive aluminum tapes. Other meteorological data such as: relative humid-
ity, global irradiation, UV irradiance and wind speed are also under monitoring in all the
three zones with a one minute resolution. Figure 3.4 shows the temperature distribution
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Figure 3.3: The outdoor test facilities: Alpine: Zugspitze, Germany; Desert: Negev, Israel;
and Maritime: Gran Canaria, Spain.

in the three locations, the annual averages of UV dose and RH as well as the performance
measurements of (Pmax).

C. Data processing of the three location

An irradiance filter between (800-1200 W/m2) is used for all locations and the power is
corrected to standard test conditions (STC) of irradiance. The irradiance bin ensures that
only clear sky conditions were considered in order to have irradiance conditions near to
STC and to model a common situation for all the climates. The temperature filter applied
varied from location to location depending on the most frequent temperature that a module
experiences over its lifetime in each location (see figure 3.4. Forexample a temperature filter
between (300C-350C) is used for Gran Canaria, (350C-450C) for negev and (50C-250C) for
Zugspitze. To make sure that the power degradation observed for outdoor modules are
not due to soiling effects, periodic cleaning of the modules is done. To avoid seasonal
effects in climatic variables evaluation, five years data is averaged to calculate the models
input values (see table 3.4). Indeed, this ensures that, the values used in degradation
prediction correspond to what a module will experience during its lifetime. The mean
value of the module minimum and maximum temperature has been computed considering
upper and lower temperature bins as in figure 3.4 C. This also ensures that extreme values
corresponding to measurement anomalies are not used in degradation rates calculations.

3.1.4 Global climate data processing
The studies over large geographical regions can be made by processing global gridded data
estimated from NWP including satellite or reanalysis models Urraca et al. (2018). Even
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Figure 3.4: (A): Distribution of module temperature in the three climatic zones. (B): Total
UV dose and average annual relative humidity for the three zones measured for 5 years.
(C) : Ten minutes values of module temperature for 5 years. The dotted lines show the
mean maximum and minimum temperatures. (D) : Raw and filtered power measurements
in Gran Canaria, Spain. In cyan is the power raw data (before applying filters), in black is
the data after applying the irradiance and temperature filters and in red is the data after
STC correction.

Table 3.4: Summary of 5 years average climatic inputs used in simulation.
Input parameters

Location RH [%] Tm [0C] UV [kWh/m2] Tmax [0C] Tmin [0C]

Negev 61.0 36.8 87.7 56.7 12.7
Canaria 68.0 30.6 101.0 43.6 19.6
Zugspitze 74.0 18.7 81.0 44.7 -2.30

though satellite-based estimations can be more accurate than the reanalysis-based ones,
the advantage of the second is the possibility to extract all the essential variables together
in the same data-set, without gaps and identical timestamps.

In this research, the ERA5 climate reanalysis data-set (C3S) (2017) was processed to
extract and model the climatic stresses necessary for the degradation rate evaluation. This
dataset provides a spatial resolution of 31 km and temporal resolution of hourly data from
1979. The estimated climate data is compared and validated with real ground measure-
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ments taken from the World Radiation Monitoring Centre - Baseline Surface Radiation
Network (WRMC-BSRN) Driemel et al. (2018) (the validation procedure is described in
the annex). Although not all variables required are directly available from the ERA5, we
calculate the missing local climate variables, WS, RH and UV irradiance from existing
models as described below. The derived maps are presented in the annex.

A. Evaluation of relative humidity

The relative humidity is not extracted directly from ERA5, so it is estimated using equa-
tions 3.12 and 3.13. The saturation water vapour pressure (WVP) over water and ice is
calculated using the Buck’s formula Buck (1981) from the dew point temperature (TDew)
and ambient temperature (Tamb):

WV P(T)[kpa]=
{

0.61115.exp
(
23.036 T

333.70

)
.
(

T
279.82+T

)
f or T < 0

0.61115.exp
(
18.678

T
234.84

)
.
( T
257.14+T

)
f or T ≥ 0 (3.12)

RH[%]= WV P(TDew)
WV P(Tamb)

.100[%] (3.13)

B. Evaluation of UV

Regarding the UV irradiation, although this variable is included in the ERA5 dataset,
it considers a wavelength-range up to 440 nm. In our case, the effective UV irradiance
covers up to 400 nm, since that is a typical average value where encapsulates change
the transmittance properties Miller et al. (2015). For this reason, we neglect the UV
irradiance given by ERA5, and model it using a formula proposed by Crommelynck and
Joukoff (1990) as expressed in equations 3.14-3.17. It is based on the clearness index (ci)
and the global horizontal irradiance (GHI). The ci is calculated by dividing the GHI and
the top-of-atmosphere irradiance extracted from ERA5. Unfortunately, the lack of valid
measurements disallows us to do a benchmarking of UV models.

ci = max(0.1,min(ci,0.7)) (3.14)

UVB = (1.897−0.860.ci).1e−3.GHI (3.15)

UVA = (7.210−2.365.ci).1e−2.GHI (3.16)

UV =UVA +UVB (3.17)

C. Evaluation of wind speed (WS)

The WS is a parameter of interest in this study because it is used to estimate the PV module
temperature (Tm) due to the related cooling effect of materials. The WS is calculated and
height corrected according to equation 3.18 and equation 3.19 Huld and Amillo (2015),
where ûwind and v̂wind are the vector components of the wind, hERA is the height from
ground which the wind is modelled in the ERA5 dataset, and hERA is the assumed height
of the PV modules equal to 2 meters. The 2 meters height assumed are in accordance with
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the height of modelled ambient temperature (Tamb) and dew point temperature (TDew)
given by ECMWF.

WSERA =
√

û2
wind + v̂2

wind (3.18)

WS =
( hmod

hERA

)0.2
.WSERA (3.19)

D. Modelling module temperature

The module temperature is the most effective parameter in degradation rate evaluation,
since the rate models are built on the assumption that, the degradation follows an Arrhenius
temperature dependence . In most cases, the module temperature is estimated from,
ambient conditions of temperature, irradiance and wind speed using a number of different
models proposed by Kratochvil et al. (2004), Segado et al. (2015), Faiman (2008). In this
research the Faiman model (equation 3.20) is selected for module temperature evaluation
because it has been reported that, it provides a good accuracy under different climate
conditions for crystalline silicon PV modules Faiman (2008); Schwingshackl et al. (2013)
The model estimate the PV module temperature as a function of the GHI, WS and Tamb
as:

Tm = Tamb +
GHI

u0 +u1.WS
(3.20)

where u0 is a coefficient describing the effect of the radiation on the module temperature
(W /0Cm2) and u1 describes the cooling by the wind (Ws/0Cm2). In this research, the values
of u0 = 26.9 (W /0Cm2) and u1 = 6.2 (Ws/0Cm3) according to Huld and Amillo (2015).
The presented calculations consider an open-rack flat mounting configuration for the PV
modules at all locations. However, the installation over rooftops or any other surface and
the re-positioning can increase the thermal stress due to higher reception of photons from
the sun or more circulation of air.

3.1.5 Statistical error analysis methods
To analyse how well a set of data points fit with a given model, the residual standard

deviation as a measure of a goodness-of-fit is used. Given that,

Residual =Ym −Yf (3.21)

The residual standard deviation (SDres) is expressed as:

SDres =
√∑

(Ym −Yf )2

n−2
(3.22)

where Ym measured value, Yf fitted value and n number of data points.
To check the prediction accuracy and to evaluate the uncertainties of the model, the

percentage mean square error of prediction (MSEP) is used according to McKay et al.
(1999) as:

MSEP = 100×
[
V [Pp]+

(
µpp −µpm

)2]
(3.23)

Where V [PP ] is the variance of predicted power, µpp and µpm are the mean of predicted
and measured power respectively.
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3.2 Methodology for data-driven model
Different from the physical model presented in the previous section, here a data-driven
methodology for long-term degradation forecast is described. In this approach, the lifetime
forecast is based on the existing degradation history observed in the field and not on the
climatic stress factor. The schematic figure 3.5 summarises the methodology.

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the overall objective of the data-driven methodology. The major
steps are; data treatment, identification of degradation pattern and selection of the best
degradation model for long-term forecast

3.2.1 Background
The ever-growing secondary market of PV systems (that is, the transaction of solar plants
ownership) calls for reliable and high quality long-term PV degradation forecasts to mit-
igate the financial risks. Data-driven techniques that utilize monitored operational data
related to system’s performance are used in many fields, for example in the aircraft indus-
try Zhang et al. (2018); Listou Ellefsen et al. (2019) to forecast the future trend or the
remaining useful lifetime. They are normally applied to complex systems where developing
a physical model could be more complex and expensive.

For PV applications, a few authors have proposed data-driven prognosis models to
evaluate the remaining useful lifetime of PV modules. For example, Laayouj et.al Laayouj
et al. (2016) proposed a smart prognostic method for PV module health degradation and
remaining useful lifetime prediction. The model is based on two approaches; the on-line
diagnosis and data-driven prognosis. Also, Sheng et al Sheng et al. (2019) proposed an
autoregressive moving average model-filtered hidden Markov model to predict the residual
life for complex systems with multi-phase degradation. They applied the model to predict
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the residual life of a specific PV module system. Although both methods are reported
to provide good predictions, the biggest drawback of these methods is that their perfor-
mances are not rigorously validated or analysed with different degradation datasets. Both
methods are calibrated, validated and applied based on a single PV module or system
dataset. Moreover, for the later, the methodology was applied to simulated performance
measurements for its reliability evaluation and residual life prediction. PV modules can
exhibit different degradation scenarios Köntges et al. (2014) especially due to different
technologies, different failure modes as well as different operating local climates. There-
fore, it is very unlikely that a model calibrated and validated on a single dataset can be
generalized to apply to other degradation scenarios. In this regard, we propose a model
based on a rigorous analysis of degradation data of several PV modules as well as systems
of different technologies and installed in different locations. Hence the proposed model is
aimed to be generalized to the different degradation scenarios. Also related work is that
of Rizzo et.al Rizzo et al. (2018) where an algorithm for lifetime extrapolation, prediction,
and estimation was proposed. However, their algorithm is proposed only for emerging PV
technologies and for shorter time forecasts.

Generally, in spite of the recognized potential of empirical data-driven techniques for
time series forecast, limitations still exist for their application in long-term PV degradation
evaluation. Different factors such as outliers in the dataset, seasonal variations and many
other reducing factors (e.g. soiling) should be separated from long-term non reversible
degradation. The lack of a systematic and flexible approach to select parameters of these
techniques and their black-box character limit the understanding and control of their per-
formance. We address this issue by proposing a systematic and flexible approach with
adjustable model parameters to evaluate the degradation trend based on the nature of the
dataset under evaluation. The proposed method aims to evaluate the irreversible long-term
degradation of PV modules as well as systems. To achieve this we propose an iterative
algorithm for degradation trends evaluation that allows to separate seasonal variations and
other reversible performance reducing effects from irreversible degradation.

Another drawback of the available data-driven techniques is their accuracy when long-
term predictions are required after a short time interval and with limited data points.
For example, Taylor and Letham Taylor and Letham (2018) performed a comparison of
the forecasting accuracy of different statistical models at different time horizons. In their
study, most models displayed large uncertainties when applied after shorter time interval.
Indeed, the available techniques are based on fitting the available systems degradation
data using regression models and then applying a simple extrapolation to forecast the
lifetime. However, in practice, the system’s degradation history available may be short and
incomplete, and a simple extrapolation could lead to large uncertainties hence degrading
the reliability of the forecasts. To address this challenge, the proposed model is aimed at
improving the long-term forecasting accuracy using a small degradation history and few
data points. To achieve this, we propose a new concept using time dependent degradation
factor for degradation extrapolation instead of using a simple extrapolation for lifetime
forecast. To further improve the accuracy and to have a generalized model, the concept of
multiple degradation factor models dependent on degradation patterns is proposed.

3.2.2 Modelling assumptions
To begin with, the concept of the proposed data-driven model is based on the work re-
ported by Jordan et al Jordan et al. (2017), that associating specific degradation and
failure modes with specific time series behavior can aid in service life prediction. Based on
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this understanding, our model is based on analysing time series degradation patterns to
extracted different parameters (see Figure. 3.6).

Figure 3.6: Illustration of the different degradation pattern parameters extracted during
calibration and the remaining useful lifetime (RUL)

The extracted parameters are then used to formulate degradation rate functions. In
developing the model, we also use the following assumptions:

• Different degradation modes might cause differences in degradation patterns mean-
ing that it is unlikely that a single degradation function can represent all expected
degradation patterns. Therefore the approach depends on multi-degradation rate
functions.

• Some degradation modes might be triggered by other degradation modes and might
appear at certain stages of a module’s lifetime, meaning that using a constant degra-
dation rate extracted at a given stage of PV operation to represent the entire lifetime
could affect the forecast accuracy. Therefore, time dependent degradation rates are
proposed. Moreover, the usage of degradation factor is preferable to degradation rate
since we consider a non-linear degradation with a non-constant degradation rate.

A. "Time and degradation pattern" dependent models

Taking the aforementioned assumptions into consideration, we propose different degrada-
tion factor models dependent on time and degradation pattern. The degradation factor
models are expressed as:

k1 = kcal

(
1+ A1.kcal .ln

( 1
∆P

)
.τy1

1 .τx1
2 .ρz1 .t

)
(3.24)

k2 = kcal

(
1+ A2.kcal .

( 1
τ1

)
.ρz1 .t

)
(3.25)
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k3 = kcal

(
1+ A3.kcal .ln

( 1
∆P

)
.
( 1
τ1

)
.τx1

2 .ρz1 .t
)

(3.26)

Table 3.5: Definition of coefficients and parameters
Coefficients and parameters Definitions

tcal Time at calibration threshold
Pcal Power at tcal
SDPcal Standard deviation of calibrated data
τ1 =

√
max(tcal) -

τ2 = |ln∆t| = |ln(tcal − tcal−1)| -
ρ = ln

(
1

SDPcal

)
-

A1 [year−3/2], A2 [year−1/2] and A3 [year−1/2] Proportionality constants
y1, z1 and x1 Optimization parameters

It should be noted that, these models are purely empirical without any physical im-
plication, they are derived from degradation pattern parameters shown in figure 3.6 as
they describe well the specific degradation patterns. It is also important to note that the
model parameters are extracted after an initial 3% performance degradation threshold.
The 3% optimization threshold is calculated from the degradation trend that excludes
early degradation effects. The reasoning for using a 3% threshold are further described
and demonstrated in the results section.

B. Power degradation model

The power degradation function proposed in section 3.1, equation (3.10) is used to fit the
degradation data also in this part. However, since the evaluation is independent of material
properties evaluation or analysis, the model parameter Γ is fixed to one. Therefore, the
power degradation function can be re-written as:

P(t = t)
PNorm

= 1− exp
(
−

( 1
kcal t

)µ)
(3.27)

where PNorm is the maximum power of the degradation trend and kcal is the degradation
factor [a−1] at calibration. In this case the degradation factor is preferred for use instead
of the degradation rate because of the non-linearity of the power degradation and non-
constant degradation.

3.2.3 Modeling approach
A. Failure time and remaining useful lifetime definitions

Chen Xiongzi et al Chen Xiongzi et al. (2011) defined the RUL of a system or a component
as the length from the current time to the end of its useful life. The question is how to define
the ”useful life”. In this study the useful life is defined as the non-reversible performance
loss such that the module or system power decreases by 20% of the ”maximum stable
power” measured in the field. The notion of a maximum stable power is introduced to
separate long term degradation from early stage degradation events such as light induced
degradation (LID) for p-type crystalline silicon modules Köntges et al. (2014) or light and
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elevated temperature induced degradation (LeTID for multicrystalline silicon and modules
with passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC)Kersten et al. (2017); Philipp et al. (2019). It
also helps to separate other reversible effects reducing module performance such as soiling
Zorrilla‐Casanova et al. (2013) and seasonal variations Cañete et al. (2014). Moreover,
due to these effects and variation of the outdoor conditions, the power printed on the PV
module label substantially deviates from the initial PV module power outdoors. From our
point of view, the maximum stable power can be easily compared among systems and is
describing the system performance well which is not necessarily the case for the nominal
power. The nominal power of a PV module/system may deviate substantially from the
real power since it is recorded under STC. These well defined conditions of 1000 W/m2

and 25◦C are almost never prevalent as shown in the histogram in figure 3.7b.

Figure 3.7: A, Illustration of the stable power (red line) used in this study, the green doted
line is ”maximum stable power” (reference power) and the blue dotted is the failure time
threshold. B, Histogram of the data distribution throughout the 8.5 years

Although, the term failure time has already been defined in subsection 3.1.2 it is re-
defined here accordingly to the context. In this study, we therefore, define the FT as a
reduction in the module or system performance by 20% of the maximum stable power
(indicated by the green dotted line in figure 3.7). The 20% loss is purely arbitrary and it
is used in this case because of its consistence with the warranties given by manufacturers.
It might be interesting to predict the module or system performance for its entire lifetime
(until the module stops working), however, such a prediction could be more unreliable and
unrealistic since certain future events are unpredictable. Moreover, the longer a module
stays in the field the more sensitive it becomes to different degradation modes. That might
lead to a dramatic increase in the degradation rate which cannot be easily modeled. There-
fore, according to FT definition, the RUL is the length between the current time (CT) to
the FT and can be expressed as:

RUL = FT −CT (3.28)

1. Data filtering

The first filter applied to the input dataset is an irradiance filter. The upper limit for
irradiance was set and fixed at 1200 W/m2 and the lower limit was chosen flexible between
600-900 W/m2 depending on the location under evaluation. This clear sky filter is used as
a way to separate low performances due to low irradiance from degradation. The filtered
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power is then corrected to STC of irradiance by applying a linear correction of power to
1000 W/m2 irradiance. The second step is to remove outliers. Because of the stochastic
behavior of outdoor conditions and anomalies in the measuring equipment, data measured
from outdoor PV modules as well as systems is usually subject to outliers. When not
treated well, Outliers might lead to large uncertainties, especially in degradation trend
evaluation. The outliers are removed by computing the standard deviation (SD) around
the mean value of the entire dataset, whereby all points that are out of the range of
(Mean±2×SD) are eliminated. For LID or LeTID sensitive systems, it is a crucial step
to analyse the degradation pattern during the first year of operation. These degradation
modes are characterized by strong non-linear trends in the initial phase which might either
stabilize gradually or undergo a regeneration phase Kersten et al. (2017); Philipp et al.
(2019). If the regeneration phase is detected, we recommend to eliminate the data until
the onset of this phase.

2. Data decomposition

Time series data is characterized by four major components; level, trend, seasonality, and
noise. There are two models that are used to model the effects of these components; additive
(linear) and multiplicative (non-linear) Brownlee (2017). In our case a multiplicative model
is used. The model suggests that the components are multiplied together as follows:

y(t)= Level×Trend×Seasonality×Noise (3.29)

This function is implemented and available for free use in the python library. The function
uses a moving average (MA) method to extract a degradation trend in the time series
data. The averaging depends on the required resolution (weekly, monthly or yearly) of
one’s interest and it determines the extracted degradation trend in this case.

In outdoor conditions seasonal and other different effects can reduce the performance
of a PV module or system. For non-reversible performance degradation evaluation it is
crucial to choose a good averaging temporal interval that eliminates seasonality and other
reversible effects. It has been reported that reversible effects such as inverter failures and
soiling of PV modules have a higher impact on performance loss rates than the actual per-
formance degradation which is non-reversible Klünter et al. (2019). These effects could be
module technology dependent, for example Virtuani et al. Virtuani et al. (2015) reported
that amorphous silicon (a-Si) systems are more affected by variations in the incident spec-
trum then crystalline silicon (c-Si) systems because of there narrower spectral sensitivity.
Therefore, it is important to separate these performance reducing effects from long term
degradation by choosing a good averaging temporal interval. The selection of a good tem-
poral interval could be very tedious if one has to do it manually. An iterative algorithm
has been implemented to assist in determining a proper interval for degradation trend
evaluation depending on the datasets being evaluated.

3. Iterative algorithm for degradation trend evaluation

One way to completely remove any variation in the degradation trend will be to apply a
strict constraint, which removes the difference between each nth and (n+1)th value of the
trend that is greater or equal to zero, that is; trend[n− (n+1)] ≥ 0. However, according
to the stochastic behavior of outdoor conditions, outdoor measurements usually contain
unavoidable outliers which can appear even after applying certain filters. This implies that
applying such a strict condition to outdoor datasets is quite unrealistic; in most cases this
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condition is not fulfilled or might require a considerable amount of computation time to
converge depending on the nature of the dataset. Therefore , a tolerance (tol) is introduced
and the condition is applied as:

trend
[∣∣∣max(dn)−min(dn)

min(dn)

∣∣∣]≤ toll, f or : dn = n− (n+1) (3.30)

The process begins by initialising the temporal interval by: initial temporal interval
= 2% of the total length of the time series. Afterwards, the iterative loop is repeated
until the condition in 3.30 is fulfilled. The tolerance depends on the nature of the dataset
under investigation, for example it can be correlated with the resolution of the data or the
magnitude of outliers in the datasets. This makes the process of temporal interval selection
a quasi-automated process. By analyzing a number of datasets, a range of tol values can be
set granting the flexibility for application on broad datasets of the different distributions.

3.2.4 Experimental
Different data-sets for PV modules as well as systems that have been exposed for quiet a
long period of time with considerable degradation were used in this study. The data-sets
are from three different sources:

1. The first set of data are those of the TIcino SOlare (TISO)-10-kW PV plant in Lugano
(Switzerland) Virtuani et al. (2019); Annigoni et al. (2019). The TISO‐10 PV system
has been connected to the grid since 1982, and is the oldest installation of this kind in
Europe (We shall refer to them as ”TISO-Modules” here after). The performance (i.e.
current‐voltage curves) of 18 selected reference modules were measured at regular
intervals between 1982 and 2017. After 35 years in the field, these modules show a
degradation rate ranging from -0.2 to -0.7%/year considering a ± 3% measurement
uncertainty. In this study 10 of the 18 modules with a considerable degradation have
been used in module calibration and validation stages.

2. Another source of data is a PV plant installed at the airport of Bolzano/Italy (posi-
tion ca. 46.46 N, 11.33 E, elevation: 262 m) including 11 experimental PV systems,
which are in operation for 8.5 years and covering the time period from 01 February
2011 until 31 July 2019. They are referred to as ”Bolzano systems”. Most ma-
jor PV system technologies are included, namely one and three junction amorphous
silicon (a-Si), cadmium telluride (CdTe), CIGS, silicon solar cells made out of a
heterojunction with an intrinsic thin layer (HIT), mono-crystalline silicon (mc-Si),
poly-crystalline silicon (pc-Si) and poly-crystalline silicon string ribbon (ribbon). All
systems are part of one experimental PV plant, they are ground mounted with an
orientation of 8.5O west of south and a fixed tilt of 30O. The installed nominal power
for the systems range from 1 to 4 kWp per individual installation. According to a new
PV sensitive climate classification, proposed by Ascencio-Vázquez et al. Ascencio-
Vásquez et al. (2019), the climate in Bolzano is categorized as a temperature climate
with medium irradiation. The irradiance is measured with a Kipp & Zonen CMP11
pyranometer. Calibrations are performed in regular intervals and the measurement
uncertainty is between 2% and 4%. Additionally, climate data are taken from a
ground based meteo-station installed in close proximity to the test side.

3. Finally, data from the Desert Knowledge Australia Solar Centre (DKA Solar Cen-
tre) DKASC (2019), named hereafter as ”DKA systems”, are used. The data can
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be downloaded through 1. The data sets used in this study are given as monthly
yield in kWh of three different systems; Kyocera-5.4kW-Poly-Si Dual (2008), eco-
Kinetics-26.5kW-mono-Si-Dual (2010) and trina-23.4kw-mono-dual (2009). For the
first system (Kyocera), data from 01 January 2009 to 01 December 2018 was used
in the analysis, for the eco-Kinetics system from 01 January 2011 to 01 December
2018 and for the Trina system, data from 01 January 2014 to 01 June 2019. More
information about these systems and datasets are available on the DKA Solar Cen-
tre website. It should be noted that the data plotted here have been normalized to
the maximum power and were subject to the outlier filters described in the previous
section.

3.2.5 Statistical errors analysis
The error measurement employed for the performance evaluation of the proposed forecast-
ing method is the root mean square error (RMSE). Given a measured (m) and a predicted
(p) value, respectively, for a given quantity and number of observations (n), the RMSE is
expressed as.

RMSE =
√∑n

j=1(pi −mi)2

n
(3.31)

The metric deployed to compare the performance of the proposed method with other
methods is the relative difference. This is a relative comparison of the failure time fore-
casted after a 3% interval and on the full dataset. It is expressed as,

Reldi f f =
|FT3% −FT f ull |

max(|FT3%|or|FT f ull |)
(3.32)

where, Reldi f f the relative difference is, FT3% and FT f ull are the failure time evaluated
after a 3% degradation and using the entire dataset respectively.

1DKA data download: http://dkasolarcentre.com.au/locations/alice-springs/graphs?
sources=91

http://dkasolarcentre.com.au/locations/alice-springs/graphs?sources=91
http://dkasolarcentre.com.au/locations/alice-springs/graphs?sources=91
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3.3 Methodology of a hybrid model
The described physical models is very useful when one need to correlate the predicted
lifetime to the influencing climatic factors as well as dominating degradation mechanisms.
However, one draw back is on the accuracy when it comes to long-term degradation pre-
diction. And also, the described data-driven model could help to improve the long-term
prediction accuracy, however, it provides no information about the influencing degrada-
tion mechanisms. A model that can provide more accurate long-term predictions as well
as information of the dominating degradation mechanism is of great importance for finan-
cial evaluation as well as material development. In this regard, the two approaches are
combined into a hybrid model to achieve these two aspects. The combination of the two
approaches is illustrated in the schematic diagram (figure 3.8)

Figure 3.8: Flow chart illustrating the link between the physical and data-driven approach.
The red dashed square is the data-driven part, we implement an algorithm to identify the
degradation patterns and to select the appropriate rate function

Figure 3.8 illustrate the link between the physical and the data-driven approaches. The
fundamental assumption in this link is that, the module experience the same degradation
pattern in other geographical locations. This means that the degradation pattern param-
eters extracted in the training location can be applied in other locations to select the best
degradation function for long-term predictions. Therefore, the differences are within the
calculated degradation rate at calibration (kcal) which is dependent on the climatic stresses
of a given location.
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Results and Discussion

Table 4.1: Chapter 4 Nomenclatures
Symbols

ci clearness index [-]
Ea activation energy [eV]
k degradation factor [1/year]
FT3% Failure time calculated using -3% degradation [year]
FT f ull Failure time calculated complete dataset [year]
kB Boltzmann constant (8.62×10−5eV/K)
Pmax power at maximum power point [W]
RD degradation rate [%/hour]
Reldi f f relative difference
SDres residual standard deviation
Tm module temperature [K]
Tmm measured module temperature [0C]
Tmp modeled module temperature [0C]
(µ) shape parameter [-]

Subscripts
cal calibration
h hydrolysis
p photo-degradation
t thermo-mechanical
T Total

Abbreviations
AH tropical with very high irradiance
AK tropical with high irradiance
BH desert with high irradiance
BK desert with very high irradiace
KGPV Köppen-Geiger-Photovoltaic
FP Facebook prophet
MSEP mean square error of prediction
PR performance ratio
RUL remaining usefull lifetime
STC standard test conditions
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In this chapter, the results of the physical model, data-driven model as well as for the
hybrid model are presented and discussed respectively.

4.1 Results for the physical model

4.1.1 Properties of the proposed power degradation function

As already mentioned that, non-linearity of power loss is often observed in the field depend-
ing on the module technologies or degradation modes. And also that, the loss in power can
take different shapes, for example: exponential-shaped, linear-shaped, steps degradation
and saturating power loss over time. Moreover, since energy yield could highly depend on
how the performance degradation evolves over time (see figure 4.1b), it is very crucial to
choose a degradation model to take into account the different failure patterns. A simplified
non-linear power degradation model proposed in this research aims to take into considera-
tion these non-linearity dependencies of power degradation. To do this, a shape parameter
µ has been introduced to model all the degradation shapes as shown in figure 4.1a.

Figure 4.1: A) Optimization of power degradation shapes by altering the shape parameter
µ and B) Relative energy yield corresponding to the degradation shapes

Figure 4.1a shows the simulated degradation shapes 1-7 corresponding to different val-
ues of µ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.8 & 1.0 respectively. On the one hand, when µ = 0.1
and µ= 0.2, one can achieve the commonly observed degradation shape in thin film tech-
nologies with a faster degradation at early stages of exposure and followed by stabilization
Jordan et al. (2017b). On the other hand, one can expect the degradation shape similar
to that when µ= 1.0 for glass-glass modules if we speculate that for this module design
there are less moisture pathways and moisture ingress compared to glass-backsheet mod-
ules. Therefore, the moisture induced degradation modes are slower at the earlier stages
of the module lifetime. However, as the breathable pathways and drying are also limited,
the moisture will accumulate over the years, leading to a dramatic increase in degradation
rate.
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4.1.2 Calibration and validation of the specific degradation rate
models

Two basic approaches are applied for the calibration of the different degradation rate
models: (a) optimization of model performances and (b) through prior knowledge from
previous studies. Optimization of model performance, which compares measured and sim-
ulated data, is applied by the help of a built-in nonlinear least-squares solver in the GNU
Octave software. Prior knowledge, with the aid of sensitivity analysis, is used as a baseline
to select the initial fitting guesses and also as a confirmation that the extracted values are
in a meaningful range.

To derive the model parameters, equations 3.2, 3.5 and 3.6 are fitted on experimental
data from the indoor accelerated ageing tests at given specific test conditions as presented
in chapter 3 table 3.2. The extracted parameters are presented in table 4.2 together with
the percentage residual standard deviation (SDres) (see equation 3.22). To further ensure
a better calibration procedure, in each case the distribution of the residuals is plotted and
analysed (to check if the residuals follow a normal distribution). The parameter Γ of the
power function in equation (3.10) has been normalized to one and the extracted shape
parameter (µ) is 0.7 for hydrolysis, 0.4 for photo- and thermo-mechanical degradation in
figure 4.2.

To validate the models, different sets of data measured at different test conditions (see
table 4.2 ) are used and by using the extracted parameters the simulations are compared
with the measured data points through evaluation of the mean square error of prediction
(MSEP, see equation 3.23) as also presented in table 4.2. The MSEP is also used as a metric
to correlate the uncertainties in model calibration with the predictions when compared
with the SDres. For example, a 0.5% SDres led to 0.025% MSEP for the hydrolyisis
model, a 1.65% SDres resulted into 0.216% MSEP for the thermo-mechanical model and
0.19% SDres led to 0.168% MSEP for the photo-degradation model. Although, there is a
correlation of the uncertainties due to model calibration as its evaluated in the thermo-
mechanical model, the uncertainties in experimental data sets used for validation can also
influence the evaluated mean square error therefore it’s also useful to plot and interpret the
results basing on the degradation trend. Evaluating a confidence interval of the prediction
can also help to analyze the model performance.

Table 4.2: Extracted parameters for the three rate models and the percentage residual
standard deviation (SDres) as well as the mean square error of prediction (MSEP)

Extracted models parameters
Degradation rate model A i Ea [eV] n X & Θ SDres MSEP

Hydrolysis: Eq(3.2) 6.11e4 0.91 1.90 - 0.5% 0.025%
Photodegradation: Eq(3.5) 1.20e-3 0.43 1.80 0.63 0.2% 0.168%
Thermo-mechanical: Eq(3.6) 9.10e-5 0.40 - 2.24 1.6% 0.216%

Figure 4.2 shows calibration and validation results for the hydrolysis, photo-degradation
and thermo-mechanical models (equations 3.2, 3.5 and 3.6) respectively. In black is the
measured power for DH 750C/85RH; red is the respective model fit with a violet line at
5000 hours representing the optimized data points. The blue line is the predicted power
at DH 850C/85RH, the light blue patch is the 95% prediction confidence interval and in
green the measured power at DH 850C/85RH, used for model validation. The vertical
lines on measured data points indicate a 2.5% measurement uncertainty. The color usage
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Figure 4.2: A: Hydrolysis model Eq(3.2) calibration and validation, the vertical violet line
represents the optimized data points; B: Residual distribution of the fitted data points
of the DH test; C: Photo-degradation model Eq(3.5) calibration and validation, and D:
Thermo-mechanical model Eq(3.6) calibration and validation. The blue patch is the 95%
confidence interval of prediction.

and explanation above are consistent for photo-degradation and thermo-mechanical graphs
using respective data sets. For all the models, the predictions are satisfactory and are within
a 95% confidence interval. The observable variations could be linked with the measurement
uncertainties.

It important to note that, when applying the physical models, the extracted parameters
are usually valid only for a particular module type. Meaning that the parameters have to
be evaluated when the module type or technology changes.

4.1.3 Calibration and validation of the combined degradation rate
model

The combined/total degradation rate (equation 3.8) is calibrated using outdoor measure-
ments of Gran Canaria. The dataset of Gran Canaria is selected over Negev and Zugspitze
because the module in Gran Canaria has been exposed longer compared to the ones of
Negev and Zugspitze, and moreover it shows a clear degradation trend. The extracted
model parameters are presented in table 4.3. On calibration, the residual standard devia-
tion is 2.34% and the derived parameters, Γ= 190 and µ= 0.19 for the power degradation
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function in equation 3.10.

Table 4.3: Extracted model parameters of the individual rate models using the combined
rate model 3.8 and with Gran Canaria data

Extracted models parameters
Degradation rate model A i Ea [eV] n X & Θ

Hydrolysis: Eq(3.2) 4.91e7 0.74 1.90 -
Photodegradation: Eq(3.5) 71.83 0.45 1.90 0.63
Thermo-mechanical: Eq(3.6) 2.04 0.43 - 2.24

The model is validated by using the derived model parameters to simulate the degrada-
tion rates using the climatic datasets of Negev and Zugspitze. By comparing the simulated
degradation trend with the measured data (see figure 4.3), the accuracy of the model is
verified.

Figure 4.3: Right: Dotted black points are the measured data of Gran Canaria (calibrated
dataset); thick red line is the model fit; in green is the measured data of Negev, thick
blue line is the model prediction for Negev and the dashed lines indicate normalization to
the initial laboratory power values before outdoor exposure respectively. Left: Residual
distribution of the calibrated data points.

Figure 4.3 on the right shows the calibrated data of Gran Canaria and the predicted
degradation for Negev plotted together with the measured degradation. The alpine predic-
tions were left out to avoid too much information on the graph due to data fluctuations.
The outdoor predictions show a good agreement with the measured power degradation.

4.1.4 Degradation rates and lifetime prediction
Depending on the climate a module is installed in, different degradation modes might dom-
inate over the others. Using the proposed degradation models, equations (3.2), (3.5), (3.6),
(3.8) and the outdoor derived model parameters, it is possible to predict the dominating
degradation precursor and the total degradation rate as well as the failure time from equa-
tion (3.11) for any location with known climatic loads. In this section, annual degradation
rates of the mc-Si modules were predicted using input climatic loads of Zugspitze, Gran
Canaria and Negev as shown in table 4.4.
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High thermo-mechanical degradation is predicted for Zugspitze in comparison to Gran
Canaria because of high module temperature variations in this climate zone. On the
contrary, small degradation due to hydrolysis is predicted in Zugspitze despite the high
levels of relative humidity. This could be explained by the low average module temperatures
experienced in this region, hence slowing hydrolysis processes and the absolute water vapor
concentration. In all cases, high rates are predicted in Negev. This can be explained
again by the higher temperatures in this zone that determines the reaction rates for other
degradation processes caused by other degradation factors such as hydrolysis by humidity
and photo-degradation by UV dose. The predicted failure time defined as a 20% loss in
power, show more severe degradation of maximum power output in arid climates where
temperatures are higher such as expected. This further confirms the previous studies
Annigoni et al. (2017) that temperature could be the primary accelerator of degradation.

Table 4.4: Predicted degradation rates of the mc-Si modules and failure time in the three
climatic zones with a 95% lower and upper confindence interval (CI).

Predicted rates and FT

Location RDh
(%/year)

RD p
(%/year)

RDt
(%/year)

RDT
(%/year)

FT
(years)

Lower 95%
CI

(years)

Upper 95%
CI

(years)

Negev 0.169 0.216 0.225 0.74 21.4 16.7 27.1
Gran-Canaria 0.122 0.212 0.104 0.50 31.6 25.0 40.0
Zugspitze 0.043 0.103 0.129 0.3 52.8 42.7 65.0

4.1.5 Comparison of the proposed physical model with other phys-
ical model

We compare the predictions of the total degradation rate and failure time using the pro-
posed physical mode and the model proposed by Bala Subramaniyan et al. (2018) in equa-
tion (2.39). For meaningful comparison and to avoid any bias, both models are calibrated
using the same dataset (from Gran Canaria). Moreover, the model parameters are also
derived to be in range with those reported in their paper Bala Subramaniyan et al. (2018).
The simulated degradation rates and failure times are as presented in table 4.5. Note that
the values of Gran Canaria are perfectly the same because they are the reference calibrated
dataset for both models. The comparison is then made on the predictions of the other two
locations that is; of Negev and Zugspitze.

The evaluated rates are quite comparable for Negev but show very high difference for
Zugspitze. To further analyse the cause of this high discrepancy in the prediction, the
sensitivity analysis of the input variables is carried out. Temperature (T), relative humid-
ity (RH) and UV dose bins between (150C-450C), (40%-100%) and (80-120kWh/a/m2)
respectively are used to generate 500 combinations of T, RH and UV. The sensitivity of
the degradation rate with the climatic variables is as shown in figure 4.4.

As shown in figure 4.4, the model according to Bala Subramaniyan et al. (2018) has a
higher sensitivity to the input variable especially to the module temperature. At lower or
higher values of temperatures, the model overestimates or underestimates the degradation
rate respectively and this explains the observed variations in the predictions especially in
Zugsptize where the module temperatures are considerably low. The reason to this higher
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Table 4.5: Comparison of the proposed model with the model according to Bala Subra-
maniyan et al. (2018)

Predicted rates and FT

Location
RDT [% years]

(Proposed)
Eq(3.8)

FT [% years]
according to

Eq(3.11

RDT [% years]
(Subramaniyan)

Eq(3.8)

FT [% years]
according to

Eq(3.11)

Gran Canaria 0.50 31.6 0.50 31.6

Negev 0.74 21.4 0.80 20.0
Zugspitze 0.30 52.8 0.14 113.5

Figure 4.4: Sensitivity analysis of the proposed and the model according to Subramaniyan.
Note, each dot represents a value of relative humidity and increases to the bottom.

sensitivity on temperature could be attributed to the model assumption that, all the degra-
dation processes triggered by the combination of the four stresses have the same activation
energy. From a physical point of view, this is usually not the case as one can expect
different processes to have different kinetics and hence different activation energies. Also,
assuming a single activation energy could be too much simplification hence deteriorating
the model performance.

4.1.6 Global degradation rates mapping: A global PV degradation
risk analysis

The evaluation of the degradation rates dependent on specific degradation processes and
the total degradation rate is extend from the three available location to a global scale.
The aim is to create a global risk map of the three proposed mechanism and also the total
degradation rate. The climate datasets used are extracted, modelled and averaged from
the ERA5 reanalysis dataset for the years 2016, 2017 and 2018.

Figures 4.5, 4.6 4.7 and 4.8 show the worldwide degradation rates for hydrolysis, photo-
degradation, thermo-mechanical and total degradation respectively. The generated maps
are in accordance with the parameters from the studied mono-crystalline modules.

According to the recently proposed Köppen-Geiger-Photovoltaic (KGPV) climate scheme
Ascencio-Vásquez et al. (2019), hydrolysis-degradation presents the smallest contribution
in almost all the KGPV zones, but is considerable high for the tropical climates AH (trop-
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Figure 4.5: Global mapping of hydrolysis degradation rate

Figure 4.6: Global mapping of photo-degradation rate

Figure 4.7: Global mapping of thermo-mechanical degradation rate
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Figure 4.8: Global mapping of total degradation rate

Figure 4.9: European categorization of total degradation rate based on temperature, hu-
midity and UV irradiance for a mono-crystalline silicon PV module.

ical with very high irradiance) and AK (tropical with high irradiance), which zones are
related with high precipitation levels (humid areas) and temperature levels. This process
can provoke the moisture ingress leading to delamination of polymers or corrosion of solder
bonds Koehl et al. (2018).

Photo-degradation has the second-highest contribution to the total degradation rate.
This indicator combines the humidity, temperature and UV irradiance impacting the PV
module. The impact is similar to the hydrolysis-degradation but higher in terms of absolute
values due to the process triggered by UV irradiation. For desert areas, even though the
UV irradiation is high, the low humidity in the air decreases the damage of the PV cells
due to this mechanism Ngo et al. (2016). The photo-degradation is considerable high in
AH (tropical with very high irradiance) and AK (tropical with high irradiance) zones due
to the high climatic stresses of all variables (temperature, humidity and UV irradiation).
It is surprising that the highest degradation due to photo-degradation was not predicted
in the desert with high irradiance (BH) and desert with very high irradiace (BK) climates,
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for example in the northern part of Africa where the UV is expected to be higher compared
to the tropical regions of central Africa. The reason to this can be attributed to the low
values of relative humidity in the dessert areas hence lowering the impact of the degradation
modes influenced by the combined UV-RH stresses.

Thermo-mechanical degradation exhibits the highest contribution to the total degra-
dation rate in almost all zones. This parameter is affected by the seasonal temperature
cycling (the difference between the maximal and minimal temperature of the year) and
also the annual average maximum temperature.

The total degradation rates calculated by the combination of the previous three degra-
dation mechanisms is also mapped. In accordance with the literature Omazic et al. (2019),
the highest degradation rate is identified in tropical areas (hot and humid). Interestingly,
the AK presents lower degradation than the AH, due to lower photo-degradation contribu-
tion (related to lower humidity). Globally the highest degradation rates (above 1.4 %/year)
are identified in locations next to the equator line. To facilitate the visualization and use
of degradation maps, we categorize the locations into bins of 0.2%/year ranging from 0 to
0.8%/year for Europe The categorized map is shown in figure 4.9 The total degradation
rates could reach 0.8%/year in the hottest areas of the south of Spain and Portugal for
Europe. In real operating conditions, external degradation factors, such as soiling might
increase the degradation rate if taken into account, but the degradation presented here
assumes only gradual and non-reversible degradation processes.

4.1.7 Uncertainties evaluation of the physical model
In order to be able to develop reliable predictive models, it makes it crucial to evaluate the
different sources of uncertainties that can deteriorate the model performance. Therefore,
in this section, the different sources of uncertainties are analyzed and discussed.

A. Uncertainties related to data quality

The quality of input data can highly affect the accuracy of the predictions. Here, the
impact of data outliers is analysed. The module power measurements were done every five
minutes, such high-resolution measurements and the frequently fluctuating environmental
conditions outdoors, lead to unavoidable noise even after applying filters and corrections.
By using an hourly moving average to minimize the noise in the datasets, the process of
model calibration and validation is repeated. The effect of the noise to the derived model
parameters as well as on failure time estimation is evaluated. Because the parameters: Ea,
n, X and of the degradation rates models are very sensitivity, they are assumed constant
in this analysis. Therefore, we evaluate the noise effect using the parameter Γ of the
power degradation function (3.10). In order to illustrate this effect, the simulations of the
failure time for the three location have been repeated using the hourly time-resolution and
compared with the five minutes resolution. The MSEP and relative difference in failure
time estimation with a five minutes and hourly resolution data are presented in table 4.10.
Figure 4.10 shows a plot of the simulated and measured data. Note, the dataset of Gran-
Canaria is still used as training or calibration dataset. The residual standard deviation
reduced to 2.04% and the derived model parameter reduced to Γ= 182.3.

Although the residual standard deviation improved from 2.23% for 5 minutes resolution
to 2.04% for hourly resolution, the improvement did not considerably led to reduction in
MSEP. However, it led to a 4.05% relative difference of the predicted failure time. This is
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Table 4.6: Percentage mean error in prediction (MSEP) and relative difference of the
estimated FT for different data resolutions.

Uncertainties evaluation

Location Data
Resolution

Parameter
Γ

MSEP [%] FT
[year]

Relative
difference

Negev 5 min 190.0 0.0230 21.4 4.05%
Hourly 182.3 0.0240 20.5

Zugspitze 5 min 190.0 0.0152 52.8 4.05%
Hourly 182.3 0.0150 50.7

Figure 4.10: Model calibration and validation with hourly resolution

consistent with the observations from indoor results that, the uncertainties in experimental
data sets used for validation can also influence the evaluated MSEP.

B. Uncertainties related to climatic variables evaluation

In most cases, the essential input climate variables (temperature, humidity and UV
irradiation) are evaluated from national or private weather services such as EAR5 used in
this study to evaluate the global degradation map. The key challenges with these databases
is that they are not developed for PV module or systems evaluation. In most cases the
required variables such as relative humidity and UV irradiation are not directly measured.
Therefore, they have to be evaluated from other variables such as precipitation and global
irradiation using specific mathematical models. Indeed, these models are associated with
their own uncertainties since they are difficult to calibrate and validate. Indeed, using
such calculated parameters poses a question on the absolute values accuracy of the predict
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degradation rates or failure time. Moreover, parameters such as ambient temperatures
which is widely measured and available are not directly used as model inputs since they have
to be converted to module temperature for degradation evaluation. This also influence the
evaluated degradation rates and failure time. Since temperature is considered as the main
factor that influences the degradation mechanisms, here we demonstrate the uncertainties
involved in module temperature evaluation by comparing the predictions of the modeled
and measured module temperatures in the three locations.

As can be seen in table 4.7, the relative difference in measured (Tmm) and modeled
(Tmp) module temperatures can be as high as 47%. Also depending on the location where
the module is installed; this difference can lead to as much as 59.3% relative difference
between the degradation rate evaluated with the measured module temperatures (RDTmm)
and the degradation rate evaluated using modeled temperatures (RDTmp). One important
observation is that, the uncertainties in rates or lifetime prediction due to the uncertain-
ties in module temperatures evaluation, are location dependent. For example, the modeled
module temperature showed high uncertainties for Zugspitze as compared to Gran Ca-
naria, on contrary high uncertainties in degradation rates are evaluated for Gran Canaria
compared to Zugspitze. This can be explained by the Arrhenius temperature dependence
in the degradation rate models. The effect can be clearly explained by the temperature
against the degradation rate plot Figure 4.11.

Table 4.7: Comparison of predicted rates and FT using measured and modeled module
temperature.

Predicted rates and FT

Location Tmm
[0C]

Tmp
[0C]

relative
difference

RDTmm
[0C]

RDTmp
[0C]

TFTmm
[years]

TFTmp
[years]

relative
difference

Negev 36.63 25.35 44.47% 0.75 0.471 33.60 21.09 59.27%
Gran-Canaria 30.12 23.81 26.51% 0.48 0.345 45.80 33.0 38.79%
Zugspitze 4.98 3.65 36.38% 0.23 0.22 71.41 69.22 2.74%

At lower temperature, large variation of temperatures leads to small change in the
degradation rate and at high temperatures a small variation in temperature leads to a
relatively large change in the degradation rate. Hence, the uncertainties in module tem-
peratures evaluations have a more drastic effect on the accuracy of the predictions in
locations with high module operating temperatures.
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Figure 4.11: Module temperatures against the degradation rate

4.2 Results for the data-driven model

4.2.1 "Time and degradation pattern" dependent models as well as
3% degradation threshold

To validate the assumptions used in this approach, here the pitfalls of using a constant
degradation rate for long-term degradation forecast are illustrated. Also, the dependence
of the model on time series degradation patterns is illustrated.

The power degradation function (equation 3.27) is calibrated at different performance
degradation intervals (at P = -1%, P = -2% and P = -3%). At each interval, a simple
extrapolation with a constant degradation rate at calibration (kcal) is performed and failure
time evaluated. To analyse the dependence on degradation patterns, two of the TISO-
modules named TEA5 and TEA6 are used as shown in figure 4.12.

It is clearly visible that although the model fits the data very well at all calibration
intervals, the evaluated failure time is very different at each calibration interval. This effect
is observed for both modules TEA5 and TEA6. This result demonstrates three aspects:
one, a perfectly fitting model does not guarantee better forecast or prediction. Two, a
model that assumes a constant degradation factor/rate is not appropriate for long-term
PV performance degradation forecast. Three, the model forecast accuracy might highly
depend on a specific degradation pattern. This effect is visible in the two modules, for
example high discrepancies are visible for the TEA6 module compared to TEA5 module
even at similar calibration intervals. Therefore, based on these three observations, the
concept of ”time and degradation pattern” dependent degradation factor was introduced.

It is also visible that the forecasting accuracy improves as the calibration interval or per-
formance degradation increases, which seems like an obvious observation. However, since
the objective is to perform the prediction at the early stages of the module’s operation, a 3%
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Figure 4.12: Fit and RUL prediction at different percentage power loss of two TISO mod-
ules, namely TEA5 and TEA6. The dotted lines represent forecasts at the three calibration
intervals

threshold was selected. This threshold was found optimal since it provided good forecasts
compared to values less than 3% loss. Moreover, another reason is that in situations where
the degradation trend is not monotonically decreasing as in many outdoor datasets, using
performance degradation of less than 3% might lead to misinterpretation of degradation
with seasonal variation or other performance reducing factors which are reversible. For
example, the TEA5-module in figure 4.12 shows that prediction after only 1% performance
degradation resulted in under-estimations compared to the measured degradation trend,
which is attributed to the variations in the degradation trend due to reversible effects.

4.2.2 Model calibration

The power degradation model 3.27 was fitted on measured datasets to extract the model
parameters (kcal and µ). At the same time the degradation pattern parameters ∆P, ∆t
and tcal are evaluated. During the calibration process, a total of 7 TISO-modules ( named
TEA1, TEA4, TEA6, TEA8, TEA10, TEB1, TEB2) and 2 DKA systems where optimized.
From these modules and systems, different failure patterns where extracted by altering the
tolerance (which changes the degradation trend). Despite the strong degradation and huge
variations in the data points observed for the DKA systems, they are selected for the
calibration process because the objective of proposed methodology is to be applicable on
a wide set of data distribution.

Figure 4.13 shows an example of one of the TISO-modules (TEA1) with annual mea-
surements for 35 years and one of the DKA systems (Kyocera system) with monthly average
values for 9 years, used for model calibration. The extracted parameters are used as the
basis to set logical conditions to select which degradation factor model represents better
a given degradation pattern. Over 10 logical conditions where achieved to represent the
different degradation patterns as presented in table 4.8.

Figure 4.14a shows the 7 TISO-modules used in this study for model calibration. Figure
4.14b is the corresponding change of the degradation factor over time of the 7 modules. It is
clearly visible that the rate of degradation factor variation is dependent on the degradation
patterns. This is evident for TEA1 module that displays a strong degradation but with a
low rate of change of the degradation factor over time. Furthermore, for some degradation
patterns like the one of TEA10, a constant degradation factor (k = kcal) was sufficient to
evaluate the long term degradation. Hence, for such a degradation pattern, it is enough to
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Figure 4.13: TEA1 module (from the TISO-Modules) and Kyocera system (from DKA
systems) selected for calibration. In yellow are the measurements and red is the extracted
degradation trend and in thick blue line is the model prediction with the 95% confidence
interval. The horizontal green dotted line shows the -20% failure threshold of the degra-
dation trend

Table 4.8: Logical conditions for model selection and the corresponding extracted opti-
mization model parameters

Logical conditions Model Parameter
y1

Parameter
x1

Parameter
z1

µ≤ 0.45 & kcal ≤ 9.0e−4 k1 2.0 1.0 1.0
µ≥ 0.45 & kcal ≥ 0.01 k1 1.0 0.1 1.0
µ≤ 0.3 & ∆P ≥ 0.01 k1 1.0 0.1 1.0
µ≥ 0.45 & ∆P ≥ 0.01 k1 1.0 1.5 1.0
µ≥ 0.55 & kcal ≤ 0.005 k1 - 4.0 1.0
µ≤ 0.4 & ∆P ≤ 0.01 & kcal ≤ 0.005 k1 - 4.5 1.0
µ≤ 0.35 & ∆P ≥ 1.0e−4 & tcal ≤ 5 k2 - - 3.5
µ≤ 0.45 & ∆P ≤ 1.0e−4 & kcal ≤ 0.009 k3 - 0.1 1.0
kcal ≥ 0.01 & ∆P ≤ 5.0e−5 or µ≥ 0.45 k = kcal - - -
kcal ≤ 0.013 & ∆P ≤ 9.5e−6 & µ≥ 0.43 k3 - 0.1 0.5
else: k1 0.0 2.5 1.0

forecast the lifetime by using only the simplified power degradation model e.g. equation
3.10.

4.2.3 Validation

The most important and challenging part of all predictive models is the validation process
of the models which usually requires different sets of measured data from the ones used
in the calibration process. In this study, PV modules and systems with a considerable
performance degradation were used to valid the performance of the model. An example is
shown in figure 4.15 for Trina and CIGS systems. By comparing the measured trend line
and the prediction line, the accuracy of the model was verified.
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Figure 4.14: A, Different TISO-modules used in model calibration. B, Change of the
degradation factor over time of the 7 modules respectively

Figure 4.15: Model validation with experimental datasets of Trina (from DKA systems)
and CIGS (from Bolzano systems). In yellow are the measurements, in red is the extracted
degradation trend and in thick blue line is the model prediction with the 95% confidence
interval. The horizontal green dotted line shows the -20% failure threshold of the degra-
dation trend

4.2.4 Model application and comparison with statistical models
The performance of the proposed method is benchmarked against those of two statistical
forecasting methods, namely ARIMA and Facebook prophet (FP). The reasons to select
these methods is based on a study by Taylor and Letham Taylor and Letham (2018), where
the performance of the different statistical models in long-term forecast was compared. In
their study, FP was found to be outstanding in comparison with other models. The ARIMA
model was characterized with the highest uncertainties. We selected the best and the least
performing models to compare the accuracy of the proposed model and to investigate
whether the nature of the data under evaluation could affect the models’ performance.
Moreover, both methodologies are simple to apply and commonly used in different fields.
For example, the FP algorithm is implemented in common programming languages such
as python and R 1. The methodology was created as a flexible time series model which is
configurable by non-experts. It is based on a decomposable time series model including

1The code can be accessed at: http://https://facebook.github.io/prophet/

http://https://facebook.github.io/prophet/
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trend, seasonality, holidays (not important for our application) and an error term. The
model gives the opportunity to chose linear and logistic time series evolution, the second
being suited for the non-linear behavior of PV performance. Furthermore, among the
seasonality settings for different time resolutions, yearly seasonality was selected to detect
yearly variations in power production due to the seasons of a year. The ARIMA model has
free online packages Hyndman et al. (2018) and Hyndman and Khandakar (2008). In this
study an auto-arima function which uses the akaike information criterion (AIC) to get the
optimal model was used.

Table 4.9: Comparision of ARIMA, Facebook prophet and the proposed model at two
prediction intervals. where, mc1 is mc-Si1, mc2 is mc-Si2, 1j is 1j-a-Si1, 3j is 3j-a-Si1, pc1
is pc-Si1, pc2 is pc-Si2, pc3 is pc-Si3 and rib is ribbon1

System HIT1 mc1 mc2 pc1 pc2 pc3 1j 3j rib CdTe1 CIGS1
ARIMA

FT3%[years] 21.4 NA 18.8 10.1 14.2 18.2 16.2 NA 13.8 16.4 NA
RUL3%[years] 12.9 NA 10.2 1.6 5.7 9.7 7.8 NA 5.3 7.9 NA
FT f ull[years] 21.2 NA 14.5 NA 22.3 26.5 15.0 NA 21.8 12.5 4.0
RUL f ull[years] 12.8 NA 6.0 NA 13.8 18.0 6.5 NA 13.3 4.0 -4.5
Reld i f f [%] 0.9 - 22.8 NA 36.3 31.3 36.7 - 21.8 23.8 NA

Facebook prophet
FT3%[years] 34.6 37.8 13.8 9.8 9.5 15.3 15.1 21.0 9.4 14.9 NA
RUL3%[years] 26.1 29.3 5.3 1.3 1.0 6.8 6.6 12.5 0.9 6.4 NA
FT f ull[years] 16.7 37.8 14.7 33.1 24.7 18.7 14.9 21.0 24.5 12.8 5.6
RUL f ull[years] 8.2 29.8 6.2 24.7 16.2 10.2 6.4 12.5 16.0 4.2 -2.9
Reld i f f [%] 51.7 - 6.1 70.3 61.5 18.2 36.9 - 61.6 14.1 NA

Proposed
FT3% 16.5 82.5 17.2 17.8 25.2 25.4 18.7 25.2 25.2 15.8 5.8
RUL3% [years] 8.0 74.0 8.7 9.3 16.7 16.9 9.9 16.7 16.7 7.3 -2.7
FT f ull[years] 15.4 82.5 17.2 14.7 24.3 18.8 21.8 25.2 24.3 15.2 6.5
RUL f ull[years] 6.9 74.0 8.7 6.2 15.8 10.3 13.3 16.7 15.8 6.7 -2.0
Reld i f f [%] 6.7 - 0 17.4 3.6 25.9 14.2 - 3.6 3.8 10.8

The performance evaluation is carried out using the 11 Bolzano system datasets. The
comparison of the three models is twofold: first, the models are compared on the lifetime
forecast after a small performance degradation interval and second, on the consistence of the
forecast at two different forecasting intervals. In the first attempt, the same system input
data (normalized and STC irradiance corrected power time series with 3% performance
degradation as training data) were tested on ARIMA and FP models. Unfortunately, no
meaningful predictions were achieved because the number of calculated change points is
greater than the number of observations in the dataset. Instead, the monthly Performance
Ratio (PR) was used as the input parameter. The PR sets the actual yield of a PV system
in relation with the expected yield at STC conditions IEC61724-1 (2017). For model
comparison, the models are calibrated at two different intervals: first , at an interval
corresponding to the 3% performance degradation and second , using the entire datasets
corresponding to 8.5 years interval. The respective lifetime and RUL forecasts are shown
in table 4.9.

Considering a 3% calibration threshold, it is visible that there are high discrepancies
as well as unrealistic forecast scenarios (see figure 4.16) for both FP and ARIMA models.
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In table 4.9 it is also observed that the failure times are either over- or under-estimated
for the ARIMA and Facebook models. The over- and under-estimations can be correlated
with the evaluated degradation trend which is influenced by the nature of the dataset as
well as the number of data-points. Considering the calibration using the entire dataset,
the FP and the proposed model show good agreement in the failure time forecast for most
of the systems. This excludes the mc-Si1 system that appeared to be very stable with a
performance degradation of less than 2% after 8.5 years. For this system, the proposed
model shows an over-estimation of the failure time because the evaluated degradation is too
small to achieve optimal calibrations. Comparing the variations in predictions at different
calibration intervals, it can be seen that the proposed model displays a good consistency
(on average 9.5% relative difference) compared to the other two models that displayed
unrealistic scenarios. Although the FP showed a good agreement with the proposed model
when calibrated using the entire dataset, it however displayed big variations in lifetime
forecast between the two calibration intervals. Overall, the ARIMA model does not perform
well in this study since it failed to converge for four systems. The model also tends to overfit
the data, hence making it more sensitive to reversible performance reducing events. This is
visible when looking at the pc-Si1 system (figure 4.17) where the model failed to converge
when calibrated on the entire dataset. This implies that such a model is not useful for
performance degradation forecast.

Figure 4.16: ARIMA, Facebook prophet and proposed methods when applied on a CIGS
system with fewer data-points using a 3% threshold. The horizontal dotted green line
shows the failure time threshold.

Figure 4.17: Forecast at 3% and entire data-set calibration thresholds using auto-ARIMA
model. The figure shows overfiting when calibration is done on the entire dataset.

Considering the calibration using the entire data-sets, the Facebook and the proposed
model showed a good agreement in the failure time forecast for most of the systems. This
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excludes the mc-Si1 system that appeared to be very stable with a performance degrada-
tion of less than 2% after 8.5 years. For this system, the proposed model shows an over-
estimation of the failure time because the evaluated degradation is too small to achieve
optimal calibrations. Comparing the variations in predictions at different calibration in-
tervals, it can be seen that the proposed model displays a good consistence compared to
the other two models. Although the Facebook prophet showed a good agreement with
the proposed model when calibrated using the entire data-sets, it however displayed big
variations in lifetime forecast between the two calibration intervals. Overall, the ARIMA
model showed the under-performance in this study since for over four systems it failed to
converge. The model also tends to overfit the data, hence making it more sensitive with
performance reducing events that could be reversed. This can be clearly displayed in pc-
Si1 system (figure 4.17) where the model failed to converge when calibrated on the entire
dataset. This implies, that such a model is not sufficient for performance degradation
forecast.

4.2.5 Model limits and uncertainties
Although the proposed model has displayed a good performance on a number of PV mod-
ules and systems, it is however bound to some limits and uncertainties that could deterio-
rate the prediction accuracy. The model limits and uncertainties are identified as:

Figure 4.18: System showing a sudden drop in power (around the green box), in blue is
the model forecast. The horizontal green dotted line shows the -20% failure threshold of
the degradation trend

The model works well when the degradation is gradual and continuous, it cannot fore-
cast events that might lead to dramatic or sudden power losses, such as breakage, fire,
or catastrophic failures. For example, figure 4.18 shows one of the DKASC Alice Spring
systems; eco-Kinetics-26.5kW-mono-Si-Dual (2010), which experiences a sudden drop in
performance. According to the information from the DKA website, this sharp drop in
performance was attributed to one PV module in this PV array that was damaged during
a windstorm. Hence, the cause is identified as a partial failure of one array string in which
this damaged module is connected.

The model is based on degradation patterns; hence it is influenced by the extracted
degradation trends. The degradation trend is extracted from time series data by applying
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the condition in equation 3.30. Changing the tolerance (tol) value affects the extracted
degradation trend as shown in figure 4.19a. Figure 4.19b shows how the calibration as well
as the forecast error varies with tol. The RMSE was calculated using equation 3.31 and is
converted to percentage.

Figure 4.19: A, Variation of the extracted degradation at different values of tol, the hor-
izontal dotted lines show the -20% failure threshold of the degradation trend. B, is the
variation of the fitting error (RMSE-fit) and forecast error (RMSE-pred) with different
values of tol

According to the evaluated datasets in this study, the value tol and the extracted
degradation trend highly depend on the resolution and the outliers in a given dataset. For
data sets with a monthly or yearly resolution, the values of tol ranged from 0.9 to 1.25
while datasets with high resolution of 15 minutes, the values were between 1.4 and 1.65.
The tolerance factor tol is very useful as it provides a parameter for optimization adapted
to the datasets variability unlike the black box automated algorithms.

4.2.6 Assessing the effects of PV modules long-term degradation
on lifetime energy yield

To mitigate the financial investment risks for PV systems stakeholders, it is a prerequisite
to reliably predict the long-term energy yield. Recently Reise et al. (2018) have reported
the different sources of uncertainties in PV systems yield predictions and assessments. A
big challenge was on how the degradation effects are taken into account during long-term
yield predictions. Indeed, the authors reported that, this is the most unexplored challenge
and varies from analysist to analysist. Therefore, in this section we show how the proposed
model could be applied to long-term yield predictions to lower the uncertainties associated
to long-term performance degradation and hence improve the long-term yield prediction
accuracy. Hence we point out that, the scope of the study is limited to analyzing the impact
(sensitivity) of degradation to long-term yield prediction and not to propose a model for
yield prediction.

The described method is applied to 7 of the TISO modules (TEA1, TEA4, TEA6,
TEA8, TEA10, TEB1, TEB2) to extract the degradation trends independent of measure-
ment uncertainties and to forecast the power degradation from a -5% to a 35 years time
frame (the current modules age). To expand our analysis, three degradation scenarios;
linear with a constant rate, non-linear (proposed but with a constant degradation rate) as
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well as non-linear (proposed with a time dependent degradation rate) are assumed. The
comparison with a linear approximation is of ultimate importance because it is commonly
used during long-term yield evaluation according to Reise et al. (2018). Figure 4.20 shows
the results of two of the modules TEA1 and TEA8 that showed the best and the worst
forecasts when using the linear approximation.

Figure 4.20: (TEA1) and (TEA8) TISO modules that displayed lower and higher uncer-
tainties when long-term predictions are made with a linear approximation (black). The
green and blue curves show the forecasts with the non-linear degradation with time depen-
dent rate and with a constant rate respectively. In yellow are the measured data points
and in red is the degradation trend

It can be seen that the new approach (non-linaer with a time dependent degradation
rate) displays consistent results considering the measured data (real data). Since the in-
tended exercise is to assess how this will affect the long-term yield predictions, all the
approximations are correlated to the uncertainties in yield evaluations. This was achieved
by comparing the relative loss of lifetime energy yield of the measured degradation for the
35 years with the predicted ones as shown in table 4.10. It can be seen that using the pro-
posed long-term degradation method (non-linear with a time dependent rate) reduced the
prediction uncertainties to 37.6% on average. Moreover, it is seen that a linear approxima-
tion with a constant degradation rate is associated with the highest uncertainties of over
64.7 on average. Indeed, the dependence of the prediction uncertainties to the degradation
patterns is clearly visible in the two modules. For module TEA1 with a linear degradation
pattern the uncertainty is small compared to module TEA8 with an exponential degrada-
tion pattern. Moreover, the residual standard deviation calculated according to equation
3.22, further confirms these discrepancies. Meaning that the linear approximation cannot
reliably fit or describe the different degradation patterns observed in the field.

Table 4.11 shows the failure time (defined as the time needed for power to decrease
by -20% of the initial value). It is observed that using the proposed method (non-linear
approximation with a time dependent rate), consistent failure time forecasts are achieved.
On contrary, using a linear as well as a non-linear approximation but with a constant
rate, some unrealistic scenarios are predicted for some modules. Indeed these scenarios
are correlated with the degradation patterns. These calculations demonstrate that if these
scenarios are included in the lifetime yield predictions, they can lead to over estimation
of the lifetime yield. Hence the proposed model could provide a solution to improve the
lifetime yield accuracy.
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Table 4.10: Comparison of evaluated loss in lifetime energy yield in 35 years using the 3
degradation approximation scenarios. Relative uncertainty is calculated according to the
measured yield loss

Module name TEA1 TEA4 TEA6 TEA8 TEA10 TEB1 TEB2
Measured

Loss of lifetime energy [years] -19.04 -7.86 -9.07 -6.58 -5.09 -8.87 6.97
Linear

Loss of lifetime energy [years] -15.70 -3.38 -0.46 +0.37 -0.29 -5.70 -3.57
Relative uncertainty [%] 17.5 57.0 94.9 105.7 94.3 35.7 48.8

Non-linear with a constant rate
Loss of lifetime energy [years] -12.74 -3.84 -1.38 -1.47 -1.21 -6.47 -4.93
Relative uncertainty [%] 33.1 51.1 84.7 78.6 76.2 27.1 29.3

Non-linear with a time dependent rate
Loss of lifetime energy [years] -39.7 -16.89 -4.25 -13.55 -2.46 -8.86 -6.81
Relative uncertainty [%] 52.0 53.4 52.8 51.4 51.6 0.1 2.3

Figure 4.21: Residual standard deviation of the 7 TISO modules fitted at -5% degradation
using linear and non-linear models respectively

4.2.7 Simplified User Interface (PVLife Toolbox)
After optimizing, testing and further validating our model under different data scenarios,
the described approach is embedded into a simplified user interface for PV lifetime forecast
called ‘PVLife toolbox’ as shown in figure 4.22. This simplified interface is aimed to be
applicable by any user, even without deep knowledge in data analysis. The toolbox has
for main buttons; the browse button that allows to enter the data path, the run button
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Table 4.11: Comparison of evaluated loss in lifetime energy yield in 35 years using the 3
degradation approximation scenarios. Relative uncertainty is calculated according to the
measured yield loss

Module name TEA1 TEA4 TEA6 TEA8 TEA10 TEB1 TEB2
Linear

Failure time [years] 38.7 82.7 96.4 123.7 112.0 75.9 116.6
Non-linear with a constant factor

Failure time [years] 95.0 92.5 82.8 52.8 77.1 73.9 67.1
Non-linear with a time dependent factpr

Failure time [years] 29.8 33.1 38.0 33.4 44.1 38.8 39.9

Figure 4.22: PVLife Toolbox, on the left is the layout before simulation and on the right
is the layout after simulation

that starts the simulation, the clear button that deletes the current inputs-output to allow
entrance of new inputs and the quit button that exits the toolbox. The toolbox has been
created using the module Tkinter in python therefore it can run on the python interface.
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4.3 Results for the hybrid model

4.3.1 Application of the hybrid model
After calibration and validation of both the physical and the data-driven methods, both
approaches are combined into a hybrid model as described in section 3.3. The hybrid model
is then applied to re-calculate the failure time of the three mono-crystalline modules. The
results are compared with the one from the physical model as in table 4.12. Figure 4.23
shows the evolution of the degradation trends for the physical as well as the hybrid model.
If we base our argument on the module installed on Zugspitze and on the current bill of
materials, we can conclude that the predicted failure time with the hybrid method is more
probable as compared to the failure time evaluated with only a physical model.

Figure 4.23: On the right: model and measured degradation trend until the time of expo-
sure. On the left: bold lines, measured trend, dotted lines model forecast for with a physical
model (using constant rate) and with a hybrid model (using time dependent rate). The
colors represent the three climatic locations.

Table 4.12: Comparison of the physical model and the hybrid models

Module Failure time [years] Relative
Location Hybrid model Physical model difference
Zugspitze 42.4 52.8 19.7 %

Gran Canaria 23.6 31.6 25.3 %
Negev 17.0 21.4 20.6 %
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Conclusion

When exposed in outdoor environment, PV modules as well as systems are affected by
continuous cycles of temperature, humidity, irradiation, mechanical stress, and soiling.
These environmental factors cause different degradation modes to take place within a PV
module and reduce the performance of the system. Therefore, it is necessary to develop
diagnostic techniques, lower the performance uncertainty, and predict the behavior of PV
systems with higher accuracy. In this research, two main modelling approaches to predict
the degradation rates, the failure time and the remaining useful lifetime of PV modules as
well as systems have been proposed.

On the one hand, a physical model for quantifying the impact of combined climatic stresses
on module maximum power output degradation is proposed. Degradation rate models are
proposed and validated with indoor measurements for specific degradation precursors. A
combined degradation rate model is developed. The model is calibrated and validated
with real field data sets using three identical mono-crystalline modules installed in three
climatic zones: maritime, arid and alpine. Severe degradation is predicted in the arid cli-
mate characterized by high temperatures. Using EAR5 reanalysis datasets to evaluate the
model’s input climatic variables, global risk maps of the specific degradation mechanisms
and the combined rate model are created. The maps are evaluated based on the studied
mono-crystalline modules, and they represent a correlation of different climatic zones to
the different degradation mechanisms. For-example, according to the the Köppen-Geiger
Photovoltaic (KGPV) climate classification, thermo-mechanical degradation is the harsh-
est for the studied PV module in mostly all climate zones, presenting the highest impact
in very high irradiation zones. Photo-degradation and hydrolysis-degradation show similar
global spatial distribution, but the first one is higher since it comprises also UV irradiation
as a degradation factor. Although, due to the high uncertainty in real degradation rate
of PV systems (solar resource, methodology of calculation, quality of operational data,
bill-of-materials of PV modules, etc.), the presented maps might not be representative of
the actual absolute degradation rates, however, they can be used as a guide to identify
possible risk areas in terms of climate stresses.

On the other hand, a data-driven approach is also proposed, the model is aimed to im-
prove the long-term degradation forecasting accuracy using a shorter degradation history.
In developing the model, multiple degradation factor models dependent on the degradation
patterns as well as time are proposed to describe the different degradation patterns. The
data-driven method is based on the monitored degradation and has been calibrated to pro-
vide reliable forecast using a short degradation history of only 3%. During the model devel-
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opment, a focus is put on data treatment especially on extraction of the degradation trends
independent of any reversible performance reducing effect or measurement uncertainties.
Therefore, a computer aided approach is proposed to extract the degradation trends from
the outdoor data. The model has been validated using different PV module and system
datasets with observed long-term degradation. The performance of the proposed model
is benchmarked against two statistical methods, namely ARIMA and Facebook prophet,
using the time series of 11 experimental PV plants (with different PV technologies). The
proposed model displays outstanding performance when forecasts are made after a shorter
time compared to the two statistical models which displayed unrealistic forecasts. The
model also displays consistent results with a 9.5% average relative uncertainty of the eval-
uated failure time when forecasts are made at different intervals, which is not the case for
the two statistical models. Therefore, the obvious advantages of the proposed model over
other data-driven models are that, it is applicable after a small performance degradation
of only 3%, which usually can be observed after a short operation time and it is applicable
on fewer data points. Another advantage of the proposed approach is that, it is based
on a systematic approach for selecting the data and parameters of the models making it
applicable for degradation evaluation on a wide range of data distributions. Hence, the
models’ performance can be well understood and a correlation of different parameters can
be achieved, which is not the case for many empirical, data-driven techniques, especially
those with a black-box character. Moreover, the model is also applicable to all PV tech-
nologies.

On addition, the proposed data-driven model has been applied to assess the effects of
long-term degradation to lifetime yield prediction. The assessment has been carried out by
assuming three degradation scenarios; linear and non-linear with a constant degradation
rate as well as non-linear with a time dependent degradation rate (proposed). Using the
latter made it possible to lower the long-term yield prediction relative uncertainty to 37.6%
on average compared to 54.4% and 64.7% for a non-linear and linear with a constant degra-
dation rate respectively. Lastly, a ‘PVLife toolbox’ based on the data-driven algorithms
has been developed in this research with a simplified interface to be applicable by any one
even without deep knowledge in data analysis.

Finally, the two approach are combined into a hybrid model to achieve a good forecasting
accuracy by deploying data-driven algorithms and also to have a physical understanding
of the evaluated rates through physical models. The hybrid model has been benchmarked
with physical model to evaluate the lifetime of three aforementioned experimental mono-
crystalline modules and it proves to provide more consistent results. The proposed hybrid
model will aid to have more reliable long-term degradation forecast as well as having a
physical understanding of the dominating degradation mechanisms influencing the perfor-
mance degradation. We believe such a model is useful to calculate more reliable levelized
cost of energy and thus the economic viability of solar energy as well as to aid in PV
materials development that can withstand the different environmental conditions.
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Mapping of global climate stress
factors

Figure 1: Global horizotal irradiation used to model UV. Since the ambient temperature is
propotional to the irradiance levels, the global distribution of ambient temperatures takes
the same trend. Figure reprinted from Ascencio-Vasquez (2020). The map is according to
EAR5 dataset and of the year 2018



76 Appendix . Mapping of global climate stress factors

Figure 2: Maximum module temperature distribution worldwide. The module temperature
is calculate from the ambient temperature using the Faiman model. Figure reprinted from
Ascencio-Vasquez (2020). The map is according to EAR5 dataset and of the year 2018

Figure 3: Distribution of relative humidity worldwide. The relative humidity is calcu-
lated from the ambient and the dew point temperatures using the Buck’s formula. Figure
reprinted from Ascencio-Vasquez (2020). The map is according to EAR5 dataset and of
the year 2018
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Review of Statistical and Analytical Degradation
Models for Photovoltaic Modules and Systems

as Well as Related Improvements
Sascha Lindig , Ismail Kaaya, Karl-Anders Weiß, David Moser , and Marko Topic

Abstract—In this work, we investigate practical approaches of
available degradation models and their usage in photovoltaic (PV)
modules and systems. On the one hand, degradation prediction
of models is described for the calculation of degradation at system
level where the degradation mode is unknown and hence the physics
cannot be included by the use of analytical models. Several statis-
tical models are thus described and applied for the calculation of
the performance loss using as case study two PV systems, installed
in Bolzano/Italy. Namely, simple linear regression (SLR), classical
seasonal-decomposition, seasonal- and trend-decomposition using
Loess (STL), Holt–Winters exponential smoothing and autoregres-
sive integrated moving average (ARIMA) are discussed. The per-
formance loss results show that SLR produces results with highest
uncertainties. In comparison, STL and ARIMA perform with the
highest accuracy, whereby STL is favored because of its easier im-
plementation. On the other hand, if monitoring data at PV module
level are available in controlled conditions, analytical models can be
applied. Several analytical models depending on different degrada-
tions modes are thus discussed. A comparison study is carried out
for models proposed for corrosion. Although the results of the mod-
els in question agree in explanation of experimental observations,
a big difference in degradation prediction was observed. Finally,
a model proposed for potential induced degradation was applied
to simulate the degradation of PV systems maximum power in
three climatic zones: alpine (Zugspitze, Germany), maritime (Gran
Canaria, Spain), and arid (Negev, Israel). As expected, a more
severe degradation is predicted for arid climates.

Index Terms—Degradation models, performance loss, photo-
voltaic (PV) modules, PV systems, service life prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

B ECAUSE of high costs and limited efficiencies, photo-
voltaic (PV) applications were exclusively used for space
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applications until the 1970’s and 1980’s. In the beginning of
the 1970’s, the dramatic price increase for fossil fuels and an
energy uncertainty because of the oil crisis raised the aware-
ness for a need of change in the energy supply [1]. Since then,
the interest in renewable energies and solar energy in particular
has increased, which in turn led through scientific achievements
to a steady reduction in installation costs and performance im-
provements of terrestrial PV systems. In the late 1990’s, the
first large-scale PV systems were installed [2]. Nowadays, PV
module manufacturers guarantee a performance reduction of no
more than 20% within 25 years of operation at standard test
conditions (STC) (modules tested indoor under TSTC = 25 ◦C,
GSTC = 1000 W/m2, AM 1.5) and even started to guarantee a
maximum degradation of 1%/year for the first ten years. Never-
theless, the actual performance throughout the lifetime is quite
uncertain and unpredictable. Laboratory or field determination
of PV modules service life under real environmental conditions
requires an unacceptable length of time.

PV systems are affected by continuous cycles of temperature,
humidity, irradiation, mechanical stress, and soiling. These en-
vironmental mechanisms cause different degradation modes to
take place within a PV module and reduce the performance
of the system. Therefore, it is necessary to develop diagnostic
techniques, lower the performance uncertainty, and predict the
behavior of PV systems with higher accuracy.

Commonly two approaches, statistical and analytical meth-
ods, are used for evaluating degradation rates of PV modules
and systems. This report describes quantitative degradation and
service lifetime models currently used for PV modules and rec-
ommends further improvements. A review of available models
and improvements is crucial for accurate life-time calculations
of future energy PV systems. The first part of this work focuses
on available metrics of variables and the most common statis-
tical models to retrieve the performance loss based on these
metrics. The second part deals with analytical models, which
pinpoint specific degradation modes and their possible impact
on the performance of PV systems.

We believe that a more precise prediction of PV sys-
tem performance and the capability of linking performance
losses to relevant degradation modes will increase public trust
in solar energy. Additionally, it will help stakeholders such
as investors, PV plant owners, operation and maintenance,
and insurance companies as well as other parties involved
to favor more beneficial and accurate business models and
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to more efficiently operate and maintain PV systems in the
future.

II. PV MODULES DEGRADATION MODES

Degradation modes are effects that irreversibly degrade the
performance of a PV module/system or may cause safety prob-
lems [3]. A great number of different degradation modes are
observed in PV modules, both under outdoor operation and in-
door testing. The most commonly observed degradation modes
include [3]: light induced degradation (LID), solder fatigue
failure, silver grid finger delamination, bypass diode failure,
delamination, cell cracks, corrosion, polymeric discoloration,
ultraviolet (UV) degradation of the cell, polymeric mechani-
cal failure, and potential induced degradation (PID). Each of
these degradation modes has different causes and is triggered
by different stress factors. Apart from the modes listed, differ-
ent technical risks, which affect the PV performance and the
resulting costs, were found by Moser et al. [4]: glass breakage,
snail track, defective backsheet, hotspot, soiling, overheating,
and failure junction box. An occurring degradation mode can
have an increasing impact on the PV performance over time. It
develops either in isolation or in combination with other degra-
dation modes or technical risks and might lead to the failure of
a PV module. The term failure for electrotechnical devices is
defined as “the termination of the ability of an item to perform
a required function” [5]. While this definition serves as a clear
guideline for most devices, the failure of a PV component is
somewhat more complex. For example, although a PV module
can still be technically usable, its power output might be too low
to verify the continuation of its operation from an economical
point of view. Within the scope of this work, a failure is defined
as the necessity to replace a PV component, because of its ulti-
mate, economic or safety-related failure. A clear understanding
of the definition of a degradation mode is also still a challenge
and stress should be put on common nomenclature to define
the same degradation mode with the same terminology. For the
moment, accelerated aging tests are being utilized in the study
of some of these modes. However, there is no proof/evidence
that the results from these tests reflect what exactly happens to
the modules in outdoor conditions.

III. DEGRADATION MODELING

Degradation models are used to relate a test item’s estimated
failure time with the wear and tear during its usage period.
The failure time is defined as the end of the lifetime of a PV
component because of its failure. Degradation models help to
quantify the performance loss PV modules and systems are
experiencing under operation. Degradation in PV systems is the
reduction in efficiency with which a PV system is converting
light of the sun into electricity over time [6]. This appears at
all levels of a PV system, be it at cell, module or system level.
To model PV module degradation modes, the knowledge of
internal loads like temperature, chemical conditions, irradiance,
and mechanical loads in/on the PV module is required. One very
important part is to convert external loads to internal loads of
the module.

Models for degradation are generally either data-driven
or derived from physical principles via stochastic processes.
Although data-driven models are more commonly applied to
analyze degradation data, viewing degradation through stochas-
tic processes helps researchers to theoretically characterize the
degradation process. Therefore, a coupling of both models could
enhance the knowledge of what is happening in PV systems.
Data-driven models help to examine the overall performance
loss of a system over time and by using analytical models
conclusions of what triggered these losses might be derived.

A. Data-Driven Models

Data-driven models are often empirical employed to estimate
degradation rates based on statistical analysis of given data sets.
The goal of the statistical analysis is to calculate the trend of
the PV performance time-series and to translate the slope of the
trend to an annual loss rate, in units of %/year [7]. Although these
models can provide consistent performance loss rates (PLRs),
which are useful for data extrapolation and service life predic-
tions, they do not directly provide evidence for the degradation
modes taking place in the module. Other effects such as diffuse
soiling, snow, shading or module mismatch have also a direct
impact on the performance trend. Therefore, it is more accurate
to talk about a PLR rather than a degradation rate.

B. Analytical Models

Analytical models are based on the physical/chemical theo-
ries of a specific degradation mode. These models represent the
mechanism involved in complex physical/chemical processes.
For well-known PV module degradation modes, several analyt-
ical models to forecast PV module degradation are available.
All these models are based on the principle of understanding
the underlying process, but they are still only heuristic models,
which do not include the influence of material parameters.

In the following chapters, we discuss the most commonly
used performance loss models.

IV. PERFORMANCE LOSS MODELS

Before applying any statistical model, the observed data are
generally treated using filtering techniques depending on factors
like irradiance or standard deviation ranges and subsequently
averaged or added up over certain time periods. This step is
performed as data preparation to minimize outliers and noise
and to remove values corresponding to inhomogeneous irradi-
ance conditions on the irradiance sensor and the PV system [8].
Afterwards, a performance metric can be applied to a pretreated
data set and the PLR is calculated by using statistical methods.
These steps are necessary to minimize seasonal oscillations and
to eliminate outliers resulting in the reduction of the overall un-
certainty in the estimation of the PLR. In the following, a short
overview of the most common performance metrics as well as
statistical methods is presented. In Section IV-C, a comparison
of the statistical models in question is performed on a case study
with data of two PV systems installed at the airport of Bolzano
in Italy.
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A. Performance Metrics

Statistical performance loss models need to be applied on cer-
tain PV system performance-rating parameters. The parameters
are expressed through performance metrics, which are mea-
sured or calculated in a specified interval. Performance metrics
are ideal to compare the performance of different systems in
different climates. They can be categorized into three different
groups. These are: 1) electrical parameters directly taken from
I–V curves recorded either outdoor or indoor and corrected to
STC, 2) empirical metrics such as PVUSA [9], the 6-k-values
performance model (applied in the PVGIS online tool) [10] or
the Sandia models [11], and 3) normalized and/or corrected met-
rics such as performance ratio [7]. Great care has to be taken
when selecting performance metrics. The choice as well as pos-
sible corrections such as corrected power for temperature and
irradiance [12] will influence the results. Therefore, the out-
come of a certain performance loss model applied on a specific
performance metric needs to be evaluated and put into context
to understand the validity of the results.

1) Evaluation of I–V Curves: Electrical parameters of the
I–V curve include power, voltage, and current at the maximum
power point, the open circuit voltage, and the short circuit cur-
rent. With these parameters, it is possible to calculate the fill
factor. A PV systems performance loss is observable when com-
paring the values of periodically performed measurements of
systems in operation [13]. If an unexpected decline in one of
the parameters appears, the affected modules can be examined
indoors or outdoors, for example, with electroluminescence or
thermal imaging cameras. For detailed characterization, indoor
measurements can lead to the most accurate results. However,
removing PV modules from the field is time consuming with
the possibility of damaging the modules during transport and
handling. These considerations need to be taken into account
to decide which strategy to follow depending on the extent and
the complexity of the detected problem and which stakeholders
are involved. For example, for insurance claims, outdoor mea-
surement may be sufficient while certified indoor measurements
could be required for PV module warranty claims.

2) Empirical Metrics: The empirical metrics presented are
models, which aim to obtain performance data while taking
into account the dependence between the PV system output and
prevailing outdoor conditions [9]. The idea is to receive PV
system performance parameter like the efficiency or the maxi-
mum power through the application of formulas, which consist
of empirical coefficients and weather data. Two widely used
models are the 6-k-values performance model and PVUSA.
The 6-k-values performance model describes system perfor-
mance through the relative efficiency ηREL correlated to STC as
a function of in-plane irradiance GPOA and module temperature
Tmod [14]

ηREL(G′, T ′) = 1 + k1ln(G′) + k2ln(G′)2 + k3T
′

+ k4T
′ln(G′) + k5T

′ln(G′)2 + k6T
′2. (1)

Equation (1) has to be fitted to experimental data to obtain the
empirical coefficients k1 − k6. Hereby, the normalized in-plane
irradiance G′ = G/GSTC and the normalized temperature T ′ =

Tmod − TSTC are considered. An average performance model for
each PV type is considered and the k-coefficients are calculated
using data from different modules of the same PV technology
[10], [14]. This model creates a matrix instead of a single well-
defined value for the maximum power point.

Within the PVs for utility scale and applications project, an-
other widely used model, PVUSA, was developed [15], [16].
While calculating corrected power values, it is assumed that
the PV system current primarily depends on irradiance and the
voltage on module temperature Tmod. Tmod in turn is strongly de-
pendent on ambient temperature, irradiance, and wind speed. A
regression of the systems maximum power output is performed
against PVUSA test conditions (PTC) by

PMPP = GPOA(A + BGPOA + CTam + DuW )

(GPTC = 1000 W/m2, TPTCA M
= 20 ◦C, uW = 1 m/s). (2)

First, measurements at high irradiance values (G ≥ 800 W/m2)
in the plane of array (POA) are selected and fitted to calculate
monthly values for the coefficients A, B, C, and D, applying
multivariate regression. Afterwards, the coefficients are used to
receive monthly ratings at PTCs (substituting meteorological
data values). It should be noted that this methodology is op-
timized for crystalline silicon PV. An adapted version of the
equation including another coefficient E was developed to con-
sider thin-film technologies [7], [9].

3) Normalized and Corrected Metrics: Normalized and/or
corrected metric parameters are useful when comparing dif-
ferent PV technologies in different climates. Here, PV system
performance data are either normalized to comparable, unit-free
metrics or corrected in respect to outdoor conditions. One of the
most commonly used metrics is the performance ratio (PR),
which is an adequate indicator for the quality of a PV installa-
tion. The PR is calculated by dividing the final (or array) yield
Yf (a) (depending if ac- or dc-power is evaluated) with the ref-
erence yield Yref [17]. The yields are ratios of measured values
of power or irradiance with values obtained under STC

PR =
Yf

Yref
=

PAC/PSTC

GPOA/GSTC
(3)

PRDC =
Ya

Yref
=

PDC/PSTC

GPOA/GSTC
. (4)

When studying the PV performance, it is advisable to use dc-
related performance metrics in order to eliminate possible influ-
ences because of inverter degradation or misbehavior.

A promising correction method, presented by Belluardo et al.
[18], evaluates the irradiance and temperature corrected power
under STC conditions as follows:

PT ,Gcorr = Pmax
GSTC

G

1
1 + γ(Tmod − TSTC).

(5)

Here, γ is the temperature coefficient of the PV systems power
at STC, which is stated on the datasheet. Since γ is retrieved
at 1000 W/m2 and highly temperature dependent, a preliminary
data filtering, similar to the filter applied in PVUSA, should be
performed to assure the accuracy of the temperature coefficient
in use.
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Methods, which correct absolute values like power, voltage
or current, can be additionally normalized by dividing the cor-
rected value by the nominal installed value under STC. This step
simplifies a possible comparison between different PV systems.
A clear advantage of these rating techniques is the possibility to
evaluate the performance loss in any desired time resolution.

B. Purely Statistical Methods

Statistical analysis methods are used to retrieve trends of per-
formance time-series. These time-series are some sort of perfor-
mance metrics, which are discussed in Section IV-A. The slope
of a trend function can be interpreted as the PLR. It is possible
to accumulate these ratings for any given time resolution into an
easily comparable annual aging value. The difficulty is to find
a good estimation of the PLR since the application of a certain
statistical method on a performance metric and a defined filter
determines the result significantly. Statistical analysis methods
can be divided into model-based methods like linear regression,
classical seasonal decomposition (CSD), Holt–Winters (HW)
exponential smoothing or autoregressive integrated moving av-
erage (ARIMA) and nonmodel-based methods such as seasonal
and trend decomposition using Loess (STL). In the following,
these commonly used methods are described.

1) Simple Linear Regression (SLR): Performance metrics of
any kind are most commonly applied on linear regression be-
cause of the straight-forward approach. The fitted trend line is
given by

ŷ = at + b. (6)

Hereby, a represents the gradient and b is the intercept with the
y-axis. The SLR-algorithm uses the method of least squares. The
idea of this method is to sum up squared values of the difference
between trend line and actual measurement points and to find
the minimum value for this sum. Squares are used to add up only
positive numbers and to put more weight on more widely scat-
tered residuals. This method overemphasizes outliers as well as
seasonal variations and can result in large uncertainties. Because
of that, performance metrics, which reduce seasonal oscillation
should be applied if the SLR-algorithm is used.

2) Classical Seasonal Decomposition: Another commonly
used statistical model is CSD. By using CSD, the seasonality
and a certain irregular component are separated from a set of
measured time-series data to receive a clear trend over time.
This technique helps to get a fast idea of a performance loss
of the system in question. The trend is obtained by applying a
centered moving smoothing on a time-series with a certain sea-
sonal period m. When using monthly data, the seasonal period is
usually set to 12. Here, the first value is computed by averaging
over the first 12 months. Due to the 12-month centered moving
average, 6 months at the beginning and 6 months at the end of
the observation period are not included in the computation. To
calculate the seasonality, the trend is subtracted from the mea-
sured data and each month throughout the years of surveillance
is averaged. What remains at the end is an irregular component
[19]. Depending on the stability of the seasonal component,
an additive or a multiplicative model is used as shown in the

equations below

ŷ = Tt + St + et , ŷ = Tt × St × et . (7)

Here, T is the trend, S the seasonality, and e the remaining part
of the data [7].

3) HW Seasonal model: The HW seasonal model contains
a forecast equation and three smoothing equations as shown
below

ŷt+1|t = lt + bt + st−S+1 (8)

lt = A(yt − st−S ) + (1 − A)(lt−1 + bt−1) (9)

bt = B(lt − lt−1) + (1 − B)bt−1 (10)

st = C(yt − lt−1 − bt−1) + (1 − C)st−S . (11)

Here, lt is the level, bt the slope, and st the seasonal component.
A, B, and C are smoothing parameters. If monthly data are
evaluated, the period of seasonality, S, equals to the value of 12.
The HW model is either additive or multiplicative, depending
on the seasonal behavior. In case of evaluating a PV systems
performance, the additive method should be selected because
the seasonal variations are approximately constant throughout
the series. The seasonal component is then computed in absolute
terms and has a mean of around zero. The level equation (9) is a
weighted average between the seasonally adjusted observation
(yt − st−S ) and the nonseasonal one-step-ahead forecast (lt−1 +
bt−1). The slope is a weighted average of the level at time t
minus the level at t − 1, and the trend at t − 1. The selection
of smoothing parameters determines how fast the exponential
weights decline over the past observations. The HW method can
be especially useful for computing the future behavior of a PV
system [7], [20], [21].

4) Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average: ARIMA is a
model, which can contain several methods in a multiplicative
way and can be described as ARIMA (p, d, q) (P, D, Q). Here,
p is the auto-regressive, d the differencing, and q the moving
average order as well as P is the seasonal autoregressive, D
the seasonal differencing, and Q the seasonal moving average
order. Due to the flexibility of the model, seasonal variations,
errors, outliers, and level shifts can be addressed in a proper
way. ARIMA is applied using the following [7]:

φ(T )φS (TS ) �d �D
S yt = φ(T )φS (TS )et (12)

T is the delay operator, φ(T ) = (1 − φ1T − · · · − φpT
p) is an

autoregressive polynomial in T of degree P, φ(TS ) is an au-
toregressive polynomial in TS of degree PS , φ(T ) a mov-
ing average polynomial in T of degree q, and φS (TS ) is a
moving average polynomial of degree QS in TS . Apart from
that, �d = (1 − T )D is a nonseasonal differencing operator
and �D

S = (1 − TS )d is a seasonal differencing operator and
grasps nonstationarity in the relevant location in consecutive
periods [22].

The stationarity of the time-series determines the optimal
ARIMA model; a transformation using differencing to achieve
stationarity might be indispensable. Stationarity is described by
a constant mean and variance, resulting in a nonexisting trend
and the graph seems more like white noise. There are different
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ways to difference a time-series, the simplest and most common
way being first-order differencing [23]

ŷ = yt − yt−1. (13)

Here, the differenced value is the change between two consecu-
tive values of the original time-series. The resulting time-series
has T-1 values. Seasonal or second-order differencing are further
examples of how to create stationarity within the time-series in
question.

The heart of the ARIMA model is the application of autore-
gression. To perform an autoregression, the desired variable is
computed by applying a linear combination of past values of the
variable. The general form of an autoregressive model of order
p is

ŷ = c + φ1yt−1 + φ2yt−2 + · · · + φpyt−p + et (14)

where c is a constant and et is the remainder.
The moving average model used within ARIMA has a dif-

ferent purpose than the one for CSD. Here, the moving average
uses past forecast errors in a model similar to a regression. The
aim of the moving average model is to predict a forecast instead
of smoothing the trend cycle of past values [21].

While using the software environment R, the function seas, a
function within the R-package “seasonal” which automatically
performs seasonal adjustments, automatically calculates the op-
timal ARIMA (p, d, q)(P, D, Q) variables to apply on the data
set [24]. For the application of ARIMA within Section IV-C, the
extracted parameters for both systems are (0, 1, 1) (0, 1, 1).

5) Seasonal–Trend Decomposition Using LOESS: STL is a
continuation of CSD and Loess is a method to estimate nonlinear
relationships. The centered moving average is replaced by a
locally weighted regression to extract the trend [25]. Because
of that, the estimates become more robust and are less affected
by missing data and outliers. Similar to CSD, STL decomposes
a seasonal time-series into three components (trend, seasonal,
remainder) and is described by

Yt = Tt + St + Rt. (15)

STL contains an inner and an outer loop. Every time a run within
the inner loop is performed, the seasonal and trend components
are updated. The number of runs within the inner loop are mostly
equal to 1 or 2. The outer loop includes an inner loop followed
by a calculation of robustness weights. This calculation serves
as an input for the following inner loop to decrease the im-
pact of transient, abnormal behavior on the trend and seasonal
parts [26].

To better grasp the idea of Loess, the method is explained
when applied within the software R. Here, two parameters have
to be chosen, the trend window and the seasonal window. The
seasonal window is either periodic or the span of the Loess win-
dow for seasonal extraction. The smaller the values, the faster
the trend and seasonal components can change. A high value
for the seasonal window forces the seasonal part to be peri-
odic, in this case just the means for the monthly values are used
(seasonal component for January is mean of all January val-
ues). After calculating the seasonally adjusted data, (measured
data minus seasonality) the trend is Loess-smoothened. This

is done by applying local regression on a data window with a
certain width. The regression curve is fitted to the data within
the window. The closer the points are to the center of the win-
dow (higher weight), the greater is the impact on the regression
line calculation. The weight is reduced on those points that are
furthest from the regression curve. The whole step of regression
and weighting is repeated several times to receive a point on the
Loess-curve, which is at the center of the window. By moving the
window across the data, the complete Loess curve is computed.
What follows is that each point of the Loess curve is the intersect
of a regression curve and the center of the respective window.

C. Comparison of Statistical Models

The statistical models presented are applied on the uncor-
rected performance ratio data sets of a mono-crystalline (mc-
Si) and an amorphous silicon (a-Si) system using the software
R. The mc-Si system contains 14 PV modules and has a rated
power of 1960 Watt-peak (Wp). The second installation includes
12 amorphous silicon modules with a power of 1200 Wp. The
observed data have a resolution of 15 min and were averaged
over whole months. The systems in question were installed in
Bolzano/Italy in August 2010 and are evaluated for seven years
from March 2011 until February 2018 in order to eliminate
initial degradation effects such as the Staebler–Wronski effect
or short-term LID. The monitored data are prefiltered to ex-
clude data with performance ratio values below 1% and above
200% and a POA irradiation of less than 50 W/m2 and more
than 1500 W/m2. This was done to remove extreme outliers
and measurement errors. The simplicity of the filter was chosen
to intensify possible deviations among the models. The irradi-
ance data are recorded with a pyranometer. For each model,
the relative annual PLRs, the corresponding uncertainty and the
intercept with the y-axis are given. The PLR of the more sophis-
ticated models are calculated by applying a linear regression to
the respective trend, which was extracted through the statistical
model. To receive the yearly relative PLR and the corresponding
uncertainty, the following formulas are used [27]:

PLR =
12a

b
(16)

uPLR =

√
√
√
√

((
12
b

)2

× u2
a +

(−12a

b2

)2

× u2
b

)

(17)

where a and b are the fitting coefficients of the linear regres-
sion, u2

a,b the variances of these fitting coefficients, and uPLR

the standard deviation of the PLR. This uncertainty calculation
corresponds to a confidence interval of 68%.

Two definitions of the PLR can be found in the literature,
in relative terms as PLR = 12a/b or absolute with PLR = 12a
[18]. Here, the relative PLR was chosen because it makes it eas-
ier to generalize the findings to the energy yield of the array using
the initial yield of the plant. The results of these calculations are
less aimed to deliver the best possible combination of filtering
techniques, performance metrics, and statistical models but are
intended to provide a direct comparison between the presented
analysis methods. While the uncertainties of the resulting PLRs
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Fig. 1. Comparison of statistical models on PR-data, circles represent PLR including uncertainties (primary axis), triangles represent initial PR (secondary axis),
on the left is mc-Si system, on the right is a-Si system.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF STATISTICAL MODELS

were used to rate the statistical models, the remainder, where
applicable, serves as a validation of the parameter fit. The re-
mainder should have Gaussian white noise properties, such as
being uncorrelated and normally distributed.

In Fig. 1, the relative PLRs, uncertainties and initial PR values
are given. The initial value is the intercept with the y-axis.
The stated uncertainty is the uncertainty of the PLR against the
extracted trends, computed by the individual statistical methods.

It can be seen that the performance of the mc-Si system
degrades 0.5%–0.6% per year, the one of a-Si close to 1.8% per
year. Because of cabling and other system losses the initial PR
value is below the theoretical value under STC. As expected,
linear regression shows in both cases the highest uncertainty.
For all other cases, a trend was first filtered from the data set
on which a linear regression was performed. This step leads to
an outcome with higher certainties. While all more advanced
methods show similar results with regards to the uncertainty of
the mc-Si system, STL and ARIMA outperform the others when
applied to the a-Si system.

In case of CSD, the loss ratio is for both systems higher
in comparison and probably overestimated. In Section IV-B2, it
was mentioned that, when using CSD, the first and last months of
the data set are lost due to the applied centered moving average.
This is visible in Fig. 2. Here, the extracted trend-lines of the PR
of the mc-Si system using CSD and STL are shown. Within the
first six months of observation, the trend of the PR has a roughly
stable value. When applying CSD, this time period is not taken

Fig. 2. Trend-lines of CSD- (red-straight) and STL-model (blue-dotted) of
unfiltered monthly PR-data of a mc-Si system.

into account and because of this, the decrease is stronger over
time. This in turn results additionally in an overestimation of
the initial PR value.

Table I summarizes the models in respect to different char-
acteristics of time-series. In general, SLR might serve as a first
indication of a PLR determination but is not suited for accurate
calculations due to its simplistic approach. It has been shown
that the more sophisticated selected analysis methods perform
very similar for crystalline systems, both in the estimation of
the initial PR and the PLR. An exception hereby is the usage
of CSD for short time-series. The exclusion of the first and last
observations can falsify the final PLR. When a thin-film system
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is subject of the calculations, STL and ARIMA show the best
results.

When applying HW, ARIMA or STL, it is very important to
perform crucial modeling steps with great care to receive the
optimal results. In case of ARIMA, the time-series has to be
transformed in order to reach stationarity. Since PV time-series
are highly seasonal, a seasonal differentiation is essential. For
the same reason, the seasonal window parameter within STL
has to be set as periodic and the additive method is preferred
when using the HW model.

Filtering is an integral part when computing PLR values.
If performance metrics are corrected using temperature coeffi-
cients, which are retrieved at a POA irradiance of 1000 W/m2,
an appropriate POA irradiance should be selected. Within this
work, the preliminary filter are treating outliers and values cor-
responding to measurement errors not sufficiently. This was
done on purpose to amplify the impact of outliers and measure-
ment inaccuracies on the final results. SLR and CSD treat all
values with similar weights and are therefore strongly affected
by outliers. HW’s weighted average, STL’s locally weighted
regression, and the combination of similar techniques within
ARIMA are well suited for outlier handling.

Another statistical method worth mentioning is the year-on-
year model developed by Sunpower [28] and later improved by
NREL [29]. It is implemented within the Python RdTools for
the analysis of PV data. This method has a complete different
approach as the here discussed models, as it is using a loss rate
distribution instead of one single value. The gradient between
two related data points in consecutive years (hour, day, week,
month) determine a single PLR. The median of this gradient,
the gradients of all remaining data points of that two years,
and all following years determine the final performance loss
per year. The power loss rates are computed using a 100% per-
formance baseline value. This approach is excluded within this
study. A comparison is difficult to perform because the initial
value is preset and, in contrast with the performed computations,
the data aggregation is done in an irradiance-weighted manner.
Nevertheless, this approach is of special interest if high quality
field irradiance data are not available because it can compute
the PR based on a modeled clear-sky irradiance.

V. MODELING SPECIFIC DEGRADATION MODES

USING ANALYTICAL MODELS

In order to explain experimental observations of different
degradation modes, analytical models are developed based on
the physical/chemical theories of the degradation mode in ques-
tion. These models are environmental stress oriented. The hy-
potheses of a particular degradation mode are built depending on
specific environmental stresses applied, and on the assumption
that the kinetics of a specific degradation mode are influenced by
one dominating process. Electrical parameters such as power at
maximum power point (Pmax), short circuit current (ISC), shunt
(Rsh), and series resistance (Rs) are commonly modeled as
degradation indicators. Hence, the environmental stresses and
their interactions with the PV module components are assessed
based on the reduction of the initial electrical parameter at time

(t = 0) before aging and at time (t = t) after aging or in the
field.

A. Degradation Models for Corrosion

Corrosion is one of the most occurring degradation modes
in PV modules [30]. Corrosion is caused by the presence of
high temperature and high humidity in the module. Humidity
can enter the module through the backsheet or the layers of
the encapsulant and spread into the module [31], weakening
the adhesive bonds between the interfaces. One hypothesis is
that humidity, which catalyzes corrosive processes, leads to a
formation of acetic acid through the hydrolysis of vinyl-acetate
monomers present in the EVA [32]–[34]. Corrosion attacks the
metallic connections of PV cells and results in a loss of adhesive
strength between the cells and the metallic frame, as well as an
increased leakage current and therefore a loss in performance
[32]. Empirical models based on power at maximum power
point and series resistance as degradation indicators have been
proposed to model corrosion according to [35]–[37]. The models
are as follows.

1) The Model of Pan [35]

Pmax

Pmax(0)
= exp(−RD tβ ). (18)

2) Pmax and Rs Models According to Braisaz [36]

Pmax =
1 − exp(−B)

1 + exp(RD t − B)
(19)

Rs = Rs(0) + exp(RD t − B) (20)

where Pmax and Rs are the output power and series resistance
at time (t), Pmax(0) and Rs(0) are the power output and series
resistance at time (t = 0), β is the experimental parameter, B
is a coefficient to be defined, and RD is the degradation rate
determined according to (21), (22), and (23).

1) Models for Degradation Rate (RD ) Calculation: Kinetic
models are developed on the primary assumption that the rate
of degradation is proportional to the concentration of water in
PV modules and that the rate constant has a Arrhenius temper-
ature dependence. Three models according to [19] and [38] are
proposed, namely the Peck’s model, the Eyring model, and the
exponential model.

Peck’s model:

RD.Peck = A exp
(

− Ea

kB T

)

RHn. (21)

Eyring model:

RD.Eyring = A exp
(−Ea

kB T
− b

RH

)

. (22)

Exponential model:

RD.Exp = A exp
(−Ea

kB T

)

. exp(m × RH). (23)

Here, Ea is the activation energy of the degradation process
[eV], T the module temperature [K], kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant (8.62 × 10−5 eV/K), and RH is the relative humidity [%].
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF MODELS FOR DEGRADATION RATE

A, n, b, and m are model parameters. RD [%/h] is the inverse of
the mean time to failure at a given condition. In order to obtain
A, Ea , n, b, and m in (21), (22), and (23), the equations can be
fitted to experimental data or represented on a logarithmic scale
by a straight line, using the following equations:

ln(RD.Peck) = ln(A) −
(

Ea

kB T

)

+ n × ln(RH) (24)

ln(RD.Eyring) = ln(A) −
(

Ea

kB T

)

− b

RH
(25)

ln(RD.Exp) = ln(A) −
(

Ea

kB T

)

+ m × RH. (26)

A plot of ln(RD ) versus 1/T [K] gives an Arrhenius plot with
a slope Ea/kB and an intercept ln(A).

2) Comparison of Corrosion Models: The models of Peck,
Eyring, and exponential were applied to fit indoor data sets
(damp heat at 85C/85% RH), of two c-Si modules, with module
1 showing a good performance stability compared with module
2. The models were compared based on the extracted parame-
ters (see Table II) as well as the deviation from the fitted data
points. All models are consistent concerning the influence of
the activation energy on the degradation rate and that the pre-
dicted values are in the range of literature values for polymeric
materials, which usually range between 0.6 and 2.0 eV [39].
Nevertheless, the Eyring model shows a significant difference
in the extracted activation energy in comparison to that of Pecks
and the exponential model. It also has the highest percentage
deviation of fitted data points in both cases. Therefore, from this
study, we can conclude that the Peck’s model has a better fit
compared with the other models.

Degradation models are utilized for the simulation of power
output degradation for module 1 to predict its performance
in three climatic zones: alpine (Zugspitze, Germany), mar-
itime (Gran Canaria, Spain), and arid (Negev, Israel), assuming
the degradation is because of corrosion according to Pan and
Braisaz. The module temperature is given for a standard c-Si
PV module type glass-backsheet construction installed at the
three test sites and relative humidity was calculated from ambi-
ent conditions according to [40]. For all the simulations, annual

Fig. 3. Module 1. Maximum power degradation models of Pan (P) and Braisaz
(B), simulated for three climates: Zugspitze (green), Gran Canaria (blue), and
Negev (purple).

mean values of temperature and relative humidity were used.
In both cases, the Peck’s model was used for degradation rate
calculation and both models were fitted to indoor data to extract
the model parameters.

Both models show that temperature is the most relevant fac-
tor that influences the PV degradation process, visible by the
power losses depicted in Fig. 3. This can be seen by a small loss
through lower degradation in power for the module installed at
Zugspitze, where the climate is characterized by low tempera-
tures and high levels of relative humidity. However, the models
completely differ in degradation predictions. According to the
simulations, the model of Pan converges at a relatively fast rate
compared with the one of Braisaz. This could be due to the in-
fluence of the model coefficients such as B and β. Moreover, the
time parameter for the Pan model follows a power law, hence β
might be an accelerating factor.

B. Degradation Models for PID

PID has been observed in all PV technologies and in almost
all operating climates. It does not occur so frequently, but if
it does, its effect can lead to a severe performance loss within
a short period [4], [41]–[44]. In general terms, PID is caused
by the difference in potential between the cells and the sup-
port structure of the module. This difference drives a leakage
current that can lead to power degradation. Different types of
PID occur depending on the module technology. For crystalline
silicon PV, two degradation modes can be identified, PID-p (for
polarization or passivation) and PID-s (for shunting). PID-p is
a temporary and reversible degradation of the passivation layer,
which reduces the performance due to a surface recombination
increase [45]–[47]. PID-s is because of a leakage current in-
volving an ionic flow of Na+ from the glass, encapsulant or cell
surface into the cell, diffusing into the silicon stacking faults and
shunting the cell [48]. The sodium incorporation in the Si sur-
face degrades primarily the FF, the Voc, and finally the Isc. The
relevant stress factors for PID-s include [42]; high temperature,
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TABLE III
PIDHACKE MODEL

relative humidity, system voltage, light, bias-junction potential,
and injected carriers. The models proposed for PID degradation
according to [36], [43], [44], [49]–[51] are as follows.

1) Pidhacke Model: A parabolic model was proposed by
Hacke et al. [44] to fit the power degradation of c-Si modules

Pmax

Pmax(0)
= 1 − A exp

(

− Ea

kB T

)

RHn × t2. (27)

The constants A and n are determined by fitting the equation
to experimental results. The parameters have to be determined
for each module type. This parabolic model is applicable to the
beginning of the degradation phases of PID-s, as it can fit the
beginning of a sigmoid and does not describe the stabilization
phase of the sigmoidal curve. Annigoni et al. [49] used the
indoor data to determine coefficients of the model for distinct
aging contributions (temperature, relative humidity, and time)
and then applied the model including a voltage term in (28) to
outdoor PID degradation for different climates

Pmax

Pmax(0)
= 1 − A exp

(

− Ea

kB T

)

RHn × t2 × U. (28)

In this study, a similar approach is adopted to extract the model
coefficients in Table III and to simulate maximum power degra-
dation because of PID in three climatic zones; alpine (Zugspitze,
Germany), maritime (Gran Canaria, Spain), and arid (Negev,
Israel). In all simulations, a constant voltage of 500 V was as-
sumed. The simulation results, shown in Fig. 4, were consistent
with the ones of Annigoni, saying that a more severe degradation
is predicted for arid climates.

2) Exponential Model: The model was applied by Hacke
et al. [43] to predict PID occurrence in thin-film modules in
the field using accelerated tests. Considering shunting, which is
the PID mode that occurs first, an exponential model based on
module temperature T and relative humidity RH was found to
fit well the PID rate for multiple stress levels of a CdTe module
in chamber tests. The power model is of the form

d

dt

(
Pmax

Pmax(0)

)

= 1 − Af(U) exp
(

− Ea

kB T

)

RHn × t (29)

where f(U) expresses the voltage dependency.
3) Model of Hattendorf: The model of Hattendorf et al. [50]

is based on a matrix of indoor experiments where modules are
exposed to varying voltage, module temperature, and ambient
humidity. The conditions are varied to determine the model

Fig. 4. Simulated normalized maximum power degradation because of PID
in three climatic zones; Freiburg (green), Gran Canaria (blue) and Negev (red).

parameters for the module power. The model is written as

Pmax(U, T,RH, t) = Pmax(0)(1 − P (t)) (30)

P (t) = P∞
1 − exp

(
t
τ1

)

1 − exp
(

t−t0
τ2

) ;

P (U) =
(

1 + exp
(

U − U0

Φ

))−2

(31)

t0 = a × b × t̂0; τ1(T ) = b2 × τ̂1; τ2 = τ̂2

(32)

a(H) =
H0

H
; b(T ) = exp

(
T − T0

φ

)

. (33)

The model includes six adaptation parameters: t̂0, U0, τ̂1,
τ̂2, Φ, and φ. H0 and T0 are scaling parameters. The function
P (t) describes the power loss caused by degradation. P∞(U)
is its limit for t → ∞, and a(H) and b(T ) are the acceleration
functions of relative humidity and temperature. For T = 0 and
H = 0, they are equal to 1, therefore τ̂1, τ̂2 are the time constants
under these conditions. τ2 remains constant for a given module.
To determine the model’s parameters, the power degradation
is measured as a function of time with the system voltage U
as parameters and a fixed humidity H as well as temperature
T . The saturating power P∞ is extracted by fitting P (t) to the
measured data.

4) Taubitz Model: Taubitz et al. [51] proposed a regener-
ation model for shunt resistance evolution over time because
of PID degradation. The shunt resistance was modeled in three
phases: shunting phase, regeneration phase, and transition phase
as follows:

Shunting phase:

Rsh(t) = aS exp
( −t

bS (t)

)

. (34)
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Regeneration phase:

Rsh(t) = CR + aR exp
(

t

bR (t)

)

. (35)

Transition phase:

Rsh(t) = aT (T )(t + bT (T ))2 + CT (36)

where aS , bS , CT , bT , aT (T ), bS (T ), bT (T ), CR , and aR are
constants and have to be determined for a specific module type.
Some of them are dependent on the module temperature T . The
constants are determined by measuring the times tS , tT , and tR
for reaching certain target values.

5) PID Model According to Braisaz et al. [36]: The model
is based on shunt resistance Rsh degradation as an indicator, as
it is the most important parameter for PID. The evolution of Rsh

as a function of voltage, temperature, and relative humidity was
modeled as

Rsh(t) =
Rsh(0)

1 + aRD t
(37)

RD = A × U
B

1 + exp(−C(RH) + D)
exp

(

− Ea

kB T

)

(38)

where Rsh is the shunt resistance at time (t), Rsh(0) is the initial
shunt resistance, A,B,C, and D are model coefficients, U is
the applied voltage, and RD is the degradation rate.

Recommendation: The model contains many coefficients
whose usage is not clearly described, such coefficients might
affect the physical interpretation of the results when used in-
appropriately. Therefore, we recommend that one should have
a prior knowledge of the impact of the parameters on which
the coefficients are being applied to the degradation process in
question.

C. Models for UV Degradation

UV light exposure has been reported to cause PV module
degradation in a number of ways. Exemplary, it could result in
discoloration of the encapsulant material [52] or delamination
at the glass encapsulant or cell encapsulant interface [53]. The
parameter most impacted by UV exposure is the short circuit
current (Isc). Braisaz et al. [36] proposed a model for short cir-
cuit degradation because of UV exposure over time. They found
that the degradation curve is not linear but an exponentially de-
creasing curve. The short circuit is modeled as a function of
UV as

Isc(t) = Isc(0) − aDUV(t) − b(1 − exp(−CDUV)(t)) (39)

DUV(t) =
∫ t

0
E(u) × 5.5%du. (40)

Here, DUV is the UV dose in MJ/m2 or kWh/m2, Isc is the
short circuit current at time (t), Isc(0) is the initial short circuit
current, and a, b, and C are model coefficients. The multipli-
cation by 5.5% is because the UV radiation (280–400 nm) is
approximately 5.5% of the total light spectrum E(u) [54].

1) Schwarzschild Law: The Schwarzschild Law has been
applied by Gu et al. [55] to study the effect of intensity and
wavelength of spectral UV light on discoloration of laminated
glass/EVA/PPE PV modules. The law is a function of intensity as

k = A(I)p . (41)

Here, k is a constant, I the intensity, and p is the Schwarzschild
coefficient.

Recommendation: When applying this expression in perfor-
mance (power) prediction models where other loads are also
applied, the parameter p must be calibrated according to the
knowledge of severity ranking [56].

D. Degradation Models for Delamination, Fatigue Solder
Failure, and Cell Cracks

1) Coffin–Manson’s Equation: The model is used to predict
degradation modes caused by temperature cycling such as en-
capsulant delamination, fatigue solder failure, and cell cracks.
According to Escobar and Meeker [38], the model describes the
number of cycles to failure as

N =
σ

(ΔT )β1
(42)

where ΔT is the temperature range and σ and β1 are properties
of the material and test setup. The cycles-to-failure distribution
for temperature cycling can also depend on the cycling rate
(e.g., because of heat buildup). An empirical extension of the
Coffin–Manson relationship that describes such dependencies
is [38]

N =
σ

(ΔT )β1

1
(freq)β2

exp
(

Ea × 11605
Tmax(K)

)

(43)

where freq is the cycling frequency and Ea is a quasi-activation
energy.

2) Crack Propagation Model: The model was suggested by
Braisaz et al. [36] and it was applied to simulate the degradation
of the short-circuit current Isc due to the expansion of cell cracks
caused by temperature. The model takes the form

Ca(t) = Ca(t − 1) +
1

x
(

125
Ta

)m . (44)

Ca(t) is the crack activation at time (t), Ca(t − 1) the crack
activation at time (t − 1), Ta is the daily temperature amplitude,
m a model parameter, and x is the number of thermal cycles.
The crack activation/propagation model is dependent on the
daily temperature amplitude Ta .

3) Damage Accumulation Model: The model was used by
Bosco et al. [57] in order to calculate the solder fatigue damage
in seven cities investigated in their study and compared with
FEM simulated results. They found out that the model fits well
to the simulated calculations. The model is written as

D = C(ΔT )n (r(T ))m exp
(

− Q

kB Tmax

)

. (45)

In this equation, ΔT is the mean daily maximum cell temper-
ature change, Tmax the mean maximum daily temperature, C a
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scaling constant, Q the activation energy, kB Boltzmann’s con-
stant, r(T ) the number of times the temperature history increases
or decreases across the reversal temperature, T the period of a
year, and n and m are model constants similar to those in the
Coffin–Manson equation.

4) Backsheet Degradation Model: The model is used to es-
timate a potential form of the degradation kinetics of the back-
sheet. This kinetic model was applied by Kempe [58] to model
the uncertainty in a 25-year equivalent test for module backside
exposure to irradiance and temperatures in different climatic
zones. The degradation rate model is written as

RD ≈ IX (b + m × TOW) × (Tf )
T −T 0

10 . (46)

Here, I is the light intensity, X , b, and m are fit parameters,
TOW is the time of wetness, T the temperature, T0 a reference
temperature, and Tf is a multiplier for the increase in degrada-
tion for a rise in temperature in 10 K steps.

Recommendation: As also mentioned by Kempe, the param-
eter that describes the effect of time of wetness has very high
uncertainties, we recommend careful comparison of the relative
change in degradation rate with changes in TOW. In case one
wants to extract thermal parameters such as activation energy,
the multiplier term (Tf ) can be replaced by the Arrhenius term.

E. Model Based on Multiple Stresses

Since degradation of PV modules in outdoor operation is in-
fluenced by multiple environmental stresses, models based on
multiple stresses are viable for outdoor service lifetime predic-
tion.

1) Model of Gaines: Gaines et al. [37] proposed a model for
power output degradation based on multiple accelerated envi-
ronmental stresses. The model suggested is

Pmax

Pmax(0)
= [1 − RD t]

1
β (47)

RD = AfT fRH fM fGfω (48)

where RD is the degradation rate and the factors fT , fRH , fM ,
fG , and fω are associated with a decrease in power output due
to effects of temperature T , relative humidity RH , mechanical
stresses M (due to temperature differences), gaseous concen-
tration G, and the frequency of the temperature excursion. The
mathematical form of each factor is formulated to represent the
underlying physical phenomena. An Arrhenius form is used for

fT = exp
(

−B

T

)

. (49)

B denotes a constant parameter and T denotes temperature. The
effect of relative humidity fRH is represented by

fRH = 1 + (RH)0 exp
(

C0

(
1

TC
− 1

T0

))C−D
T

. (50)

The second term in the bracket corrects the relative humid-
ity as a function of temperature, given a specified relative hu-
midity at T0. C and D are constant parameters. The mechani-

cal/temperature excursion factor fM is represented by

fM =

⎡

⎣

exp
(

G1

(
1
T − 1

Tb

))

+ exp
(

−G2

(
1
T − 1

Tb

))

D0

⎤

⎦

× exp (JΔT ). (51)

The first term in the bracket reflects the stresses arising from dif-
ferences in expansion coefficients of bonded materials. The con-
stants G1, G2, D0, and Tb are chosen to represent the estimated
magnitudes of these fatigue effects. The factor exp(JΔT ) esti-
mates the effect of the magnitude of the temperature excursion
ΔT , where J is a constant

fG =
[

1 +
G

Go

]E− F
T

. (52)

Here, E and F denote constant parameters and T is the temper-
ature. The frequency of the temperature excursion fω is repre-
sented by

fω =
[

1 +
ω

ωo

]P − Q
T

. (53)

ω is the frequency and P as well as Q are constant parameters.
In a constant temperature test, T is a constant and ω is taken to
be zero. In the cyclic temperature tests, reciprocal temperature
is considered to be a sinusoidal function of time

1
T

(t) = τ + Δτ sin(ωt) (54)

τ =
1
2

[ 1
Tmin

− 1
Tmax

]

. (55)

Tmin and Tmax are the minimum and maximum temperatures
associated with the temperature cycles.

Recommendation: The model of Gaines presents the previous
approach on multiple stress modeling, however, the user should
take caution that this model was developed and applied on PV
modules that had a different construction from today’s modules.
Therefore, its application might need some modification to fit
the current PV module construction types.

2) Model of Subramaniyan: Another model to calculate the
degradation rate because of combined environmental stresses
has been proposed recently by Subramaniyan et al. [59]. The
model takes into account the effect of both static and cyclic
temperature, UV radiation and relative humidity as

Rate(T,ΔT, UV, RH) = β0 exp
(

− β1

kB Tmax

)

× (ΔTdaily)β2 × (UVdaily)β3 × (RHdaily)β4 (56)

where Rate(T,ΔT,UV,RH) is the reaction rate, Tmax the daily
maximum temperature of the module [K], ΔTdaily the daily
cyclic temperature of the module [K], UVdaily the daily daytime
average irradiance [W/m2], RHdaily the daily average relative
humidity [%], and k is the Boltzmann constant. The model
parameters β0, which is the frequency factor [s−1], β1, the acti-
vation energy [eV], β2, the effect of cyclic temperature, β3, the
effect of UV radiation and β4, the effect of RH, can be estimated
from measured data through data fitting techniques. In the scope
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of this paper, the model is presented but has not been applied or
tested in any way due to a lack of combined stress data. A more
detailed description and application of the model can be found
in [59].

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, several PV system performance loss method-
ologies are reviewed. Hereby, statistical and analytical models
are taken into account.

First, a discussion about statistical models to determine the
PLR of PV systems from available outdoor data is presented.
The performance loss trend is retrieved by applying filters,
performance metrics, and statistical models on data sets. By
performing detailed in-depth performance studies, it might be
possible to gain a greater understanding about the root causes
of the decrease in the power output of PV systems over time.
Especially when considering current and voltage behavior, spe-
cific degradation modes could be identified and at a later stage
verified by visual inspection techniques.

As a first measure, appropriate filtering techniques have to
be applied on the data set in question. The choice of the filter
will strongly depend on the performance metric and/or statis-
tical model and, in case of an inappropriate filter window, will
falsify the final outcome. On the other hand, pretreatment of
the data set is necessary to eliminate outliers, noise, and mini-
mize seasonal oscillation. Before deciding which performance
metric or statistical model to use, the PV system technology, the
length of the observed period, climatic conditions, and mounting
system (rack, tracker) should be taken into consideration. Pre-
vailing seasonality, temperature/irradiance dependency of the
I–V curve parameters and noncorrelated outliers (data errors,
shading effects, etc.) will increase the uncertainty of the re-
sults and influence the final PLR. The final aim is to receive
a clear performance trend. In Section IV-C, the discussed sta-
tistical models have been applied on monitored field data of
one monocrystalline silicon and one amorphous silicon system
to retrieve long-term performance trends. Thereby, the applica-
tion of SLR resulted in performance ratings with the greatest
uncertainties in comparison. The usage of CSD produced per-
formance rates with low uncertainties but due to the elimination
of the first and last months of monitored data through the cen-
tered moving average, this technique is not recommended for
data sets, which just consider short time periods. It was seen
that CSD overestimated the performance loss of both systems.
The remaining techniques, namely HW exponential smoothing,
ARIMA, and STL, are performed on a similar high level of ac-
curacy and the results are almost identical. HW experiences a
slightly higher uncertainty when applied to the amorphous sili-
con PV system. It seems that ARIMA and STL are better suited
for noncrystalline PV systems due to their favorable treatment
of the temperature behavior of the system in question. These
three techniques exclude the seasonal part in time-series of PV
performance metrics, which is an important modeling step in or-
der to receive a clear performance trend. Nevertheless, it has to
be stressed that the application of statistical models, especially
ARIMA, has to be performed with great care and that it is not a
rudimentary exercise to retrieve accurate model parameters for

more advanced models. In case of ARIMA, the time-series has
to be stationary. The model parameters need to be chosen based
on the time-series behavior. That means that PV-related param-
eters, like the varying temperature dependency of different PV
technologies, or the prevailing weather conditions have to be
taken into account.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to determine if a (or which)
degradation mode occurs on the basis of calculated PLRs. Apart
from degradation modes, other factors such as shading or soiling
might be a reason for a reduced performance. Because of that,
it is important to not only study the data of a PV system, but
also to undertake regularly visual and electrical inspections and
connect the findings with the calculated PLR. An idea of how
to isolate the occurrence of degradation modes within a module
under surveillance might be the application of the presented
models on the short-circuit current, the open-circuit voltage and
the fill factor. Hence, it might be possible, together with the
inclusion of results from the studies of accelerated tests, to find
patterns in the trends of these values.

In the second part of this work, several analytical models
for specific degradation modes, which trigger the aforemen-
tioned performance losses to a large extent, are further studied.
The models proposed for corrosion and PID were implemented
to simulate the maximum power degradation in three climatic
zones. A strong influence of the climate is evident in all the sim-
ulation results where, as expected, a more severe degradation is
predicted for arid climates. The key observations in this study
are as follows.

1) Although these models give a preliminary approximation
of the time-evolution of power performance, they do not
provide any information on the physical processes taking
place within the module.

2) The models are developed based on numerous assump-
tions and simplifications, moreover the hypotheses of a
particular degradation mode are modeled depending on
environmental stress factors and do not take into consid-
eration the influence of material parameters.

3) None of the models is universal, that is, they can well
describe the degradation of a specific type of a PV tech-
nology and fail on the other. Therefore, it is necessary to
be certain that a chosen degradation model is valid for a
specific application.

4) The analytical models are developed and validated based
on indoor data from accelerated tests. Although some au-
thors went on to simulate outdoor conditions based on
indoor observations, a big challenge remains of how to
interpret the results for multiple environmental stresses
using indoor data.

According to these observations, we recommend further
developments for models that take into account both material
and multiple environmental stress factors. The development of
such models need to be related to indoor as well as outdoor
observations.
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Modeling Outdoor Service Lifetime Prediction of PV
Modules: Effects of Combined Climatic Stressors

on PV Module Power Degradation
Ismail Kaaya , Michael Koehl, Amantin Panos Mehilli, Sidrach de Cardona Mariano, and Karl Anders Weiss

Abstract—Photovoltaic modules are exposed to a variety of
climatic loads during outdoor operation. Over time, these loads
trigger a number of degradation modes within the modules leading
to performance loss. This paper quantifies the impact of combined
climatic loads on the module’s maximum power output using a
mathematical approach. Three degradation precursor reactions,
namely, hydrolysis, photodegradation, and thermomechanical
degradation, are assumed to be necessary for service lifetime pre-
diction. For each reaction, an empirical kinetics model is proposed
and validated with indoor test measurements. A generalized model
to quantify the effects of combined climatic loads is proposed. The
generalized model is calibrated and validated using outdoor test
measurements. The model is then applied to predict the annual
degradation rates and a 20% performance loss of three identical
monocrystalline modules installed in three benchmarking cli-
mates: maritime (Gran Canaria, Spain), arid (Negev, Israel), and
alpine (Zugspitze, Germany) using real monitored meteorological
data. A degradation of 0.74%/year corresponding to 21.4 years
operation time was predicted as the highest for an arid environ-
ment, compared with 0.50%/year and 0.3%/year degradation for
maritime and alpine environments, respectively. The proposed
models will find applications in outdoor predictions as well as in
the combined stress accelerated tests to develop test designs.

Index Terms—Climatic zones and service lifetime prediction,
degradation model, degradation modes, photovoltaic (PV) module.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE search for a combined stress model for photovoltaic
(PV) module lifetime prediction dates back to the 1970s,

for example, Gaines et al. [1] proposed a quantitative model for
accelerated testing using multiple environmental stresses, which
was used to develop the test design. Recently, Subramaniyan
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the modeling hypotheses.

et al. [2] have proposed a model to link the module degradation
path and environmental variables. According to our previous
publication [3], the current state-of-the-art degradation models
available for PV modules and systems were reviewed. Among
the key observations was that most of the degradation models
are developed for specific degradation modes using controlled
test conditions and are validated based on indoor measurements
from accelerated tests. Since a PV module in outdoor operation
experiences numerous climatic loads, which, in turn, might lead
to different degradation modes, combined stress models are a
prerequisite to estimate PV module degradation.

The main motivation of this paper is to bridge the gap toward
service lifetime prediction of PV modules in outdoor operation.
A combined stress model is proposed based on the physics of
failure. The approach deployed in this paper is based on ana-
lyzing and modeling degradation modes under various climatic
stresses. The input stresses are assumed to be responsible for
triggering a specific reaction that might induce specific degra-
dation modes (see Fig. 1). The effect of the applied stresses has
been evaluated with experimental data using accelerated age-
ing tests. We assume that it is a crucial step to first evaluate the
effects of different stresses in controlled conditions using accel-
erated tests. This is needed to correlate the power degradation
to specific degradation modes using different characterization
methods. It also helps to understand the physics of failure of the
different degradation modes.

Three main aspects need to be considered for a modeling
approach applicable for PV service lifetime prediction.

1) Impact of PV material variations: New materials are pro-
posed frequently to improve PV performance.

2156-3381 © 2019 EU
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2) Different operating climatic conditions: PV modules op-
erate in different climates, for example, in arid, maritime,
tropical climates.

3) Different PV technologies, for example, crystalline sili-
con (c-Si), thin films, and different module designs like
bifacial, glass–glass, or glass–backsheet.

All these factors might lead to different degradation modes,
rates, and performance degradation. To our knowledge, it is a
rather complex challenge to have a single model taking into
account all the above aspects. In this paper, a simplified approach
is proposed, as a first approximation to take into account some
of the above aspects in a single model.

II. POWER DEGRADATION FUNCTION AND DEGRADATION

RATE MODELS

The fact that the module is exposed to several stress factors
at the same time, and that outdoor conditions have a stochastic
nature, makes it difficult to model outdoor conditions. A model
that includes all the above dependences requires a huge number
of unknown coefficients to be evaluated. Some of the required
coefficients might require experimental procedures to be evalu-
ated, making it time consuming and expensive.

One way to overcome these obstacles is to use an approach that
minimizes the number of coefficients to be evaluated. Assump-
tions should be made based on the dominating loads, processes,
impacts, or mechanisms for degradation evaluation. Constant or
average quantities might be used to compute the average rates, in
order to overcome the stochastic behavior of input parameters.
Using accelerated tests to quantify the impact of applied loads
on power degradation and to evaluate the sensitivity of model
parameters for varying controlled test conditions helps to start
with modeling before investigating outdoor conditions. This also
helps to relate the performance losses to specific degradation
modes. However, one of the major pitfalls of accelerated testing
is that it may focus on one degradation mode while masking oth-
ers. The masked degradation modes could be the first to show
up or dominate in the field under different operating conditions
[4]. Therefore, the underlying physics and chemistry related to
the degradation must be known to avoid these obstacles. The
assumptions and hypotheses used in this paper are based on the
prior knowledge and studies [5]–[9], [11]–[15], which deal with
the underlying physical and or chemical degradation kinetics.
Fig. 1 summarizes the hypothesized degradation mechanisms
that are known to be induced by the applied loads.

The models should be calibrated using nonextreme test con-
ditions in order to obtain a good correlation of the indoor accel-
erated conditions to outdoor conditions. As already mentioned,
very extreme conditions might generate new degradation modes
that might never happen outdoors [4]; using these conditions for
calibration of the model might result in high uncertainties. More-
over, some of the degradation patterns observed in accelerated
tests are unlikely to occur in natural aging leading to misin-
terpretations. For example, during an extended damp heat (DH)
test, three phases of power degradation were described by Koehl
et al. [15] as induction, degradation, and saturation phases. One
way to use such a degradation pattern for outdoor ageing would

be to use the induction and the onset of the degradation phase
as it might be a good representation of natural degradation.

A. Module Output Power Degradation Function

Since the module power at the maximum power point (PMPP)
is a quantity commonly used by manufacturers to set warranties,
it has been selected for use as a degradation indicator in this pa-
per. Hence, in this context, degradation is defined as the gradual
deterioration in the module PMPP over time. The effects of ap-
plied climatic stresses are then quantified by how much they lead
to a reduction in the initial power over time. The module output
power as a function of time is proposed as

PMPP (t)

PMPP (0)
= 1 − exp

(
−
(

B

kit

)μ)
(1)

where PMPP(t) and PMPP(0) are the module output power at
time t and the initial output power, respectively. B is the power
susceptibility, which is assumed to be a material property, μ is
the shape parameter, and ki is the degradation rate constant of
degradation process i.

B. Degradation Rate Models for Controlled Indoor Conditions

Empirical kinetics models to evaluate the degradation rate
constant ki are proposed depending on the applied stresses as
presented in the following general reaction equation:

Stress A+ Stress B + . . . Stress N → Degradation

precursor. (2)

In this paper, three main degradation precursor reactions are
assumed to be hydrolysis, photodegradation, and thermome-
chanical degradation. Depending on the applied stresses, a reac-
tion constant is evaluated to quantify the impact of the applied
stresses on power degradation over a specified time period.

1) Hydrolysis-Driven Degradation Due to Temperature and
Relative Humidity:

kH = AH .rhn
eff .exp

(
− EH

kB .Tm

)
(3)

where kH is the rate constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant
(8.62 × 10−5), Tm is the module temperature (Kelvin), AH is
the pre-exponential constant, rheff(%) is the effective module
relative humidity (RH) proposed by Koehl et al. [16], and n is
a model parameter that indicates the impact of RH on power
degradation. In this context, EH is defined as the activation en-
ergy for power degradation. Equation (3) is the commonly used
Peck’s model, which evaluates the degradation impact due to
RH and temperature [17]. The Peck’s model was selected based
on the study of our previous article [3], since the model showed
the best performance in DH result calibration.

2) Photodegradation Due to UV Dose, Temperature, and Rel-
ative Humidity:

kP = AP .(UVdose)
X . (1 + rhn

eff) .exp

(
− EP

kB .Tm

)
(4)

where kP is the rate constant, UVdose is the integral UV dose
(kW/m2), EP is the activation energy for power degradation due
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing rates in controlled indoor conditions and
the synergistic nature of outdoor conditions.

to photoreaction, and X is a model parameter that indicates the
impact of UV dose on power degradation.

3) Thermomechanical Degradation Due to Temperature
Cycles: The most commonly used model for thermal cycling
(TC) is the Coffin–Manson relationship. According to Escobar
and Meeker [17], the effect of temperature cycling can depend
largely on the maximum temperature TU . The cycle-to-failure
distribution for temperature cycling can also depend on the cy-
cling rate (e.g., due to heat buildup). Therefore, a modified form
of the Coffin–Manson relationship including this effect is

kTm = ATm.(ΔT )θ.CN .exp

(
− ETm

kB .TU

)
(5)

where ΔT = (TU − TL) is the temperature difference (Kelvin),
CN is the cycling rate,TU andTL are the module upper and lower
limit temperatures, and ETm is the activation energy of power
degradation.

C. Degradation Rate Model for Outdoor Conditions

The transition from indoor degradation rate evaluation to out-
door is a challenging task due to not yet knowing enough how
different stresses, degradation processes, and the induced degra-
dation interact.

The underlying assumption deployed in this paper is that some
degradation processes might lead to specific degradation modes
independent of the others, and that some might have a synergistic
nature (see Fig. 2), which results in a variety of degradation
modes. Hence, this assumption allows us to evaluate the total
degradation rate as the sum of both independent and dependent
processes. The mathematical form of the total rate is expressed
as

kT = AN . (1 + kh) (1 + kp) (1 + kTm)− 1 (6)

kT = AN .

n∏
i=1

(1 + ki)− 1 (7)

where kT (%/year) is the total degradation rate (%/year), ki
is the ith rate constant, and n is the total number of degrada-
tion processes. AN is the normalization constant of the physical
quantities; in this case, it takes the units (year−2/%).

Using (1) and (7) and defining failure time (tf ) as a 20% loss
in maximum power output (common manufacturer’s warranty),

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL (EXP) CONDITIONS FOR DH COMBINED UV/DH

AND TC TESTS

the failure time can be calculated using the following relation:

tf =
B

kT × [|log (0.2)|] 1
µ

. (8)

III. MODEL CALIBRATION

Two basic approaches were applied for the calibration of
the different degradation rate models: 1) optimization of model
performances; and 2) through prior knowledge from previous
studies. Optimization of model performance, which compares
measured and simulated data, was applied with the help of a
built-in nonlinear least-squares solver in the GNU Octave soft-
ware. Prior knowledge, with the aid of sensitivity analysis, was
used as a baseline to select the initial fitting guesses and also as
a confirmation that the extracted values are in meaningful range.

A. Experimental Indoor

Distributed DH, TC, and combined DH-UV stress tests were
carried out at different test conditions under the framework of
the SOPHIA project at different test laboratories. Table I shows
the different test conditions used in this paper for model cali-
bration and validation. The studied modules are from the same
manufacturer. They are P-type homojunction c-Si with thermo-
plastic encapsulant material and without an aluminium layer as
additional moisture barrier.

B. Experimental Outdoor

Three identical monocrystalline silicon (mc-Si) modules are
under monitoring in three climatic zones: maritime (in Gran
Canaria, Spain), arid (in Negev, Israel), and alpine (in UFS
Zugspitze, Germany). In Gran Canaria, the tilt angle is 23°, and
the azimuth angle 169° for the PV module. In Negev, the tilt
angle is 31°, and the azimuth angle 180° for PV modules. The
module in Gran Canaria has been exposed for over seven years,
and the ones in Negev and Zugspitze have been exposed over
five years outdoors.

Apart from the performance measurements, the modules tem-
peratures are also recorded every 10 min. The sensors for mea-
suring module temperatures are located under one of the central
cells. They are Pt100 sensors, which are attached from the back
using adhesive aluminum tapes. Other meteorological data such
as RH, global irradiation, UV irradiance, and wind speed are
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Fig. 3. Distribution of module temperature in the three climatic zones.

Fig. 4. Total UV dose and average annual RH for the three zones measured
for five years.

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF FIVE YEARS AVERAGE CLIMATIC INPUTS USED IN SIMULATION

also under monitoring in all the three zones with a 1-min reso-
lution. The annual averages of UV dose and RH are as shown in
Fig. 4.

Five years of measured datasets were used to evaluate the
averages (see Table II), to ensure that the values used in degra-
dation prediction correspond to what a module will experience
during its lifetime. The mean value of the module minimum and
maximum temperature has been computed considering upper
and lower temperature bins as in Fig. 5.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Model Properties

It is rather complex to develop a generalized model that cov-
ers all these requirements for taking into account innovations
in materials and designs. Moreover, validation of such a model

Fig. 5. Ten minutes values of module temperature for five years. The dotted
lines show the mean maximum and minimum temperatures.

requires a huge amount of data and experimental campaigns.
Although the model parameters are technology or module spe-
cific, the formulations presented in this paper are flexible and
can be adapted for application in other modules designs and
technologies.

On the one hand, extracting model parameters for each eval-
uated PV module type makes degradation prediction more com-
plex and rather expensive and time consuming. In this case, a
model parameter B in (1), the so-called power susceptibility, is
introduced. It could allow simulating a percentage increase in
performance due to an improvement in materials of different PV
modules when other model parameters are kept constant.

On the other hand, we assume that the power degradation
shapes could be linked to module technologies or module de-
sign. For example, a faster degradation at early stages of expo-
sure and followed by stabilization is commonly observed in thin-
film modules [18]. The other speculation is made on the module
design, for example, glass–glass modules have less moisture
pathways and moisture ingress compared with glass–backsheet
modules. This means that moisture-induced degradation modes
are slower at the earlier stages of the module lifetime. How-
ever, as the breathable pathways and drying are also limited, the
moisture will accumulate over the years, leading to a dramatic
increase in the degradation rate. For this case, one could expect
a degradation shape like that in Fig. 6 when μ = 0.96.

The proposed power degradation function includes a shape pa-
rameter μ, making it possible to optimize all the possible degra-
dation shapes. Fig. 6 shows degradation shapes optimization by
changing the value of μ.

Moreover, it is very crucial to optimize the power degrada-
tion shapes, since they are linked to energy yield evaluation as
the yield corresponds to the integral of power with respect to
operation time, hence the area under the curves in Fig. 6.

B. Sensitivity Analysis of Input Loads

A sensitivity analysis of climatic input loads of temperature,
RH, and UV dose on the failure time was carried out. Tempera-
ture (T), RH, and UV dose bins between (15–55 °C), (40–100%),
and (80–100 kW/h/m2), respectively, were used to generate 500
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Fig. 6. Optimization of power degradation shapes by altering the shape
parameter µ.

Fig. 7. Sensitivity analysis of T, UV, and RH. The arrow indicates increasing
RH represented by the dots.

combinations of T, RH, and UV. The variation of failure time to
each combination set is shown in Fig. 7.

According to this analysis, the model is more sensitive to
temperature as compared with RH and UV dose; this can be
explained by the Arrhenius temperature dependence in the rate
models. Moreover, during the sensitivity analysis, a threshold
of RH (highlighted in blue) was observed. This was linked to
the Peck’s model for hydrolysis. Simulations using the peck’s
model only to evaluate the failure time confirmed this tendency
at humidity levels above 80%. The model is still applicable,
since these conditions are not usually the case outdoors, and in
this paper, the varying input load was temperature for indoor
conditions.

C. Model Validation

As for any predictive model, the crucial part is to validate
the model. There are several ways of model validation. In this
paper, the approach used is verification with real experimental
measurements. Fig. 8 shows the steps used for validation of the
models.

1) Model Validation With Indoor Datasets: The proposed
models (3)–(5) were calibrated using indoor experimental data

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of models’ calibration and validation procedure
using for both indoor and outdoor datasets.

TABLE III
EXTRACTED MODEL PARAMETERS FOR INDOOR MODULES AND THE

PERCENTAGE DEVIATION (DEV) FROM THE FITTED DATA

Fig. 9. Hydrolysis model (3) calibration and validation. The blue patch is the
95% confidence interval of prediction; the violet line represents the optimized
data points.

Fig. 10. Photodegradation model (4) calibration and validation. The blue patch
is the 95% confidence interval of prediction.

for specific test conditions. The extracted rate models param-
eters are presented in Table III. The parameter B in (1) was
normalized to one, and the extracted shape parameter μ was 0.7
for Fig. 9 and 0.4 for Figs. 10 and 11.

It should be noted that the extracted parameters are valid only
for a particular module type. The parameters have to be evalu-
ated for each different module separately. The models were then
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Fig. 11. Thermomechanical model (5) calibration and validation. The blue
patch is the 95% confidence interval of prediction.

applied to predict the degradation when the test conditions are
varied. The model predictions are compared with experimental
outcomes for validation.

Fig. 9 shows calibration and validation results for the hy-
drolysis model (3). In black is the measured power for DH
75 °C/85RH; red is the respective model fit with a violet line
at 5000 h representing the optimized data points. The blue line
is the predicted power at DH 85 °C/85RH, the light blue patch
is the 95% prediction confidence interval; green represents the
measured power at DH 85°C/85RH, used for model validation.
The vertical lines on measured data points indicate a 2.5% mea-
surement uncertainty. The color usage and explanation above
are consistent with Figs. 10 and 11 for photodegradation (4) and
thermomechanical (5) models using respective datasets. For all
the models, the predictions are satisfactory and are within a 95%
confidence interval. The observable variations could be linked
with the measurement uncertainties.

To correlate the uncertainties in model calibration with the
predictions, the percentage mean square error of prediction
(MSEP) [19] was evaluated as

MSEP = 100 ×
[
V [Pp] +

(
μPp

− μPm

)2
]

(9)

wherePp andPm are the predicted and measured power, respec-
tively,V is the variance of the predicted power, andμPp

andμPm

are the mean of predicted and measured powers, respectively.
A 0.5% deviation led to 0.025% MSEP for the hydrolysis

model, 1.65% deviation resulted into 0.216% MSEP for the ther-
momechanical model, and 0.19% deviation led to 0.168% MSEP
for the photodegradation model. Although there is a correlation
of the uncertainties due to model calibration as it is evaluated
in the thermomechanical model, the uncertainties in experimen-
tal datasets used for validation can also influence the evaluated
mean square error; therefore, it is also useful to evaluate the
confidence interval of the prediction.

2) Model Validation With Outdoor Datasets: The power
degradation model (1) with ki = kT [total degradation rate (6)]
was calibrated using the monitored dataset of Gran Canaria.
The dataset from Gran Canaria was selected over Negev and
Zugspitze because the module in Gran Canaria has been ex-
posed for quite a long time compared with the ones in Negev

TABLE IV
EXTRACTED MODEL PARAMETERS FOR OUTDOOR MODULES

Fig. 12. Combined model (7) calibration and validation with 5-min resolution.

and Zugspitze, and moreover, it shows a clear degradation
trend. A filter at module temperature (30–35 °C) and irradiance
(800–1200 W/m2) was used because it is the most frequent tem-
perature that a module experiences over its lifetime in this region
(see Fig. 3). The irradiance bin ensures that only clear sky con-
ditions were considered in order to have irradiance conditions
near to standard test conditions (STC) and to model a common
situation for all the climates. The power was corrected to STC of
irradiance. To make sure that the power degradation observed for
outdoor modules is not due to soiling effects, periodic cleaning
of the modules is done.

The extracted rate model parameters are presented in Table IV.
The percentage deviation of the fitted data points was 2.34%
and the derived parameters were B = 190 and μ = 0.19 for the
power function (1).

Fig. 12 shows calibration and validation results. The black
dots are the measured power for Gran Canaria; the red line is
the respective model fit. The blue line is the predicted power
for Negev, and the measured power for Negev is in green. The
dotted lines indicate normalization to the initial laboratory power
values before outdoor exposure. The alpine predictions were
left out to avoid too much information on the graph due to data
fluctuations. The outdoor predictions show a good agreement
with the measured power degradation.

D. Degradation Rates and Lifetime Prediction

Depending on the climate a module is installed in, different
degradation modes might dominate over the others. Using the
proposed degradation models (3)–(5) and (7) and the outdoor
derived model parameters, it is possible to predict the dominating
degradation precursor and the total degradation rate, as well as
the failure time (8) for any location with known climatic loads.
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TABLE V
PREDICTED DEGRADATION RATES USING (3)–(5) AND (7) OF THE mc-Si MODULES AND FAILURE TIME (8) IN THE THREE CLIMATIC ZONES

In this paper, annual degradation rates of the mc-Si modules
were predicted using input climatic loads of Zugspitze, Gran
Canaria, and Negev, as shown in Table V.

High thermomechanical degradation is predicted for
Zugspitze in comparison with Gran Canaria because of high
module temperature variations in this climate zone. On the
contrary, small degradation due to hydrolysis is predicted in
Zugspitze despite the high levels of RH. This could be explained
by the low average module temperatures experienced in this re-
gion, hence slowing hydrolysis processes and the absolute wa-
ter vapor concentration. In all cases, high rates are predicted in
Negev. This can be explained again by the higher temperatures in
this zone that determines the reaction rates for other degradation
processes caused by other degradation factors such as hydrolysis
by humidity and photodegradation by UV dose. The predicted
failure time defined as a 20% loss in power, as expected, shows
more severe degradation of the maximum power output in arid
climates where temperatures are higher. This further confirms
the previous studies [20] that temperature could be the primary
accelerator of degradation.

E. Evaluation of Uncertainties Due to Data Quality

The module power measurements were done every 5 min;
such high-resolution measurements and the frequently fluctuat-
ing environmental conditions outdoors lead to unavoidable noise
even after applying filters and corrections. By using a moving
average of 1 h to minimize the noise in the datasets, the process
of model calibration and validation was repeated. The effect of
the noise to the derived model parameters as well as on failure
time estimation was evaluated. Because of the high sensitivity
of the models parameters, Ea, n, X , and θ, they were assumed
constant, and the variations in calibration and lifetime estima-
tions due to the noise effect are evaluated using the parameter
B of the power degradation function (1).

Fig. 13 shows the calibration and validation results for
hourly resolution. The deviation of the fitted data points re-
duced to 2.04%, and the derived model parameter reduced to
B = 182.3

Table VI shows the MSEP and relative difference in failure
time estimation with 5-min data and hourly averaged data. Al-
though the fitting deviation improved from 2.23% to 2.04% us-
ing hourly resolution, the improvement did not considerably led
to reduction in MSEP, but the effect is visible in failure time es-
timation with a relative difference of 4.05%. This is consistent
with the observations from indoor results that the uncertainties
in experimental datasets used for validation can also influence
the evaluated MSEP.

Fig. 13. Combined model (7) calibration and validation with hourly resolution.

TABLE VI
PERCENTAGE MEAN ERROR IN PREDICTION (MSEP) AND RELATIVE

DIFFERENCE (REL-DIFF) OF THE ESTIMATED FAILURE TIME (tf )
FOR DIFFERENT DATA RESOLUTIONS (DATA RES)

V. CONCLUSION

A degradation model for quantifying the impact of combined
climatic stresses on module maximum power output degrada-
tion has been introduced. Degradation rate models have been
proposed and validated with indoor measurements for specific
degradation precursors. A combined degradation rate model has
been proposed and validated with real field datasets. The model
has been applied for the evaluation of the degradation rates and
the prediction of losses in the power output of monocrystalline
modules installed in three climatic zones: maritime, arid, and
alpine. A stronger degradation has been predicted in an arid
climate, which could be explained by a higher mean module
temperature, as well as high temperature variations in this zone.

In addition, a correlation of dominating degradation pre-
cursors to the operating climate has been analyzed for the
three climates. Thermomechanically induced modes dominate
in Zugspitze and Negev due to high temperature variations in
these zones. In Gran Canaria, photodegradation dominates due
to high UV values and relatively high average module tempera-
tures experienced in this region.
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The proposed power degradation model presented in this pa-
per has been calibrated and validated using specific modules
design and technology. However, the formulations are flexible
and could be applied to other modules designs and technologies.

Apart from the uncertainties due to models’ derived parame-
ters and input datasets, some degradation modes might be out-
comes of other degradation modes and might appear at certain
stages of a module’s lifetime. This makes the predictions more
complex using only analytical models like the one described in
this paper, hence impacting the model accuracy especially for
longer time predictions. One way to solve this problem could
be to apply a combination of analytical models with data-driven
models or apply computer algorithms embedded with analyti-
cal models to determine the best solution for predicting outdoor
service lifetime.
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Abstract: Photovoltaic (PV) systems are the cheapest source of electricity in sunny locations and
nearly all European countries. However, the fast deployment of PV systems around the world is
bringing uncertainty to the PV community in terms of the reliability and long-term performance of
PV modules under different climatic stresses, such as irradiation, temperature changes, and humidity.
Methodologies and models to estimate the annual degradation rates of PV modules have been studied
in the past, yet, an evaluation of the issue at global scale has not been addressed so far. Hereby, we
process the ERA5 climate re-analysis dataset to extract and model the climatic stresses necessary for
the calculation of degradation rates. These stresses are then applied to evaluate three degradation
mechanisms (hydrolysis-degradation, thermomechanical-degradation, and photo- degradation) and
the total degradation rate of PV modules due to the combination of temperature, humidity, and
ultraviolet irradiation. Further on, spatial distribution of the degradation rates worldwide is computed
and discussed proving direct correlation with the Köppen-Geiger-Photovoltaic climate zones, showing
that the typical value considered for the degradation rate on PV design and manufacturer warranties
(i.e., 0.5%/a) can vary ± 0.3%/a in the temperate zones of Europe and rise up to 1.5%/a globally. The
mapping of degradation mechanisms and total degradation rates is provided for a monocrystalline
silicon PV module. Additionally, we analyze the temporal evolution of degradation rates, where a
global degradation rate is introduced and its dependence on global ambient temperature demonstrated.
Finally, the categorization of degradation rates is made for Europe and worldwide to facilitate the
understanding of the climatic stresses.

Keywords: photovoltaic; degradation; PV systems; climate zones; climate data

1. Introduction

The current worldwide energy transition from conventional to renewable energy sources already
proves and even more forecasts the expansion of photovoltaic systems to new and diverse locations.
On a global scale, we are rapidly approaching the so-called “Terawatt-scale Photovoltaics” era, which
indicates the surpass of 1 TW of installed capacity of photovoltaic (PV) systems and highlights an
important milestone for the PV industry [1]. This milestone is also boosted by the decrease in prices
of the PV technologies, which are already the cheapest source of electricity in many countries of
Europe [2].
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However, this diversification is presenting some constraints in terms of financial and technical
risks, due to the unclear response of PV modules and materials under different climate conditions. The
financial risks are related to the estimation of the long-term energy yield, mainly due to degradation rate
calculations and solar resource variability, as represented by calculations of Levelized-Cost-Of-Electricity
(LCOE) for PV systems. The technical risks are related to the failure modes prone to occur for different
Bill-of-Materials (BOM) and Balance-of-System (BOS) under different climatic stresses which will vary
from location to location. For example, while in deserts the risk of sand-storms is high, in highlands wind
gusts and snow loads can damage the PV installations. Important findings and calculation methods
about the climatic triggers of degradation modes under different climate zones have been presented
in [3–11]. Irradiation, temperature, and humidity have been identified as the main degradation
precursors, leading to different degradation mechanisms depending on the stress level in each climate
zone. In qualitative terms, some generalizations can be made by climate: in tropical climates, the
combination of high humidity and high temperature is stated as being the harshest for PV reliability,
where the PV modules are prone to delamination, corrosion or Potential-Induced-Degradation (PID).
Desert and steppe climates stimulate degradation modes, such as encapsulant discoloration, backsheet
chalking or delamination. Temperate, cold and polar climates typically present low degradation due
to the low climatic stress, but modules are prone to fast power drops due to hail, storms or snow loads
inducing cell cracks, glass cracks and interconnect breakage. In quantitative terms, Jordan et al. have
been the pioneers in the degradation rate assessment under different climate conditions [4], but the
complexity of the issue does not yet allow the conclusion of a generalized estimation model per climate
zone. The synergy of climate stressors makes the estimation and prediction of the degradation rates
(i.e., expressed as a reduction of the power per year, %/a) not trivial, given that not only different
module types react differently regarding the climate but also that material interactions will behave
differently [6].

Studies at a global scale present the mapping of PV performance indicators (e.g., performance
ratio and energy yield) using different Geographic Information Systems (GIS) datasets and
approaches [12–14]. Regarding the long-term operation of PV systems, usually this issue is simplified
by considering a typical value (i.e., 0.5%/a for crystalline PV modules), also stated on manufacturer
performance warranties. However, it is known that the impact of climate on material properties and
energy production will vary over time and location. Interesting approaches to calculate the degradation
rates have been proposed in references [10,15]. Both models consider as main climate degradation
factors the average temperatures, temperature changes, humidity, and ultraviolet (UV) irradiation,
which is in line with indoor testing and standards for PV reliability. However, those models have not
been applied at global scale and a PV degradation mapping has not been published so far.

In this paper, the ERA5 climate reanalysis dataset [16] is processed to extract and further to
model the essential climate variables for the study of PV degradation (temperature, humidity, and UV
irradiation). The estimated climate data is compared and validated with real ground-measurements
taken from different sources [17–19]. Then, the module temperature and degradation rates are
estimated globally. Using the Köppen-Geiger-Photovoltaic (KGPV) climate classification [12], the
spatial distribution of degradation rates in view of climate zones is evaluated. Then, the temporal
evolution of degradation rates compared with the global increase in ambient temperature is presented.
The global mapping of degradation mechanisms and total degradation rates are provided, together
with a categorization of degradation rates in Europe and worldwide.

2. Climate Data Processing

The studies over large geographical regions can be made by processing GIS data estimated from
Numerical Weather Predictions (NWP) including satellite or reanalysis models [20]. Even though
satellite-based estimations can be more accurate than the reanalysis-based ones, the advantage of the
second is the possibility to extract all the essential variables together in the same dataset, without gaps
and identical timestamps.
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One of the latest datasets released is the “ERA5” created by the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). In comparison with previous datasets (e.g., ERA-Interim), ERA5 provides
a spatial resolution of 31 km and temporal resolution of hourly data from 1979 [16]. Also in the
literature, the improvement on the accuracy of the global horizontal irradiance (GHI) is reported [20].

Although not all variables required are directly available from the ERA5, we calculate the missing
local climate variables, wind speed (WS), relative humidity (RH), and UV irradiance (UV), using
existing models.

2.1. Local Climate Variables

While high wind speed (WS) can increase mechanical loads on the PV installation [21] and be a
trigger of further degradation processes, we use it only to estimate the PV module temperature (Tmod)
due to the related cooling effect on materials. The WS is calculated and height-corrected according to
Equations (1) and (2) [22,23], where uwind and vwind are the vector components of the wind, hERA is the
height from ground which the wind is modelled in the ERA5 dataset, and hmod is the assumed height
of the PV modules equal to 2 m. The 2 m height assumed is in accordance with the height of modelled
ambient temperature (Tamb) and dew point temperature (Tdew) given by the ECMWF.

WSERA =

√
u2

wind + v2
wind (1)

WS =

(
hmod
hERA

)0.2

·WSERA (2)

The relative humidity (RH) is also not extracted directly from ERA5, so it is estimated using
Equations (3) and (4). The saturation water vapor pressure (WVP) over water and ice is calculated
using Buck’s Formula [24,25] from the dew point temperature (TDew) and ambient temperature (Tamb).

WVP(T)[kPa] =

 0.61115·exp(23.036 − T
333.70 )·(

T
279.82+T ) for T < 0

0.61121·exp(18.678− T
234.84 )·(

T
257.14+T ) for T ≥ 0

(3)

RH[%] =
WVP(Tdew)

WVP(Tamb)
·100[%] (4)

UV irradiance given in the ERA5 dataset covers a wavelength range up to 440 nm. However,
this variable is usually referred for wavelengths below 400 nm. This distinction can cause large
differences of the estimated UV irradiation. For example, measurements in Ljubljana, Slovenia lead to
an overestimation of 45% of the energy in the UV part (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. (a) Spectral irradiance from 280 nm to 440 nm under a day of cloudy sky conditions.
(b) Spectral irradiance from 280 nm to 440 nm under a day of clear sky conditions.

For this reason, we neglect the UV irradiance data given by ERA5, and model it up to 400 nm
using a method proposed in ref. [26] and expressed in Equations (5)–(8), which is based on the clearness
index (kt) and the global horizontal irradiance (GHI). The kt is calculated by dividing the GHI and the
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top-of-atmosphere irradiance extracted from ERA5. Unfortunately, the lack of valid measurements
disallows that we validate the model worldwide.

k∗t = max(0.1, min(kt, 0.7)) (5)

UVB =
(
1.897 − 0.860 k∗t

)
·1e−3

·GHI (6)

UVA =
(
7.210 − 2.365 k∗t

)
·1e−2

·GHI (7)

UV = UVA + UVB (8)

The GIS data extracted and computed is compared with 15 ground meteorological stations involved
in the World Radiation Monitoring Center - Baseline Surface Radiation Network (WRMC-BSRN) [17],
one station in Alice Springs, Australia provided by the Desert Knowledge Australia (DKA) Solar
Centre [18] and one station in the Atacama Desert provided by Universidad de Chile [19]. The station
locations are shown in Figure 2 and more details are presented in Table A1 in the Appendix A. At these
stations, GHI, Tamb, and RH are measured. The comparison is carried out on a daily average resolution
for the years 2016, 2017, and 2018, except for the Chilean station where the time frame ranges from
2010 to 2014. We use the inverse distance weighting (IDW) as interpolation method [27] to calculate
the estimated values at specific location reducing the geographical mismatch between measured and
computed values.

The time-series for each location are compared by the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and
the coefficient-of-determination (R2). In Figure 3, locations with high and low accuracy are presented,
while the rest of the locations are presented in Table A2 in the Appendix A. For example, on one hand,
data in Cabauw (The Netherlands) show almost perfect fitting for the three variables (Tamb, GHI, and
RH), evidencing that ERA5 can be used as synthetic data in some locations. On the other hand, in
Howrah (India), the accuracy of GHI and RH is low but could be improved with a post-processing
algorithm, e.g., ref. [28].

An excellent agreement of Tamb was noticed possibly because of the high number of observational
data in ERA5. GHI and RH also show good performance even though they are purely modelled.
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Figure 3. Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) and statistical indicators for comparison of
ground-measurements and modelled data from the ERA5 reanalysis dataset and the inverse distance
weighting (IDW) interpolation. We present a high accuracy and low accuracy case, Cabauw (CAB,
Lopik, Utrecht, The Netherlands) and Howrah (HOW, West Bengal, India). The comparison of the
other 15 locations is presented in Table A2 in the Appendix A.

2.2. Operating Conditions of PV Modules

One of the most important climatic loads to analyze the degradation is the PV module temperature
(Tmod). Typically this variable is estimated by using the Ross model [29], which is a function of the
ambient temperature, irradiance and the Ross coefficient (kRoss) as presented in Equation (9). However,
a higher accuracy of Tmod estimations under different climate conditions for crystalline silicon PV
modules can be achieved by using the Faiman model (see Equation (10)) [22,30]. In Figure 4, a visual
comparison of the estimated Tmod is illustrated. The main differences are presented in areas with high
wind speed where the cooling effect will be taken into account when using the Faiman model.

Further calculations in this paper are based on the Faiman model to estimate the PV module
temperature as a function of the Tamb, GHI, and WS, considering u0 equal to 26.9 W/m2/◦C and u1

equal to 6.2 Ws/m3/◦C [23], which are typical values reported for c-Si PV modules in the open-rack
mounting configuration.

Tmod = Tamb + kRoss·GHI (9)

Tmod = Tamb +
GHI

u0 + u1·WS
(10)
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3. Spatial Distribution of PV Degradation Rates

Degradation mechanisms will be triggered not only from one individual degradation factor but
due to a combination of them. In ref. [10], three degradation processes are defined and empirically
expressed due to the combination of climate degradation factors: Hydrolysis-degradation (kH) related
to the effect of temperature and humidity, photo-degradation (kP) depends on temperature, humidity
and UV irradiance, and thermo-mechanical-degradation (kTm) due to high temperature and temperature
differences. The models are presented in Equations (11) to (14):

kH = AH·rhn
e f f · exp

(
−

EH

kB·Tm

)
, (11)

kP = AP·(UVdose)
X
·

(
1 + rhn

e f f

)
· exp

(
−

EP

kB·Tm

)
, (12)

kTm = ATm·(∆T)θ·CN· exp
(
−

ETm

kB·TU

)
, (13)

kT = AN

n∏
i=1

(1 + ki) − 1, (14)

where the parameters are:
kH: Hydrolysis degradation rate (%) rhe f f : effective relative humidity
kP: Photo-degradation rate (%) UVdose: integral UV dose (kW/m2)
kTm: Thermomechanical degradation rate (%) Tm: average module temperature
kT: Total degradation rate (%) TU: upper module temperature
kB: Boltzmann constant (8.62 × 10−5) TL: lower module temperature
EH: Activation Energy for Hydrolysis degradation (eV) ∆T = TU − TL: temperature difference
EP: Activation Energy for Photo-degradation (eV) n: model parameter that indicates the impact of

RH on power degradation.
ETm: Activation Energy for Thermomechanical
degradation (eV)

X: model parameter that indicates the impact of
UV dose on power degradation.

AH: Pre-exponential constant for Hydrolysis degradation θ: model parameter that indicates the impact of
∆T on power degradation.

AP: Pre-exponential constant for Photo-degradation CN : Cycling rate
ATm: Pre-exponential constant for Thermomechanical
degradation

AN : normalization constant of the physical
quantities (a−2/%)

The degradation mechanisms are quantified by using the fitting coefficients published in
ref. [10] for a high-performance monocrystalline silicon PV module installed in the open-rack
mounting configuration.

Further on, the calculated degradation rates can be directly related to climate zones. To simplify
the spatial distribution analysis of degradation rates, we use the Köppen-Geiger-Photovoltaic (KGPV)
scheme proposed in ref. [12] to compare the climate zones in terms of annual degradation rates, as
shown in Figures 5 and 6. Each KGPV climate zone is defined by two letters, the first one implies the
relation of temperature and precipitation (TP-zones) and the second is related to the irradiation level,
as H-zones. The definition of each letter is as follows:

Temperature-Precipitation (TP) Zones Irradiation (H) Zones
A: Tropical climate K: Very high irradiation
B: Desert climate H: High irradiation
C: Steppe climate M: Medium irradiation
E: Temperate climate L: Low irradiation
D: Cold climate
F: Polar climate
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Hydrolysis-degradation presents the smallest contribution in almost all the KGPV zones, but is
considerably higher for the tropical climates (AH and AK), which zones are related to high precipitation
levels (humid areas) and temperature levels. This process can provoke moisture ingress leading to
delamination of polymers or corrosion of solder bonds [31].

Photo-degradation has the second-highest contribution to the total degradation rate. This indicator
combines the humidity, temperature, and UV irradiance impacting the PV module. The impact is
similar to hydrolysis-degradation but higher in terms of absolute values due to the process triggered
by UV irradiation. For desert areas, even though the UV irradiation is high, the low humidity in the
air decreases the estimated damage of the PV cells due to this mechanism. The photo-degradation
is considerable high in tropical zones (AH and AK) due to the high climatic stresses of all variables
(temperature, humidity, and UV irradiation).

Thermo-mechanical degradation exhibits the highest contribution to the total degradation rate
in all zones, except in the AH zone, where the temperature variations are minimal. This parameter
is affected by seasonal temperature cycling (the difference between the maximum and minimum
temperature of the year) and also the annual average maximum ambient temperature.

The total degradation rates calculated by the combination of the previous three degradation
mechanisms Equation (13) are also evaluated per each KGPV climate zone. In accordance with the
literature [6], the highest degradation rate is identified in tropical areas (hot and humid). Interestingly,
the AK (tropical with very high irradiation) presents lower degradation than the AH (tropical with
high irradiation), due to lower photo-degradation contribution (related to lower humidity).

The steppe climate has higher humidity than the deserts and therefore, the total degradation rate
is increased by higher hydrolysis-degradation and photo-degradation. As expected CK (steppe with
very high irradiation) might be more stressful for PV modules than CH (steppe with high irradiation),
due to higher UV irradiation.

Temperate climates (DM and DH) result in average degradation rates of 0.42%/a and 0.58%/a,
respectively. Those climate zones are predominant in Europe, and their values are in accordance with
the typical 0.5%/a degradation rate assumed along within the PV community. However, the spread of
the values can range around ± 0.3%/a in the temperature zones across Europe.
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Cold and polar areas present average degradation rates around or below 0.2%/a. In real operating
conditions, we expect higher values due to external degradation factors, such as snow accumulation
over the PV systems or mechanical loads due to wind gusts which are not included in the calculations
as yet.

Desert areas exhibit similar average degradation rates than temperate areas. In absolute climate
values, desert areas are hotter and dryer than temperate areas. However, in the relative contribution
of degradation mechanisms, the high thermomechanical stress together with low hydrolysis and
photo-degradation makes the average similar to the moderate climate stressors of the temperate
climate. In real operating conditions, external degradation factors, such as soiling might increase the
degradation rate if taken into account, but the degradation presented here assumes only gradual and
non-reversible degradation processes.

4. Mapping of Degradation Mechanisms and Total Degradation Rate

The worldwide mapping of the degradation mechanisms (hydrolysis-degradation,
photo-degradation and thermomechanical-degradation) are presented in Figure A1 in the Appendix B.
As mentioned before, the simulations are based on the degradation model developed in ref. [10], and
coefficients fitted for a specific PV module (high-performance mono-crystalline silicon PV module).
The climate datasets used were extracted, modelled and averaged from the ERA5 reanalysis dataset for
the years 2016, 2017, and 2018.

Figure A2 in the Appendix B shows the calculated worldwide degradation rate combining the
three degradation mechanisms based on the main climate degradation factors.

To facilitate the visualization and possible use of our degradation maps, we categorize the locations
into bins of 0.2%/a ranging from 0% to 0.8%/a for Europe and ranging from 0% to 1.4%/a around the
World. The categorized maps are shown in Figures 7 and A3, respectively. The total degradation rates
could reach 0.8%/a in the hottest areas of the south of Spain and Portugal for Europe, and globally the
highest degradation rates (above 1.4%/a) are identified in locations next to the equator line.
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5. Uncertainty over Time-Temporal Evolution

The temporal evolution of the climate also might be a factor to consider while estimating the
degradation rates of PV modules. In ref. [12] the decrease of the Performance Ratio due to climate
change effect is already reported. Hereby, the annual degradation rates are simulated for the PV module
described previously, using historical data from ERA5. For convenience in terms of computational
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resources, degradation rates based on hourly data are calculated only for the years 1980, 1990, 2000,
2010, 2016, 2017, and 2018. The ambient temperature is extracted for every year from 1979 to 2018.

In Figure 8, the evolution of the ambient temperature and degradation rates is shown. The global
calculations represent the average values for land-surface between the Latitudes −60◦ and 60◦. We
notice that an increase in the ambient temperature also increases the degradation of the PV modules
over time.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 17 
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6. Discussions

The used degradation model currently takes into account pure climate degradation factors and
it does not include temporal or external degradation factors or failure modes such as light-induced
degradation (LID), light and elevated temperature degradation (LeTID), potential-induced-degradation
(PID) or mechanical damage due to wind or snow loads. Neither the underperformance due to soiling
or snow covering is considered. Also, the final results of total degradation rates represent the value at
steady conditions (for example, after LID). The calculations presented in this paper are related to a
specific monocrystalline silicon PV module, and the values could be different for devices with different
BOM but we expect the trend to remain the same for all crystalline silicon technologies.

The correlation with the KGPV climate zones shows a good agreement with the literature. Tropical
climates are again presented as the harshest for PV modules due to the high humidity and high
temperature. Desert and steppe climates present high degradation rates due to high daily temperature
changes, even excluding soiling. Under no consideration of wind and snow loads, the temperate, cold
and polar climates present low degradation rates.

Even though the results are coherent, some climate and degradation modelling topics need
further investigation: (1) lack of UV irradiation measurements spread around the world does not
allow a representative validation of models, (2) moisture ingress and related triggering of degradation
processes, such as corrosion or delamination, need to be understood for different interactions of
materials, and (3) the understanding of degradation mechanisms under high UV irradiance and
extremely low humidity exposure.

Despite the current limitations, the average degradation rates calculated agree with the typical
values used in manufacturer warranties and developers, showing that in the worst case (e.g., tropical
climates) an average degradation of 1%/a can offer more than 20 years of performance above 80%,
and the global average degradation rate of 0.5%/a could promise a lifetime operation of 40 years.
Additionally, the mapping and results presented can give a new perspective of the climatic stresses
worldwide when considering the installation of PV modules at different locations. Also, the high
resolution of the GIS data, including ambient temperature, UV irradiation and humidity, together with
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the module operating temperature, helps to identify relevant variables for PV systems where measured
data is not available. The degradation mechanisms and the total degradation rates calculated for the
land-surface are available as Supplementary Materials attached to this article.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we used the ERA5 climate reanalysis dataset for the modelling of PV degradation
mechanisms and total degradation rates worldwide. We demonstrated that by extracting the ambient
and dew point temperature, the relative humidity can be estimated at any location. Also, by
extracting the global and top-of-atmosphere irradiances, the ultraviolet irradiance was estimated.
Then, the extracted and modelled variables (temperature, irradiance, and humidity) were combined to
compute the degradation of PV modules in terms of photo-degradation, hydrolysis-degradation, and
thermo-mechanical-degradation. The quantification of each degradation mechanism allowed us to
estimate the total degradation rate globally for a specific monocrystalline silicon PV module.

To validate the estimation of climate variables, we extracted the time series of 17 ground
measurement stations from the World Radiation Monitoring Center - Baseline Surface Radiation
Network (WRMC-BSRN), Desert Knowledge Australia (DKA) Solar Centre, and Universidad de
Chile which include ambient temperature, global horizontal irradiance and relative humidity. The
cumulative distribution function and coefficient-of-determination (R2) were calculated to prove the
good agreement between the ground measurements and the modelled data from ERA5 interpolated
using the Inverse-Distance-Weighting method. For the validation, we considered daily average values
from 2016 to 2018.

In terms of global spatial distribution, we found a clear correlation between the
Köppen-Geiger-Photovoltaic (KGPV) climate classification and the estimated degradation rates.
In the temperate zones of Europe, the average degradation rate is in accordance with the typical
degradation rate of 0.5%/a considered widely by the PV community, however, this value can vary
around ± 0.3%/a for a specific year.

From our calculations, thermomechanical degradation is the harshest for the studied PV module
in nearly all climate zones, presenting the highest impact in very high irradiation zones, such as CK,
BK, and AK. Photo-degradation and hydrolysis-degradation show similar global spatial distribution,
but the former is higher since it also comprises UV irradiation as a degradation factor.

The temporal evolution of the degradation rates is directly correlated with the global ambient
temperature and it is evidence that climate change could impact the long-term performance of
PV systems.

We developed new maps for degradation mechanisms and the total degradation rate for the
studied PV module which can be directly integrated as a new layer over the KGPV climate classification
map and provide a rapid understanding of performance and degradation globally. However, due
to the high uncertainty in the real degradation rate of PV systems (solar resource, methodology of
calculation, quality of operational data, bill-of-materials of PV modules, etc.), the maps are presented as
a guide to identify possible risk areas in terms of climate stress but not to give quantified degradation
rates for specific locations for any PV module or PV system.

Supplementary Materials: The datasets generated in this article are available online as Mendeley data at
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/3nt652dwwx/1.
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Appendix A Meteorological Stations and Data Validation

Table A1. Details of meteorological stations used for the validation of GHI, Tamb, and RH.

Label Location Latitude Longitude Elevation
[m] Available Time Frame

ALI Alice Springs, Australia −23.76 133.88 560 2008-09 to 2019-11
CAB Cabauw, Netherlands 52.0 4.9 0 2005-02 to 2019-05
CAR Carpentras, France 44.1 5.1 100 1996-09 to 2018-12
CNR Pamplona, Spain 42.8 −1.6 471 2009-07 to 2019-02
E13 Oklahoma, USA 36.6 −97.5 318 1994-01 to 2017-05

FUA Fukuoka, Japan 33.6 130.4 3 2010-04 to 2019-04
GOB Gobabeb, Namibia −23.6 15.0 407 2012-05 to 2019-05
GUR Gurgaon, India 28.4 77.2 259 2014-07 to 2019-01
HOW Howrah, India 22.6 88.3 51 2014-10 to 2019-01
LIN Lindenberg, Germany 52.2 14.1 125 1994-10 to 2017-01
LRC Virginia, USA 37.1 −76.4 3 2014-12 to 2019-05
PAL Palaiseau, France 48.7 2.2 156 2003-06 to 2019-02
PAY Payerne, Switzerland 46.8 6.9 491 1992-10 to 2019-03
SAP Sapporo, Japan 43.1 141.3 17 2010-04 to 2019-04

SPA San Pedro de Atacama,
Chile −22.98 −68.16 2390 2009-05 to 2014-06

TAT Tateno, Japan 36.1 140.1 25 1996-02 to 2019-03
TIR Tiruvallur, India 13.1 80.0 36 2014-08 to 2019-01

Table A2. Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) for GHI, Tamb and RH to compare ground stations
from BSRN, DKA Solar Centre and Universidad de Chile with modelled and interpolated data from
ERA5 climate reanalysis.
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Appendix B Mapping of Degradation Mechanisms and Total Degradation Rate
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